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Introducing the PMA
The Poor Man’s Armorer is orien-

ted to responsible adults who wish
to make .modify , and use all types of
weapons. Conventional hxmting/sur-
vival tools and exotic special
purpose weapons will be covered. All
procedures described will be as prac-
tical and inexpensive as possible.

Volume Two of PMA will continue
to feature weapons articles simi-
lar to those that appeared in Vol-
TJime One. The major difference in
projects for this volume will be
the assumption that the reader has
access to welding equipment and
facilities for melting aluminum.

A

standard oxy-acetylene torch will
be sufficient for both of the a-
bove

.

Also required will be some type
of lathe setup

,
preferably a metal

cutting lathe, although a hobby
type wood lathe can be used. A
metal cutting lathe is indispensa-
ble in the home workshop. John
Matlock has a number of excellent
models available for as little as
$75, so there is no reason for not
having one of your own. (see Popu-
lar Machining Magazine review in
this issue.) CONTINUED ON PAGE ^0

Editorial
Statement of Policy

We at the Poor Man’s Armorer Magazine
research, write, buy and sell information
only. We do not buy, sell or manufacture
weapons. All info in PMA is legal to pos-
sess, print, sell and send through the US.

mails.

Foreign orders are welcome but we are

not responsible for and will not refund

money on issues seized by foreign customs

agents.
Several readers have requested that we

include legal comments with weapons arti-

cles. Any weapon you can name is illegal
somewhere in this country. As responsible

journalists, we would never suggest, infer,

or recommend Chat you break the law. All

weapons in Che PMA can be legally built
and owned. Many of them do require special
federal, state or local licenses/permits.
This publication is read in several coun-

tries and by every type of individual from
anti-gun watchdogs to professional machine
gun manufacturers and dealers. It’s point-

less for us to belabor every possible
legal aspect of every weapon covered.

If you plan to build weapons,you should

obtain copies of federal, state, and local

weapons laws from the appropriate agen-

cies, the local library or your attorney.

It is Che sole responsibility of
the reader to determine legality
before building.

The following should go without sayxng,

but here it is once for the record:

Improvised weaponry is a dangerous
business. Please wear safety glasses and
hearing protection when building or testing
any improvised design. Use double safeguards
to offset unforeseen disasters. You are
responsible for anyone and anything you
may damage.

The Poor Man’s Armorer Magazine
and all contributors will not be re-
sponsible for any injuries or prop-
erty damage that may result from the
use of information or ideas found
In P^ .

^

All data is obtained from source^'be-
lieved to be correct. The accuracy of any
and all of the material in PMA carmot be
guaranteed.
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Article Submissions

Readers are encouraged to submit arti-
cles, designs, and related material.Please
submit only material which is yours to
sell. Material is subject to our editing.
We pay five cents (5t) per word used, with
payment upon publication. If you have some-
thing really unique that you wish to sell
for more than our standard rate, contact us
and we'll discuss it. Submitted articles
should be typed and double spaced.

PMA will gladly pay contributors $5-10
for drawings we're able to use with their
articles, as long as ^ don't have to re-
draw them. Black ink or fine line black
felt pen are fine, but ballpoint and col-
ored felt pens all have to be reinked. If
you will label drawings in light pencil,we
can type up labels, no problem. Drawings
hand labeled in ink have to be retouched
before we can retitle them and this takes
alot of time .

We also will pay $10 for each photo we
use with the article. Photos must be black
and white only. Submit matte finish prints
only. No glossies

, please.
Unused articles, photos, and drawings

cannot be returned unless they are accompa-
nied by a prepaid mailer.

Subscription Rates

Poor Man's Armorer Magazine-Volume 2

4 issues-1 year
Bulk Rate subscription US $20.00
1st Class subscription US $23.00
Canada-lst Class Only $23.00
Foreign-Air Only $25.00
PMA Vol.l Bound Edition $14.95
PMA Vol. 1-all Foreign $20.00
Foreign subscriptions should be remitted
by International Money Order in U.S. funds.
Please allow us four weeks prior notice
when changing address. Send old and new
addresses when notifying us. Note: Bulk
rate 3rd class mail is not forwarded to
new addresses, it is thrown out by the
post office.

Advertising Rates

Classified Ads:

$1.00 per word, $10.00 minimum. Weapons
oriented ads only. No employment ads from
Mercs, Foreign govts., or their agents will
be accepted. No other restrictions on copy.

Display Ads:
Print page size-7Js In.x 9

Column width-3^ in.
Column length-9 3/4 in.

-3/4 in.

Black and White only, no color.
Please submit copy camera ready

,

B & W
No ads larger than h page will be accepted
The following display rates and sizes will
apply to Volume 2 PMA.

col. col. same ad
length width 1-time 3-times

1 inch X 3% inches $ 25 $ 20
2 Inches x 34 Inches 50 75
3 inches x 34 inches 75 65
4 inches x 34 inches

4 page display ads:
100 85

5 inches x 34 inches 120 100
24 inches x 7% inches

4 page display ads

:

120 100

5 inches x 74 inches 200 150

9% inches x 34 inches 200 150

Please include a sample of products to be
advertised with your ad copy. This is an
inconvenience for you, but because of the
rash of survival and "mercenary" garbage
currently on the market, we can accept ads
only for those products ^ich we can per-
sonally endorse to our readers . We feel
they deserve the best. Product samples will
be returned if you wish. Please include
sufficient funds for return shipment via
UPS, All samples sent for review which re-
quire an FFL# before shipping will be re-
ceived by our local gun dealer. Please cca-
tact us first for shipping instructions.
(NO Class Three weapons, please.)

The PMA is your newspaper. We wish to
publish articles and information that you
have not been able to find in other publi-
cations. Sources for raw materials are a
big problem so each issue will contain a
list of hard-to-find parts, chemicals , etc.
If you cannot find a particular item, drop
us a postcard and we'll try to include a
source for you in the following issue.

We appreciate the letters and comments
submitted by readers but we are unable to
answer individual letters. Questions of
general interest will be answered in arti-
cles or the letter column.



Letters to the Editor

Enclosed for your Information is a fly-
er from Charter Arms concerning the scope
mount that they have available for the AR7.
I have ordered one for my rifle and will
see how it works out. I am curious to see
how it fits into the stock, or if it will.
Price is $10.00.

The price of a barrel assembly is now
$18.50 and includes front sight, barrel
nut and lock washer. Order part #2316 from
Charter Arms for this unit.

I would like to see an article on full
auto conversion for this rifle if that is

possible. Regards, A Reader

Ed Note: Thanks ^ interesting design'. I

havn't had a chance to test one yet .Readers

interested in further info should write:

Charter Arms Corp.

430 Sniffins Lane
Statford, CT 06497

Dear Clyde,
In reference to the article on "How to

Convert a File Into a Hunting Knife" on
page 61 of Vol. I.

As a practicing blacksmith, I shudder to

think of what a piece of junk will be
turned out by following those directions.
If a file (high carbon content steel) is

brought to a white heat, the carbon will
have started to burn and render the steel
useless. I could go on, but if I may, I

will list the proper directions for knife-
making from a file.

1. Break the file off to proper length 1st
while it is brittle.
2. Heat the file to an orange-yellow color
and let cool slowly.
3. The proper way to shape the blade is by
forging, but now is the time for grinding
the shape. Grind following the instructions
in the drawing.
4. Reheat knife to a bright cherry red
color, let cool to an even dull red and
quench (edge first) in used motor oil. This
makes the blade hard but brittle.
5. Heat a block of iron to a bright cherry
red and polish one side of knife blade with
sandpaper.
6. Hold back of knife blade against the hot
block and watch for the rainbow of temper
colors on the polished part of the blade.
When the cutting edge reaches a bronze col-
or, hold a wet rag on the edge until the
back of the knife reaches a blue color,
then quench entire blade (edge first) in

water.
7. Sharpen

Smokey Adams
Dear Clyde, Colo

When you printed my article "Flashbulbs
as Detonators", a minor error was made on
the drawing for the test. Apparently, you
rearranged the match on my drawing, and in
doing so, added an extra wire.

Figure 1 is wrong, and the test will not
work. The correct illustration should be

like Figure 2. Thanks, Fred Bilello
Ed. Reply - Oops!
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Clyde,
Received Issues 7-12 and enjoyed them.

Am looking forward to Vol.II.

When are you going to show us how to

make the long silenced barrel for the AR-7,

and make the thing full auto?

Your guided missile looks very capable,

indeed. What type of ’D' engines did you

use? Booster, upper stage, or what? This

info was left out.

You need an electric blasting cap for

the explosive, and these are not the easi-

est things to get hold of. An article on

their manufacture would be good.

(Anyone out there know hov to impro-^ise

blasting caps? ED)

Here’s a modification for your chlorine

gas generator. Put hydrochloric acid in the

bleach bottle, and some cyanide in the pan

instead of sani-flush. Slick, huh? Instant

San Quentin all over the place. Better hold

your nose when you punch your hole in the

bleach bottle, or do it remotely somehow.

Here’s an idea for a nifty little push

dagger: Get a broadhead hunting arrow and

cut off the point and about 5 inches of

shaft. Get a wooden or metal rod and drill

a hole in the side of it so the arrow shaft

fits in rather loosely. The shaft should be

metal. Hold it so the arrow portion sticks

out between the fingers of your fist, and

punch. The arrow will stay inside the vic-

tim, and the handle part will still be in

your hand to be used like a yawara stick if

needed. Of course you can smear cyanide all

over the broadhead point, and this will in-

sure getting the job done right. Watch out

how you carry this thing so you don’t stick

yourself*. Perhaps some kind of sheath can

be made.
As far as bullet, arrow, and dart poi-

sons are concerned, why not use the venom

from various snakes and spiders? There are

too many of these tcky creatures around any

way, so you may as well use what they've

got to offer. How you get the stuff out of

them is another story, but at least it’s a

thought. E.L.

Dear E.L.

,

Maybe you could get a good recipe for

extracting cobra venom or shell fish toxin

through the Freedom of Information Act.

There are so many other variables in

the missile design that any of the D ser-

ies motors would probably be fine. Pick

one and stick with it during all tests for

consistant results.
Buy the broadhead arrows that accept

snap-in cross blades . Cuts a nice X
shaped hole that tends to stay open. Pull-

ing out the arrow head usually causes the

insert to snap off inside the body. See

AR-7 article elsewhere in this issue. Clyde

Dear Clyde,
I just received Vol.l #6 of PMA. I felt

1 must let you know of a very dangerous

condition in regard to modification of the

disconnector on the ,45 auto Colt, as de-

scribed on page #84 of that issue,

I know this following condition does ex-

ist on the .45 AGP, and would naturally

siispect it would also exist on other semi-

auto pistols if you were to try to modify

them to full auto.

I worked on many .45 auto pistols as an

ordnance petty officer in the navy. 1st

off, the slide operates the disconnector &

the sear together. If the disconnector does

not engage /disengage the sear upon pulling

the trigger you will have a ’run away gun*.

In other words, once you pull the trigger,

even when released, the gun will continue

to fire until the ammo supply is exhausted

(imagine a long 40 round mag.j. Of course,

any other dangerous malfunction could wipe

you out or anybody near by. In the service

after replacing either or both sear & dis-

connector, only two (2) rounds would he

loaded in the mag. so if "run away" were to

happen, it would let us know of the condi-

tion but only for a safe two (2) rounds. I

would discourage any body trying this only

for safety reasons I Best, Big Bird
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Clyde,

Wow 1 1 This is just what I have been

looking for in a do-it-yourself publication.

I have always been interested in fire-

arms, conversions, and such, both legal and

illegal. Since receiving the 5 issues this

week a lot of questions have been answered

that have bugged me thru the years.

Very truly, D.V.

.. /.T j Mich
Dear Clyde,

I am interested in getting information

on making a fully automatic shotgun. The

only one I have ever seen was in the book

Improvised Modified firearms Vol.l by John

Minnery. If you have any idea where I

might be able to get information on making

a shotgun fully automatic, I would appre-

ciate it very much if you would let me know.

Thank you very much. A.W.

ED: Does anyone know of a source for this

material? It would make an interesting

article.

Dear Mr. Barrow,
I’m very glad that I bought Volume I of

DMA. Your publication fills an important

gap in the firearms area. Too many gun

magazines have $1000 "fantasy guns" or are

afraid of offending the gun manufacturers

(who advertise heavily in them) so they

don't tell the readers the serious draw-

backs of many weapons. Knowing what to a-

void can save you much money. (In Vol.l #4,

page 62, I thought Mr. Chnical's article

on the .223 Bushmaster very well written &

helpful.

)

I appreciate your printing of the leters

to the editor. Your readers often have ex-

cellent ideas or know where to secure parta

Do you or they know where to get:

1. Extended clips for Ruger .22 auto pistoL

2. Are there any .22 magnum clip-magazine

rifles, semi-auto made in the US.

3. What readers think of the 25 shot clips

for the 10/22’s.

4. Their experiences with the Marlin 99

Ml (clip version), and where to buy ex-

tended clips for it.

Although I was very impressed by Martin

Kruse's article (pg.l22, VoU) on ringed

shotgun slugs, I felt a bit apprehensive

when I thought of all the cardboard-crimp-

ing-lead and everything trying to rush

through a full choke. Will it compress ade-
quately and keep flying forward, or will it

'stick' in there, bunch up and blow the

barrel apart? What about steel shot, that

doesn't give very much, so I’d wonder about
damaging the gun. If the idea is safe and
would work in my Remington 870, I'll easily
save several years in PMA subscription
costs in not having to buy expensive rifled
slugs. The narrow muzzle constriction and
the wideness of the 12 gauge shell going
through it, by all logic should tear it a-
part or explode it. Thank you for your fine
publication and for considering this letter

Cincinnatus
Dear Clyde,

Just a few ideas of mine: One of the

easiest ways to carry a .25 ACP or .22 auto

is to make a camouflaged holder. I started

with a 100 mm cigarette pack. First I o-

pened the pack from the bottom, being care-

ful not to rip or tear the cellophane. After

removing the cigarettes and foil, I made a

cardboard box the same size as the inside

of the pack. After gluing the box in, I cut

one side out far enough for the handgun to

fit. I carry my Colt .25 Jr. in my shirt

pocket, upside down, ready for action, even

in places where a handgun is frowned on-

A large pen can be used to hide a knife.

I took a large size felt point pen, gutted

it, then made a blade from a three cornered

file. Then I set the blade iri the cap . You
can have a three inch blade with you at all

times. Use epoxy to set the blade if the

cap is metal, use a glue that’s safe on

plastic for non metal caps.

To deliver non-caustic chemicals, try an

ordinary balloon. A balloon full of ordin-

ary alcohol will make a nice hemisphere of

fire when it pops. For semi-caustic liquids

perhaps a rubber glove might work, being

stronger.
A three-cornered file, with a handle

makes a fairly good stabbing weapon, espe-

cially if you choose one that almost has a

point on it. The teeth don't slow it down

much when in use.

A large knitting needle lends itself to

stabbing quite well, if you buy a steel one

instead of plastic or aluminum.

Would you be interested in a pet project

of mine? It is a .22 rifle of bull pup de-

sign, which shortens it to a manageable

length if a silencer is installed

come.

More to
J.J.

Kentucky

Dear JJ,
Yes, I*d like to see

bullpup.
Continued on

the plans for your
Clyde

page 30
PMA 5



CONVERSION CHART
INCHES/MM

M10/M11 parts Anyone can buy!

Special Parts Ltd.
INGRAM SMG'S & ALL NEW SEMI-AUTO PISTOLS & CARBINES

/sear stud & stock block $ 18.00

/backplate w rear sight 8.00

/trigger guard&raag housing 30.00

ITEM# /demilled lower receivers 30.00

1. Ingram MIO .45 SMG Parts Pack * 160.00

2. Ingram MIO 9MM SMG Parts Pack * 180.00

3. Ingram Mil .380 SMG Parts Pack * 195.00

5. Mil .380 Silencer Parts Pack '^r*135.00

6. MIO 9MM or #7. MIO .45 Silencer Packs^llO.OO
10. Alternate Stock (flat butt) MIO 25.00

11. Barrel Extensions (threaded) 36.00

14. Upper Receiver w/carbine barrel (MIO) 168.00

17. Sear Pin (semi-automatic only) 10.00

35. h MIO 9MM Silencer-great paperweight 70.00

TERMS: UPS shipments require street address. U.S.

Postal Money Orders get shipped within 3 days;

checks take 3 weeks to clear before shipping.

* EACH SMG PARTS PACK CONTAINS:

manual, used mag. , assembled bolt

,

stock & upper receiver assem-
blies, trigger guard,mag. housing,

sear stud & stock block.

**ALL SILENCER PACKS CONTAIN:

manual, new wipe assembly,

spirals & baffles.

YOU GET EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE
LOWER RECEIVER & THE 2 SILENCER

TUBES,

'.00 Special Parts Ltd.
PO 60x7652 pma
Atlanta,GA.30357

SSND A STAMMO, SELF ADDRESSEO ENVELOPE FOR FREE PRICE LIST.
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The©rimcnidoOnlDine
By John Minnery

"There conies out of the sea from time

to time a Hand of Steel which plucks the

German sentries from their posts"-
?/inston Churchill

1942

Myth and conjecture have made the De

hisle System one of the least understood

weapons of the clandestine forces of Wl-JII.

The reader can quickly understand why

the Commandos found it necessary to have a

weapon that would kill a man, silently, out

to a distance of a hundred meters. The cri-

terion for such a weapon was that it be as

efficient as possible , accurate , lethal , sil-

ent and compact. It v/as of paramount im-

portance chat enemy guards be eliminated in

those situations where they could not be

to be shortenexi approx, ,50mm. The Thompson

barrel's breech was reamed to seat the car-

tridge more fully and a cutout was made in

the chamber to permit entry to the Enfieldh

extractor. The firing pin, although short-

ened to suit the dimensions of the short-

ened bolt, remained unchanged as did the

bolt face, and as luck would have it, the

extractor fitted the .45's cannelure with-

out modification. The charger bridge was

removed and the box mag was replaced with a

housing that would accept a .45 pistol mag.

The mag itself had a lug brazed on to en-

able it to be held by the Enfield's mag

catch. This queer weapon functioned per-

fectly and loaded the Colt ammo without

difficulty

.

The basis for this design might be found

in Hatcher's Textbook of Firearms Investi-

gation and Evidence (1935 Ed) page 71 - a

photo of which shows a .45 barrel fitted to

Che receiver of a Springfield rifle. As for

The De Lisle Carbine. All photos courtesy of the author

approached with the knife.

Mr. W.G. De Lisle of Poole, Dorset and

the scion of a famous British breakfast

cereal company, conceived of a firearm that

brilliantly fulfilled these needs. It was

evident to De Lisle that the weapon would

have to be a carbine and that the only car-

tridge that did not require special load-

ings and modifications was the .45ACP which

was used in the Colt Auto and Thompson SMG,

both "issue" items of the British Commandos

of the time.

A prototype of the weapon was produced

in a few short weeks. It was a cleverly

simple design and had all the earmarks of

Che "Why didn't I think of that?" Syndrome.

The standard .303 Lee-Enfield was cut at

the junction of the barrel and the receiver

and then bored out to accept a turned down

Thompson barrel that was forced into the

receiver, which in turn meant the bolt had

the silencer,! was told that the design

came from the examination of a farm trac-

tor's muffler. His improvements were note-

worthy and a patent was filed on them after

the War ( 1947)

.

The silencer had an expansion chamber

and ingeniously simple spiral diffuser sys-

tem. The 13 baffles were mounted and spaced

for effect on two threaded rods that ran

parallel to the barrel and made for perfect

alignment with the bore and a rigid support

for the baffles. The silencer casing is

perhaps the largest in volume of any si-

lenced weapon of this type and made it the

best possible weapon made for special

combat use.

The weapon's detractors point to the

working clatter of the bolt as a drawback

to its silent role. I can only point out

that plastic inserts were used on the later

models where these metal surfaces met.

8 PMA



The sights were the issue-Enfield type

but the ranging marks of the ,303 were

buffed away and the combat distances that

corresponded to the trajectory of the Colt

bullet were substituted. Some models used

the simple 100-200 yd. flip sight of the

Lanchester SMG MKl*.

The Special Operations, Executive, had

been credited with the development of the
weapon, but Maj . Gen. Sir Colin Gubbins had
written to tell me that the weapon was fos-

tered by the Army. (Maj .Gen. Gubbins was
head of the S.0.,E.)

Carbine during extraction - note barrel setback/silencer housing attachment

The weapon was given to individuals in

the Commando and Airborne (Airlanding)

Forces and every one that I have examined

has had some variation from the others. Dif-

ferent sights, lengths, forestocks, false muz-

zles, extension mags and folding rear

stocks were just some of the variants en-

countered. The weapons were to this extent

tailored to fit individual requirements of

the group that would be using them.

Standard and Shortened Bolts

Another report was that S.0.,E. person-

nel in training were testing this weapon

and the shooter complained that his carbine

was mis-firing until it was pointed out to

him that there was a .45 cal. hole in the

target.

I have tested the weapon extensively and

as is my habit 1 always test any silenced

weapon indoors so as to get the maximum re-

verberations and to magnify the sound-emit-

ting propensities existing in the design so

as to better judge its effectiveness in o-

vercoming this problem; I can report that

Che De Lisle passed this subjective test

with flying colors. Because of its heft it

is a very stable shooting platform for the

.45 and recoil is not a consideration. The

Thompson barrel's length makes the weapon

very accurate at long range, although the

claims to be tween- the-eyes accuracy out to

400 m. could not be attested to by me and

should be considered apocryphal. It is not

a sniping weapon per se and 100 m. is its

designed-for-killing range.

The best description of the sound when

firing that I can convey to the reader

would be the sound of a book dropping from

your desk to the floor—a flat,hollow thud.

Audible but not overly noticeable. There is

no flash emitted from this weapon when fir-

ing.
PMA 9



The carbine has that intangible quality

found in only a few weapons — it inspires

confidence and has that "feel" that it can

get the job done and won't let you dcm.

(If I might be permitted to extemporize at

this point; given the trusted Enfield, the

stopping power of the .45, and a smidgen of

the almost sexual elan of the Thompson all

rolled together and united with the combat-

pleasing anonymity of the silencer and you

come very close to the perfect special mis-

sion weapon.)
Maintenance of the silencer components

is minimal. It cannot be 'shotout' as is

the case with other designs. The silencer

is easily dismantled and swabbing with a

gasoline-soaked rag cleans up any residues.

The folding stock version uses the stock

from the Patchett SMG. Its sling swivels

are side—mounted and the silencer casing

flattened along one side to form a more

body hugging configuration.
(NOTE: The M-1 Carbine was equipped

with a silencer and was a contemporary of

the De Lisle. It was in 9mm and became a

repeater as the semi-auto function was pre-

empted by the silencer. This weapon was de-

veloped at the S.O.,E. Research Station in

Welwyn, Herts., and several were given to

the OSS for their consideration.)

Technical File:

Calibre; .45 AGP

Function: Bolt action repeater

Mag. Cap.: 7 rounds (Colt mag.)

Cartridge: .45 ACP 1911 (issue)

Major Variants:

i / Mk 1 (Prototype-Original)

Overall Length: 960 mm

Barrel Length: 266 mm

Silencer Length: 440 mm

False Muzzle Length: 25 mm

Silencer Diameter: 50 mm

Silencer Volume: 864 cc

Sight Radius; 300 ram

Length of Silencer Stock: 330 mm

Distinctive Features: Two setting rear

sight (Lances ter) ,
MKl* Short mag. shroud.

ii / Mk 2 (Stand. Issue)

Overall Length : 887 ram

Length of Silencer: 393 ram

Diameter of Silencer: 50 mm

Silencer Volume: 770 cc

Sight Radius: 320 ram

Length of Silencer Stock: 195 mm

Distinctive Features: Sliding tangent rear

sight Mk 1 Lancester type, no false

muzzle.

Weight: 3.75 kg (has Duralumin silencer

casing)

/ Mk 2 (Folding Version)

Overall Length (folded) : 635 mm

Weight: 3.25 kg (Duralumin silencer casing)

Distinctive Features: Pistol grip rear

stock and extension mag.
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CATALOG REVIEWS

by Clyde Barrow

The following catalogs contain
those unique types of items that nev-
er seem to be in stock at the local
hardware store, Please write to each
for their current catalog price and
further info. These catalogs are
valuable reference sources even if
you never order a thing.

B-Square Company-**Tools and
Accessories for Gunsmiths & Shooters'*

P.O.Box 11282. Ft. Worth, TX 76109
Include a signed FFL for dealer

discount sheet.

B-Square's line of special gun-
smith tools includes scope mounting
jigs, barrel straighteners

. swagers ,

special wrenches , sight drilling jigs,
spanner wrenches . choke installing
tools .arbor presses .etc. It wouldn't
be too hard for you to copy these
designs from the large clear photos
provided in the catalog. One item of
particular interest is a line of
taps and dies .These range from sizes
for tiny gun screws to units large
enough to cut 1%" threads . Try to
find anything bigger than 7/8" at
the local hardware

!

Brooks tone -"Hard to Find Tools &
Other Fine Things"

127 Vose Farm Rd, Peterborough,
New Hampshire. 03458.

Brookstone has tool designs from
the nineteenth and early twentieth
century that no one else seems to
carry anymore. Tools for working
with the latest space age materials
and just about everything in between.
If you need a special hand tool , they
have it .Warning 1 Everytime you look
through the Brookstone catalog yotfll
see^^another tool that you "have to
get". Great to leave laying around
the house at Christmas time I

Wag-Aero Inc . -"World* s Largest
Inventory of~Aviation Parts and
Accessories"

Box 181, Lyons, Wise. 53148

These folks cater to the people
who build, fly and service private

planes. Items like $8 propeller
spinners (for missile nosecones)
and chrome moly tubing % to 1%" OD.
Tools for cutting, rolling, bending,
and riveting sheet metal. You'll
find struts and fittings for build-
ing gunmounts and rocket launchers

,

navigation gear , complete plane en-
gines, hinges , cables

,
and much more.

Now let's see, if I take a Cessna
engine

,
mount it in a

South Bend Replicas , Inc . -"A
Catalog of Antique/Replica Ordnance"

61650 Oak Rd, South Bend, IN 46614
This fine catalog is a MUST if

you are interested in black powder
cannons and mortars . South Bend
Replicas sells nothing but cannons
from little ones for guarding the
fireplace to the big guys that
weigh in at over 1.000 lbs. All mod-
els can be ordered bored to %
depth for inert display pieces,
(these are no fun)

,
or fully bored,

finished and ready to fire . Cannons
are produced in both cast iron and
brass versions. All shootable mod-
els are cast solid,bored by drill-
ing and sleeved with seamless ord-
nance steel liners. These are the
best you can buy, and are certainly
a hell of a lot safer and more ac-
curate than their 19th century
counterparts. Over half of the ca-
talog is filled with photos, tips
and general info valuable to can-
non folks and of interest to anyone
who likes guns ,military history,
foundry or carriage work etc. Write
for price and other info.

Navy Arms Company - 689 Bergen
BlvHTTRiHgefiSd, NJ 07657.

Manufacturers of replica breech
and muzzle loading rifles and black
powder pistols. They also offer a
complete line of accessories for
these weapons . Navy Arms also car-
ries the Greener Harpoon Gun (PMA
Vol.l pg. 91) including ammo and
replacement harpoons.

Include a signed FFL for dealer
discount sheet.
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Improvised Hand Grenades
by

Dan Moore

A ready supply of improvised hand gren-

ades can be made in the home workshop at a

cost of about 75^ apiece. These grenades

are easy to make and are just as effective

as regular grenades. There are two kinds,

offensive and defensive, in which both use

the same fuse assembly. Additional ly, these

grenades use readily available materials

and can be put together in 15 minutes.

The heart of these grenades is the fuse

....nk fQ i*A I Will describe its

‘[M-x-.x-t-:- ni/N \»^A

m

SSim

the fuse assembl

1 . 3/A" PVC pipe

2. 3/A" wooden d

3 . 5 mm glass tu

A. 1/8" wooden A

[4 PMA

drilled insert the

hold the 3/^'* dowe

The length of glas

The installation o

rema i ns

.



Construction of the chemical ignitor
is started by making the acid filled vial.
Make this vial by cutting a length of 5 mm
glass tubing the same length as the O.D. of
the PVC pipe. Next seal one end of the tube
with 1/8" of paraffin by dipping it in

melted wax. Now fill the tube with sulfuric
acid using a glass eyedropper, etc., leav-

ing a 1/8" air space. Fill this space with
wax. The vial can now be inserted into the

PVC pipe and taped in place. Finish the

'fuse' by inserting a 2" x 2" square of
chlorate paper next to the acid vial (see

diagram). The fuse assembly is finished.
B. Construction of offensive (concussion)

grenade
The materials needed for the offensive

grenade are:
1. 2" heavy-walled cardboard tube in 3"

lengths
2. two plywood plugs for the above
3. epoxy or glue
A. Flashpowder (PMA Vol.l#7)
5. 3/A" dowel in lengths
6. 2" length of safety 'fuse'

7. the 'fuse' assembly
Start construction of the grenade by

drilling a 3/32" hole through the center of
the 3/A" dowel. Then epoxy the fuse Into

this hole leaving i"exposed on either end,

W* Now place a small amount of chlorate paper
on one fuse end to insure it Ignites (see

diagram). Next cut 1" off the open end of
the 'fuse' assembly and epoxy the dowel
(chlorate paper end first) into it. The
chlorate paper on the dowel fuse should
contact the chlorate paper in the fuse as-
sembly (see diagram). Continue by cutting
a hole the same diameter as the 'fuse' in

the center of one of the plywood plugs. E-

poxy the fuse assembly into this hole leav-

ing 1" of the dowel end protruding out. Now
epoxy this plug into the cardboard tube
with the dowel end of the 'fuse' out. Fill

the cardboard tube with flashpowder and e-
poxy the solid plug onto the other end of
the tube (see diagram). The grenade is

finished.
C. Construction of defens ive(fragmentation)

grenade
The materials needed for the defensive

grenade are:
1. empty CO2 cartridge
2. 3/A" wooden dowel in i-" lengths
3. epoxy or glue
A. safety fuse in 2" lengths
5. flashpowder
6. fuse assembly

Start construction by drilling a 3/32"
hole through the 3/A" dowel. Insert the
safety fuse through the dowel allowing
on one end and U" on the other. Epoxy the
fuse in place. Now fill the CO2 cartridge
with flashpowder and insert the H" fuse
end into it. Use tape, etc. to secure the
fuse. Wrap a small amount of chlorate paper
around the short fuse end (see diagram).
Place the dowel and CO2 cartridge (chlorate
paper end first) into the fuse assembly as
before. Be sure to epoxy the dpwel into
place. Finsih by taping the CO2 cartridge
into the fuse assembly (see diagram). The
grenade Is finsihed.
D. Firing procedure and miscellaneous

The firing procedure for these grenades
is as follows. First, grasp the grenade in
your hand with the dowel end up. Second^
pull the safety pin out. This arms the
grenade. Third, strike the dowel end sharply
against the palm of your hand, etc. There
should be a 'hissing' sound and a small a-
mount of smoke should come from the dowel
end. This indicates that the chemical ig-
niter has functioned. Finally hurl the
grenade at your target immediately and
take cover. The grenade should explode in
five (5) seconds.

You now know all you need to make and
use my grenades, however, there are a few
additional items. 1 will list these for
convenience.
1. Use the offensive grenade to daze and
stun the enemy and use the defensive gren-
ade to inflict casualties.
2. 2" PVC pipe can be used as a fragmenta-
tion sleeve for the offensive grenade.
3. Grooves, etc, can be filed into the CO2
cartridge or fragmentation sleeve for
better fragmentation.
A. Wax placed around the striker makes an
effective air and water seal, while a coat
of varnish on the grenade will make It
waterproof

.

5. Offensive grenades can be used for smoke
or Incendiary purposes by replacing the
flashpowder with the appropriate filler.
6. Both grenades make effective landmines
when buried exposing only the dowel. Sheet
wood can be placed on top of the dowel for
Increased surface area.
7. Survi val i sts , etc. wishing to store
these grenades should remove the acid vials
and store them separately.
8. Chemicals and equipment for my grenades
can be purchased from Merrel Scientific;
address: Educational Modules Inc. ,1665



Buffalo Rd. .Rochester, NY 1462^. Catalog $1

.

Merrel has a good line of chemicals and

labware with fast delivery. High melting

point wax, glass tubing and glass tubing

cutters can also be purchased from Merrel.

9. High melting point wax or acid proof

epoxy can be used to more effectively seal

acid vials. Use this for grenades to be

stored

.

10. Check PMA Vol.1 ^1 for additional gren-

ade information.
Precaut ions :

CLASSIFIEDS

INGRAM SMG, semi-automatic pistol
and carbine and sionic silencer
parts for sale to any U. S . resident

.

Send a stamped & self-addressed en-
velope for a free illustrated price
list to; SPECIAL PARTS LTD, Box 7652
Dept. PMA, Atlanta, Georgia 30357.

11. Make and use several test samples before

increasing charge size.12.
Test safety fuse in fuse assembly to

make sure it will not jet after being e-

poxied in place. If it does, try another

brand or epoxy the fuse at the dowel ends

only.

13.

Wait at least two minutes when approach-

ing dud grenades.
Provided these I terns are considered and

the instructions followed anyone should be

able to safely make and use these grenades.

ELECTRONIC SPYING, LOCK PICKING,
Phone Phreaking , Car Repossession,
Explosives - Complete Line of
PROFESSIONAL Equipment and Techni-
cal Manuals - send $1.00 (refund-
able) to: SEVERUS, P.O.Box 16992,
Jackson MS 39211.

WANTED: High Standard 10-B Police
Shotgun. New or used, W/WO Choate
extension. Will send FFL with pay-
ment. Contact: The Void, Box 1272
Eureka, Cal 95501.

ARE YOU TIRED OF WEAPONS PUBLICATIONS THAT LEAVE
OUT THE GOOD PARTS FOR “SECURITY REASONS?”

Articles that never actually show you how to fabricate or improvise

weapons and tools in your own kitchen or home workshop?

THESE DON’T
by Kurt Saxon

THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND, FIREWORKS AND
EXPLOSIVES LIKE GRANDDAD USED TO MAKE—$10.00

THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND is the undisputed leader

in the field of books on improvised weaponry and

do-it-yourself mayhem. It gives full and simple instructions

for making tear gas, explosives, firearms, silencers, poisons,

zipguns, grenades, knock-out drops, flame throwers and a

wide variety of weapons. It also tells you how to buy most of

the needed chemicals from your grocery and garden store.

Includes; FIREWORKS AND EXPLOSIVES LIKE GRANDDAD
USED TO MAKE. This book has hundreds of formulas and
processes for making fireworks, blasting compounds,
gunpowder, nitro, guncotton, etc. The material was gleaned

from formularies written from 1872 to 1907. Pius; George W.
Weingart's classic on fireworks, PYROTECHNY. This is the

simplest and most comprehensive book on actually making

fireworks. It is heavily illustrated in how to make Roman
Candles. Shell Cases, Fuses, Colored Fires, Explosive

Powders, Rockets, Mortars, Firecrackers, Torpedoes, etc.

Plus: the complete text of EXPLOSIVES. MATCHES AND
FIREWORKS by Joseph Reilly. 1938. This is a rather technical

work on the analysis and testing of explosives. All these

combined make THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND invaluable

for survival.

FRAME PLANS $20.00

See our ad pg 2i PPD.

Bound VolumeONE
THE POOR MAN’S ARMORER-

The Only Magazine of Improvised Weaponry
Silencers, Rockets, Mortars, Automatic Weapons, Ba-

zookas, Armor Piercing Ammo and much more are easy to

make at home with simple hand tools and the PMA. We don't

print gun control sob stories, product reviews of $1000 rifles

or mercenary fantasy tales; only simple easy-to-understand

articles on homemade weapons. All projects can be done in

your own home workshop or even at the kitchen table. Most

materials needed are available at the local hardware store or

holXjy shop. Each issue also contains information or sources

forgunparts. chemicals, books, tools, and other hard to find

materials. 11x14 236 pp.

THE VOID
Name BOX 1272

Address EurekaCA95501
City

Slate Zip

BankAmertcard Masler Charge Check POStage-75« per book

Q M.O. Enclosed California residents add 6% Ca. Sales Tax

Card Number Expiration date

Signatu re



LONG BARRELED

BY CLYDE BARROW

*Note: Refer to the articles;"AR-7
Silenced Barrel" (page 40) and "Ruger
Silenced Pistol" (page 56) featured in

PMA Vol . One.

MATERIALS:

- 3
/4

" shaft collar-3/4-iDx "ODx^s"thick
- Ih" 0D-.055" wall aluminum tubing. A-

vailable at most hard ware stores.
- 3/g" X 24 TPI tap and die set. Available

from hardware/auto supply stores.
- Aluminum disc, 1% " OD x % " thick.

Cut from sheet or bar stock available
from a local machine shop or by mail
from Small Parts Inc. (See review in

PMA Vol .1, pp 65)
- Copper packing material made from

Chore Girl pads as described in Ruger
Pistol article.^

PROCEDURES:

Step 1

Cut the tube to 13 3
/4 " long. Deburr

all inside/outside edges.

Step 2

Use a lathe or hand file to turn 3/e"

of the length of the shaft collar to slip
inside of the tube (about lV8"0D).The
remaining Vs" shoulder should be left 1^"

OD. (See figure one)

.

Step 3

Install the collar on the barrel
outlined in the AR-7 article.*

as

Step 4

Use a punch to drive out the front
sight blade from the barrel. Drill bleed
holes as before but continue them to
within one inch of the muzzle. Note :It‘s
not necessary to remove the aluminum out-
er barrel housing as in the short bar-
reled version, although it may be done
if desired. This will increase volume in-
side the silencer and may give slightly
better sound control. Use a brass brush to
remove burrs from the bore after drilling.
Step 5

Grind or file off the front sight ramp
and remove the first3/a"of aluminum outer
barrel, at the muzzle, exposing 3/q" of the

OD barrel 1 iner.
Step 6

Thread the exposed portion of the steel
liner with the 3/q" x24" TPI die.
Step 7

Drill and tap the center of the alumin-
um disk to thread onto the barrel (3/s " x 24
tap).

Step 8

Turn or file of the thickness of the
disk to fit inside of the aluminum tube.
Leave the remain! ng Va " shoul der the full

OD. This shoulder may be knurled or
serrated to aid in hand tightening. (fig.2)

Continued on Page 21
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FLASHPOWDER UPDATE
ADDITIONAL FORMULA

by J

PMA recently carried an article on flash
powder which correctly pointed out the use-
fulness of this item. See PMA Vol.l,#7,pg.
112. The formula given was, however, an
unnecessarily dangerous one to prepare.

I

would like to suggest a better formula.
Potassium Chlorate Is a highly unstable

and dangerous compound when used in a pyro-
technical mixture which also contains sul-
fur. Combined, these two compounds are sen-
sitive to both heat and friction as well as
sparks, and are made more so by moisture
absorbed from the humidity in the air.
Furthermore, they deteriorate on storage
slowly producing sulfuric acid which makes
the mixture even more unstable.

Some years back ! had the unfortunate
personal experience of having just such a

mixture spontaneously ignite while I was
mixing it on a hot humid day. Had the am-
ount of materials been larger or had I been
a bit less lucky, I would have been perma-
nently blinded. Even so, I suffered painful
burns to my eyes, face and hands.

Sader, but wiser, I looked for a mixture
of equal power, but with better storage
qualities and one less hazardous to pre-
pare .

The answer 1 found involved the use of
potassium perchlorate. Although this chem-
ical contains more oxygen than the derate,
it is more stable in both storage and prep-
aration. In addition, 1 found the sulfur
could be eliminated entirely, making the
preparation that much simpler.

The ingredients are, by weight, 7 parts
potassium perchlorate and 5 parts aluminum
powder. Both should be as fine as possible.
After weighing they are thoroughly mixed
and stored in a sealed container until
needed

.

This mixture is extremely powerful and
very, very fast burning. Well made,with very
fine ingredients, it burns about 3”^ times
faster than commercially made black powder.
It is excellent for use in aerial bombs,
large or small firecrackers or any purpose
where a quick violent explosion is needed.
It is too rapid burning for use in any
firearm, and is not suited to such use.

18 pm

I have kept such a mixture several years
with no deterioration, however reasonable
storage precautions should be observed. All
such mixture type powders, including com-
mercially prepared black powder, should be
protected from dampness. All will deteri-
orate if exposed to large amounts of humid
air, but If you use common sense, they will
keep indefinitely.

There are also several other mixtures
that I have experimented with and found sa-
tisfactory. While i do not think any of
them are quite as good as that already giv-
en, they are noteworthy because they in-
volve the use of other Ingredients of the
first formula.

Alternative No.l
Bartam Nitrate A Parts
Sulfur 1 Part
Aluminum Powder 2 Parts

Alternative No.

2

Potassium Perchlorate 12 Parts
Sul fur 8 Parts
Fine Sawdust 1 Part

Alternative No.l is probably better than
No. 2 which does not seem to keep as well as
the others. However, number 2 makes a very
violent explosion. Furthermore it Is the
only really good formula I have ever seen
for flash powder which does not require al-
uminum powder.

These mixtures, particularly the per-
chlorate-aluminum powder one, will burn and
if confined, explode almost no matter how
badly they are mismeasured or poorly pre-
pared, Like most things though, the end re-
sult is reflective of the care put into
production. The most important thing is to
have the ingredients as fine as possible
before mixing them together. There is not
much you can do about the aluminum except
to get the finest powder possible. The po-
tassium perchlorate can be gently ground in
a mortar and pestle or by other suitable
pneans if necessary. The goal is to have the
texture as near to that of flour as possi-
ble. Jf you have the consistency of table
salt, it will work, but not as good.

The second thing is that the ingredients
be thoroughly and intimately mixed. If you
achieve the desired degree of fineness in
the ingredients, the mixing is not very
hard, but it must be thorough. Mixing is
most easily accomplished with a flat wood
stick on several layers of newspaper . S i ft-
ing through a small screen, as fine a



screen as may be obtained, several times is

very useful. It should be done after a pre-
liminary mixing and not only mixes the in-
gredients but sorts out any large pieces
which can then be broken up. Avoid the use
of metal and ceramic utensils because of
spark and contamination hazards.

With a little practice, it is easy to
judge the quality of such powder by placing

UPDATE on Anti -Terrorist

Riot Grenades
“ From Q branch "

Recent coverage of international

terrorist events by the popular press and

T.V. media (not to mention the 'under-

ground' press) has brought about a desire

in the public sector to hear more about the

anti-terror forces and their weaponry. Typ-

ified by inquiries made by both the editor

and readers of the PMA is the wish to know
more about the ‘newly designed riot gren-

ades' which were used most recently In the

rescue in Somalia, in October of 1977- Tra-

ditional tight-lipped secrecy on the part

of the pol ice,mi 1 i tary and civil authori-

ties has resulted in much speculation con-

cerning the nature of these grenades. The

general ization promulgated even in the PMA

follows thusly: "The unit reportedly doesn't

fragment, and is designed to cause tempor-

ary blindness with a brilliant flash and a

shock- like reaction from its tremendous
concussion. An official was quoted as say-

ing the grenade Is intended for use without
causing permanent injury." (PMA Vol.l#4).

A response from a Canadian reader, while

providing some insight, only served to fur-

ther confuse the issue through some innac-

uracies and misconceptions which went as

follows: "The Riot Grenade that was men-

tioned in the editorial of issue was

made in Britain and was deve loved by them

to fight the 1 .R.A. after an incident in

London where the security forces had to lay

seige to a bomb factory run by the terror-

ists. The weapon was to be used against the

Moluccan crowd on the train and Britain

sent over some S.A.S. Commandos to assist

the Dutch as they later did the Germans

with this grenade. The weapon Is short

lived, however, as it works by surprise

flash and noise. Air terrorists will be ex-

pecting such a move and can wear earplugs
and dark glasses to negate them." (PMA ffS

Vol .1) .

a small quantity on a fire resistant sur-
face in an open area and lighting it with
a short piece of fuse. Good quality powder
will burn almost instantly with an intensly
bright flash, and a puff of white smoke.

If made with reasonable care, any of
these powders are equal to that usually
found In commercially manufactured fire-
crackers such as M-80‘s.

This well-meant response, while reveal-
ing a close cooperation between between the
various security forces, (Yes, the Special
Air Services; S.A.S.,did assist the German's

Grenzschutzgruppe Neun; G.S.G.9, at Moga-
dishu and provide them with a British-made
version of this grenade), it failed to ac-
curately describe the grenades. In addition
it seems unlikely that, whatever their in-

tent, the British would actually use such a

grenade in a raid on a bomb factory rsympa-
thetic detonation of explosives is a common
enough occurrence to recommend against
their use in such a raid.

A very accurate description of this wea-
pon exists in a story entitled "When the
Terrorists Strike...", featured in the Mar.
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'78 issue of Popular Mechanics. This arti-
cle covered the various anti-terror groups
and their weapons, including the grenade In

question. However, a flaw exists In said
article between the physical description of
the grenade, which is revealed as the Is-

raeli No.14 (assault) grenade, and the il-

lustration accompanying the article; which
suggests a loss of thought between the au-
thor and the illustrator. In turning to the
current edition of Brassey's Infantry Wea-
pons of the World (Bonanza Books; Crown
Publ ishers, Inc. ; One Park Ave.,HY,NY 10016)
we find that the data presented in the Pop,

Mach, story that of the No.lA Offensive
Hand Grenade, as produced by Israel, so we
may conclude that the illustrations are ei-
ther erroneous, or pertain to an, as of yet,
undisclosed fuse modification solely for
antiterrorist use.

The No.l4 Assault (or Offensive) hand
grenade was originally manufactured by
Israel Military Industries, of Tel Aviv,
after the fashion of the U.S. MK3A2 Offen-
sive Hand Grenade, and is currently in ser-
vice with Israeli troops as a combat wea-
pon. A pot-type grenade, made of laminated
paper With sheet-metal ends, and crowned
with a Western-type delay fuse, the No.lA
grenade contains 200 g (7oz.) of flaked TNT.

It is 6A mm (2^*‘) in diameter, and stands
115 n^n (approx. 5") tall. Total weight is

325 g (11.5 oz.), and the grenade can be
thrown approximately 30 meters (33 yds) by
the average soldier. As one can see from
the accompanying illustration from Brassey%
the Issue fuse is of the pin, lever and
striker type; common to US grenades, and
has a delay of seconds. The Pop.Mech.
text is in error concerning the line
the grenade fuse is actuated when the pin
is pulled and the weapon explodes just A.

5

seconds later." While the fuse delay time
is stated correctly, the countdown to de-
tonation of this type of fuse occurs only
after the safety lever

,
or 'spoon', is re-

leased, irregardless of how much earlier
the pin was pulled. This grenade is also
produced In Germany, where it is know as
the DT11B1 Assault Grenade, and a similar
weapon is made in Great Britain. Incident-
ally, the fuse in these grenades are
shipped and packed in separate wooden boxes
of 200. Grenade bodies are sealed in plas-
tic bags and packed 500 to the case. This is

to separate the high explosive component
from the detonator. The grenades are to be
fused by the user when needed.

20 PMA

The grenade is "advertised" as safe, on
the merits of Its being an offensive gren-
ade having the shock killing and stunning
effects without the lethal fragments and
large danger radius commonly associated
with defensive (fragmentation) grenades.
However, common sense and the data pre-
sented by various military manuals offers
startling contradictions. Contrary to what
the airlines, news media, and military
press releases would have the flying public
believe, these grenades were designed to

kill In enclosed places (like caves, bun-
kers, closed rooms, aircraft cabins, etc.)
and In the field (when in close proximity)
by the pressure blast. Any stunning effect
meant to disorient the enemy, however wel-
COTje, is only a by-product of the blast ef-
fect. The effective casualty radius in an
enclosed place is more than the 2 meters
(approx. 6') radius on open ground,making
airline passengers as vulnerable as any
terrorist they are used against. Casualties
resulting from such offensive grenades are
due mainly to the shock wave causing con-
cuss ions, burst eardrums and, according to

Emergency War Surgery ( Fi rst Uni ted States

Rev I s i on Emergency War Surge ry Nato Hand-
book ), blast injuries may include death
through hemmorhage of lung and respiratory
tissues and blunt trauma abdominal injur-

ies. U.S. Army publication FM 23-30 ( Gren-
ades and Pyrotechnics) even lists the Amer-
ican counterpart as serviceable as demoli-
tion charges for felling trees and destroy-
ing equi pment

!

Any theories about terrorists using sun-

glasses to offset the effect of these gren-
ades are unfounded, as only the British

S.A.S. have added a dash of flash powder to

their Israel i-pattern grenades, and with
nearly a half-pound of TNT already In these
grenades their meager alteration may be

well into the realm of diminishing returns.

Since parts of the fuse and sheet-metal

ends of such grenades can be projected to

and cause injuries at up to 200 m (220yds),

it's a wonder we didn't hear about any pas-

sengers being killed or injured specific-
ally by these bombs of their blast during

the Somalis raid. However, since blast ef-
fects may not appear for some time after
exposure, it Is possible that the story had

grown cold, and, not wanting to bring any

blast or fragmentation-caused wounds to

light and hence muddy the record of the

valient rescuers, the press had departed

before the hospitals began to fill.



step 9

Install the aluminum tube on the rear

shaft collar, and thread the front end cap
in place. Use screws to secure the tube
to the rear collar as outlined in Vol.l.

Step 10

Install a front sight (if one is to be

used ).

Step 11

Pack the completed silencer with cop-

per baffles as outlined in tne Ruger ar-

ticle in Vol .1.

Step 12

After testing everything for proper fit
and functioning, disassemble and coat all

pieces with MG Coat. (See Vol.l pg 74)

BUILDING A MODEL MACHINE PISTOL?

i^ote :

This same procedure may be used to con-

struct a vented handguard. Omit the barrel

drilling step. Vent holes in the outer
tube should be about H" in diameter and
spaced about 3

/4 " apart.

10 Pages of FULL SIZE DRAWINGS . 16 Pages of TEXT w/COMPLETE INFO for

Building ALL THREE Versions of the M lO/M II LOWER RECEIVER.

Mio Lower Receiver

Mil PLANS
is easy to make with simple handtools^ocal materials

FULL SIZE buildosa DISPLAYMODEL
ORWIVINCS ^ a FUNCTIONAL' SMG!

* (requires das8 2 stamp)

• MAG HOUSING completed FRAME will

—Pt =" -««or, p«.s

-STOCK CARRIER
* SEAR GUIDE PIN
- REAR SIGHT PLATE
*MAIN FRAME BODY
COMPLETE
INSTRUCTIONS

9mm

Includes Laying Out, Cutting,
Bending, Welding and Finishing

Also contains Tips on Making
Forming Dies and an Alternate
Process using Pre-Bent Metal
Pieces available at most
hardware stores.

Dimensions used are the Same
as the Actual Receivers,
Factory Parts will fit with
the Correct Clearance for
Proper Functioning

.

26 Pages , 8% x 11

Frame Plans / box 1272

Eureka CA /95501

POSTPAID
MONEY
ORDERS
ONLY
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60mm
mortars

Part 1

By Clyde Barrow

The following is part one of a series on

building a 60mm mortar patterned after the

type used by the U.S.in WWII. This same de-

sign with minor alterations, is still in

production and standard issue in most NATO

countries. The complete setup weighs about

40 pounds and breaks down into three sec-

tions; baseplate, bipod and barrel. This al-

lows for quick setup/ takedown and easy

transport. The mortar bombs, either high

explosive or smoke type, weigh just under

3 lbs. each. The 60nm mortar is the cheap-

est and simplest method available for a

two or three man squad to inflict artillery

level damage to fixed targets at ranges of

300 yards to k mile or more. Although the

design specs presented can be altered for

use in producing an 81mm mortar, the in-

creased weight required limits the larger

unit to use as a vehicle mounted weapon. For

reasons of mobility, we will concentrate on

the 60mm unit.

Once Fired

60MM Inert

Mortar Rounds

Practice Bombs
60mm practice rounds are available from

S and R Company, RD 2 Box 71, Arkport, NY

14807. Price is$6.00 each plus shipping

charges (3 lbs. each). Practice rounds were

identical to live ammo except that they

carried a small smoke charge instead of an

explosive. They were used for target prac-

tice only.
The examples from S and R have been

"demilled" by unscrewing the nosepiece and

drilling a 7/16" diameter hole through the

fuse assembly. The nose pieces are included

although impact has smashed the plunger in-

to a permanently "fired" position. These

rounds look as if they have been in storage

on the ocean floor since WWII. They are

heavily caked in rust, although they don't

look too bad after a good bath in naval

jelly (rust remover). The fuse bodies and

brass primer units are firmly corroded in

place. These rounds are not as hopeless as

they sound. The bodies and tail sections
are in good shape and one would be hard
pressed to copy them for the price of $6.
The fuse and base assemblies could be ei-
ther drilled and threaded to accept repair
sections or drilled and chiseled out en-
tirely, to be replaced with new units. Even
if you intend to produce all of your own
rounds from scratch, I suggest you obtain a

couple of these practice bombs for refer-
ence. I doubt if they will be available for
long, and they are the only examples I've
seen for sale at less than collector's
prices of $20 or more.

The 60mm mortar round consists of three

main sections. 1) An aluminum plunger hous-

ing w/ plunger and firing pin that

screws into the main fuse body, also of

aluminum. 2) A forged steel body threaded

at the front to accept the plunger/ fuse as-

sembly and at the rear for attachment of

the tail assembly. 3) A tail assembly con-

sisting of a machined tube, closed and

threaded at the front to fit the body, and

threaded at the rear for the brass primer

unit. The tube is hollow and carries the

launching charge. The bomb is stabilized in

flight by four sets of stamped steel fins

that are spot welded to the outside of the

tube. A stamped steel ring with spring

clips is fitted around the front of the

tail. These clips are intended to hold sec-

ondary sheets or bags of propellant for in-

creasing the range of the round.

The following dimensions will allow you

to copy all components of the 60mm bomb de-

sign.
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Reprinted from Army FM 23~85

GENERAL. The 60-mm mortar fires complete, semifixed rounds of am-
munition. The rounds arc “complete” since each round comes packed in an
individual container, complete with its fuze and propellent charge. The rounds
arc "semifixed” since part of the propellent charge may be removed to vary
the range.

.‘Ul rounds arc provided with stabilizing fins which make the round stable in
Higlit and cause it to strike fuze end first, even though it is fired from a smooth-
bore weapon.

Each round (except the training projectile) has a propelling charge consisting
of an ignition cartridge in the base of the fin assembly and four propellent

iitcrements (bundles of sheet powder) which arc fitted between the blades of
the fin. Each increment is called a charge. To prepare a round for firing with
a certain charge, those increments not needed are removed from the shell.

Ammunition allowances for training are found in T/A 23-100.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS. Description and characteristics

of the principal classes of 60-mm mortar ammunition are:

High Explosive (HE), M49A2 (fig. 8).

Weight—3.00 pounds.

Color—Olive drab with yellow markings.

Filler—TNT bursting charge.

Fuze—M52 super-quick fuze.

Range—2,000 yards.

Used for fragmentation and casualty effect against personnel.
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Here is How a Small Plant

Forges 81-mm.

Mortar Shells

Reprinted From
Metal Products
Plant Manual - 1941

e B 0

By CHARLES C. 8ARREN6RUGGE
Dfiifning Engineer. Pattland Forge 9

Fommdrj Co., Porllamd, Ind.

o o o

Because the inside cavity of the

shell had to be held to an 0.020-in-

tolerance, many manufacturers

were of the opinion that this could

not be accomplished without pre-

cision machinery.

Hence, attempts were made firsi

to purchase a new upset forging

machine for this job, but it was

impossible to gel delivery until

March, 1941. Portland Forge en-

gineers were determined, however,

to develop a new and reliable

method of producing this shell,

even on old equipment, since this

was a race against time. Actually,

a 5-in. Ajax forging machine of

the 1920 vintage was employed.

To vovercome the many disadvan-

tages of such an old forging ma-

T
HE Portland Forge & Foundry Co., o small plont with less than 200 em-

ployeof, is proud of its achievement to be omong the first to produ« the

81-mm. trench mortar shell forging, said to be the most <»mplicated hollow

forging ever produced on an upsetter. This forge shop hos 30 years of forging

experience behind it. however, and normolly forges about lO per «nt of all

alloy steel manufactured for forging purposes. The company s engineers are

assisting numerous other plants throughout the nation in solving their problems

in shell production.

During the aummer of 1940,

the U. S. Government was
making a survey of ail man-

ufacturing facilities throughout

the country so it might have a rec-

ord of all available industry which

could be used in the production of

armaments to meet the ever grow-

ing emergency. Educational or-

ders were being placed with vari-

ous concerns throughout the na-

tion. New methods of shell pro-

duction were being atxidied. The
methods and practices of the First

World W'ar had become obsolete.

After 20 years of mass production

to become the world’s greatest pro-

ducer of automobiles, radios, re-

frigerators. etc., American indus-

try was ready to meet the chal-

lenge.

Eager to do its part toward na-

tional defense, the Portland Forge

& Foundry Co., without an educa-

tional order or expense to the gov-

ernment. began experiments to

produce an 81-mm. shell forging

completely nosed, as shown in Fig.

1. Previous to this time, the shell

was made from a casting or forged
iin’+Vi an pnd and Rosed after

F
ig. I— (Left)

81-mm. shell

forging os mode
by old method
required rough

machining be-

fore being nosed.

(Right) New up-

set method com-

pletely noses
shell os forged.

rough machining. About 19rl8, an

upset method was developed to

make this shell on a 5-in. forging

machine. Although several good

forgings were produced, it was

found that the method was unre-

liable from a production stand-

point.



F
IS. 2 — Pro-

gressive sieps
in the forging of

on 8 1 -mm. shell

in on upset forg-

ing machine
by the dispioce-

ment piercing
method. Two
shells ore forged,

one from each
end of o single

bor I ^ In. diom-
eter * 23 in. long.

The only loss of

material is the
small piece shown
in the lower
right hand cor-

ner and the collar

trimmed from
each forging be-

fore nosing.

chine, it was nece.'^sary to make
up the difference in good die and
punch design.

The shell forging is completed
in geven passes as shown in Fig.

'I using l-‘4 in. diameter stock.

The shell bars are sawed upproxi*

matel.v 23 in. long, suitable for

forging two shell? which are up-

set from each end of the tiar.

The fir.sl punch and die upset

ll)e stock and neck-in the middle
of the bar. This preliminary up-

setting and nicking of the stock

is done in order to assure the

proper centering and forming of

an even collar which is necessary

In the following operations for
sound concentric forging.s. The
Second punch pierces the billet

which is held and centered by its

necked-in part and by the collar
on the upset end. The third and
fourth punche.s gradually expand
and elongate the cavity in the forg-
ing. The fifth punch sizes the
shell from the outside and the in-

side. In the sixth pass the collar

on the front of the forging is trim-
med off. On the last or seventh
pass, the shell i.s no.sed and cut
from the bar at the same time. It

rolls out the side of the machine
on to a (mnveyor which takes it

to a bench where it is hot-in-

spected.

The inspector then places it on
a pin-type conveyor which makes
it pos.sible for the air to circulate
freely around each shell, thus as-

.suring that the physical proper-
ties of each forging are the same.
Each conveyor hook ha.s two pairs
of pins, one above the other, hold-
ing four forgings in all. By the

time the .shell reaches the final in-

spection room, it is completely
cooled. Here the shells are given
a 100 per cent inspection before
they are pas.sed on to the .shot blast

machine which cleans the inside

cavity at the rate of tw'o every '10

sec. After the cleaning operation
they are oiled inside with a pre.s-

.sure gun sprayer to protect the
interior from rust while in transit

to the machining contractor.

Today, this typical small indus-
try of tlie Middle West is now in

full production equipped with the

latest type of forging machinery
and machine tools. The upset

forging is performed on a new 4-

in. Acme machine. The layout i.s

extremely compact, with a mini-

mum of manual handling between
conveyor carriers and machines.
Mo simple is the set-up, that only
three men are actually needed to

produce the forging, namely, the

forging machine operator, the

heater, and the in.spector. Produc-
tion ranges from 80 to 100 per hr.

with an average of 600 to 700 for

an 8-hr. shift. Thi.s rate could be
stepped up about 20 per cent, but
it would decrease considerably the
tool and die life.

F
ig. 3—Inspector placing shell on pin type conveyor. This type of con-
veyor allows the otr to circulate freely around the shell while cooling,

thus producing o uniform microstructure of the steel ond making the physi-

cal properties of each forging the same.



The first four and last- two

punches are made from a treated

alloy die steel, and are not heat

treated after machining. They

will run from 20,000 to 25.000 forg-

ings. The fifth punch is made from

Durodi and treated to a hardness

Durodi if a special alloy strel eonlain-

inS ehrotnium. nickel and molybdenum,

made by A. h'ink! & Sons Co.. Chicago.

—Ed.

of about 64 Rcleroscupe. Its lile

13 about 8000 shells. .-Ul the die.s

are the inserted type, making it

very easy lo replace a worn ca\-ity.

The water cooling and the proper

lubrication of the punches before

making each forging are as essen-

ti.'il as the accurate tool and die

de.sign.

An oil fired furnace is used to

heat the steel billets to a tempera-

ture of 2100 deg. F. The furnace

i.s three times larger than is need-

ed to heat the amount of steel nec-

essary to keep the forging machine

running at lOO shells per hr. This

large capacity furnace is probably

the reason Portland Forge never

experienced any trouble forging

SAE XKU4 .steel. This material

caused other manufacturers sc

much grief that it was necessary

for the Ordnance Department to

change the steel specification to

SAE Xi:^35.

This small industry which iior-

RI&HT

F
ig. 6—This is on 8 1 -mm. trench bomb completely machined and pointed,

with tail-plece attached. It Is ready for shipment to an arsenol to be

tilled with explosive.

BELOW

F
ig. 5 This shot-blast machine cleans the interior of the shells at the rote

of two every 30 sec. After this, the cavities ore sprayed with oil.

(-IG 4—By the time the shells reach the inspection room they are com-

rDletelv cooled. Here a U. S. Ordnonce Department inspector is seen

living the shells 100 per cent inspection with various type of gages. Note

he simple form of pin stands for dial indicoting the omount of eccentricity,

maliy forges about H» per cent of

all alloy steel manufactured for

forging purposes, is today among

the few who ha%e produced the

Sl-mm. shell on a mass production

basis. About 8'> per cent of tbc

output of the entire plant is for

defen.se. Forgings for tank.-;, army

trucks, gun caniages. m-nihitn*

tools, etc., are going from the

plant in a steady .stream to vari-

ou.s points in the nation as evi-

dence that small indu.stry is play-

ing an important tiai't in the de-

fense pnigram.



Garage mechanics and others who do
not have an arbor press can improvise one
from a hydrauJic auto jack. The press has
many uses besides arbor work. It can be
ii.sed for forming sheet metal in die.s,
punching holes, straighiening bent rods
and similar work. It consisU of four drill-
rod po.sts, which arc atlaclu'd to a base and
a header plate. A plathjrm, which has
bushing.s or sleeves welded in holes drilled
near each corner, .slides up or down on the
legs, the bushings assuring .squareness of
the platform to the header plate. Both the
plate and the platform are provided with
tapped holes for conventional clamping of
various .setup.s.

Hydraulic

Arbor Press

POI’ULAli
K C IT A N I C S

1938

t

a- Homemade hydraulic
press, circa 1938.

b- Manual press from B-
Square Co. (see cata-
log review)

.

C” Commercial hydraulic
. press, jack and acces-
I series

. (Sears catalog)

Hydraulic Hand Jack
Low *27®® 8ton

capacty

peUver full lifting power in up-
right or side pcsitioa.

CONSTR: Made of heavy-duty
commernal-quality steel. Cylin-
der, housing and ba^ precision fit
for Virti^y leak-proof operatiML
12 aiM 20-lon jacks with built-in
canying handle. Imported.

•-
• • Cast iron,

onxived for gnpfung power.
Piston and cylinder Preci-
sjon-nuchined steel for excellent
lit and easy tmeration.
Baw . . . Cart iron with release
valve,

. . . 2 or 3 locking pieces,
depending on model.

LOAD CAPACITY, LIFTING
INFORMA-

LoM
eapaoiy

Total lilting

n in«tias
1

Hydraulic
lift

1

>n inches
1

Sovw
exiension
n inches

'

Catalog

Numbei

Shpg
wt Pnee

each

I3-Um
20-ton mm 28 GT120I4C

26 GT 12016C
28 GT12017C

17
20

|«27.98
35.99

Hydraulic Press
For removing and metalling
bearings, U-joinls, gears,
bushings, bail joints, pul-
Ws, etc. 52 iocte high (ex-
efuding jack).

ORDER INFO: Use with up
to 10-Con hydraulic jack

accessories sold below.
Pay motor carrier charges
from Milwaukee, Wise mc-
tory. Allow time. No
C^JJ. s. Shpg. wt 140 lbs.
F28GT 1200 IN $220.99

(9thru1S) Accmsoom
for Hyc^uiic Press
Dp more types of work
without special rigging or
damage to parts.

ORDER INFO; Sent from
^Iwaukee, Wise, factory.
See Shipping Note below.

t _ . r >

^ /^1 0*Tof>
HyOraolic Press

•22999

Hem

i.’.!

01)
02)

03)
04)
05)

Descnptxm Csuioa Number Vift. Itsi

iniBll Bearing Puller
Larw BeahnR Puller
Medium Beariag Puller
Safety Shield
Small V-blocks(pair)
Arbor Plates (pair)
Large V-WockB (pair)

I-2UGT 12003
F28GT 1200s
F28GT 12006
F28GT 12004
828 GT 12008
F28GT 12009
F28GT12007

6
20
13
Z
9
19
46

•42.99
129.99
8999
6.89
17.99
19.99
39.98
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Letters eont. from page 5

Dear Mr. Barrow,
I am writing to point out certain crip-

pling flaws in the "Guided Missile" design

published in Volume I, #7, of the PMA.

The first and most obvious flaw is the

lack of aerodynamic stability. The devices

from which the planform of yours is copied

reply for stability on sophisticated semi-

automatic guidance systems which spin the

missile on its axis in flight and switch

control functions from one set of fins to

the other depending on the attitude of the

missile at the moment. Most, to simplify

control and lower the needed skill level,

have a permanent "up" bias to keep the

thing up long enough for the operator to

sort himself out and assume control. Yours,

of course, has no such guidance system and

will therefore be inherently unstable.

The second flaw is the lack of a sus-

tainer motor. This is a low-thrust, long-

burning motor which powers the vehicle all

the way to the target, enabling the opera-

tor to steer the device along his line-of-

sight and making it unnecessary for him to

know the range, except in very general

-terms. Since your device *s boosters will
bum out in a few seconds and its planform,

with center of pressure (cp) well behind

the center of gravity (eg) prevents an ef-

ficient glide, your device’s trajectory

will be essentially ballistic rather than

aerodynamic. All control corrections will

have to be made during the thrust phase

with the missile climbing steeply. The

firer will need lightning reflexes, theodo-

lite eyes and the brain of a ballistic com-

puter. In its present form, therefore, it

is not practical.

The aerodynamic problem is easily
solved: I suggest a pair of delta wings

with c.p. closeto but slightly behind the

c.g. of the missile. They need not be cam-

bered but should have a definite dihedral

angle to keep the device on an even keel,

(figure 1) . The vertical fins should be
smaller and set back as far as possible.

30 PMA



The susCainer is another matter. I can't
be specific about designs since T have no
data available to me. The specif ications
(long burn, low thrust, visible trail) sug-
gest a long, thin, end-burning grain
’spiked' with something to give a colored
exhaust flame. The only propellant 1 can
think of that burns slowly and is easily a-
vailable is JETEX fuel in pellets. It would
have to be dissolved, spiked and recast. I

have no way of calculating the length-to
diameter ratio of the propellant grain, or
the nozzle dimensions until I discover the
specs of the pellets. In any case, for a
reliable "zero-length" launch I recommend
that a powerful booster (or several, de-
pending on what's available) be placed so
that they thrust down instead of straight
back, and their thrust lines go through the
c.g. . This will 'levitate' the missile and
start it moving forward but without point-
ing the nose up. This allows the operator
to acquire the missile without having to

feed in a large correction, and reduces the
possibility of a crash-dive through opera-
tor error or a stall when the booster(s)
burn(s)-out , (see figure 2). The susfcainer

should be fired when the boosters are.
If you publish my letter I will assume

that you are interested and will let you
know when (and if) I am able to design a
sustainer. If this letter seems too criti-
cal, let me assure you that I have the
highest respect for anyone willing to un-
dertake such an ambitioi.is project.

A few second thoughts about the guid-
ance system; digital proportional gear is

expensive and unnecessary for one-time use.
To reduce expense and the weight of the on-

board equipment, I suggest using either an
escapement or a reed system, and dry-cells
instead of nicads. However, one dummy
'trainer' should be built with rechargeable
cells. It should be weighted and balanced
just like the live rounds and fired at
cloth silhouettes draped over bales of hay
or other targets from which the practice
round could be recovered without damage.
Prospective 'crewmen' should get plenty of
practice under conditions as realistic as
possible, since firing a guided missile re-
quires some skill.

References: Jane's Weapon Systems
Brimley, Rocket Manual for
Amateurs
Brimley, Advanced Radio
Control

Sincerely, Francois

P.S..
I would like to point out that the term

"SAM" stand for Surface-to-Air-Missile. The
soviet wire-guided AT missile is called
SAGGER, and does not cost $1000/unitl God
help us all when the terrs get SAM' si

Dear Francois

,

Yes, I'd like to see the sustainer when
completed. Thanks for your unique insight
into missiles . Although lengthy, my missile
article admittedly lacks a great deal. How
do you other readers feel about this type
of weapon? We would like to purchase your
missile design info or articles. Clyde

PZiEASE NOTE : I don't even want to see
government material that is currently
classified as secret/restricted/national
security, etc.
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M10*M11 Suppressor

By Clyde Barrow

Background Info :

The Sionic Sound Suppressor System was

designed by Mitchell Werbell at Military

Armament Corp. (MAC)in 1970. The system is

named for Werbell ‘s previous corporate ven-

ture, Sionics Inc., an acronym for Studies

In Operational j^egation of Insurgency and

Countersubversion.

SUPPRESSOR Ml! 9MM AUTO (.380)

RPB has recently been sold. The current

owners now produce both guns and suppres-

sors to original MAC/Sionic specifications.

They have also arranged to rename the com-

pany Sionics Inc. Insurgents and counter-

subversives take notice, Sionic/MAC is back.

General Description :

The M-lO/M-11 silencers are machined

entirely from T6 #6061 Aluminum tubing and

round stock. The only non aluminum pieces

are the two polyurethane baffles in the re-

placeable endwipe assemblies (see PMA Vol

.

1 #4).
The silencer consists of three sections;

a rear expansion chamber, a front diffusion

chamber and the removable end wipe assembly.

NOTE : Please refer to the exploded parts

drawings for the following.

ITEM RftRT

1 SLEEVE
2 6AFFLE 2SO/ASSY
3. COVER
4 TUBE
5. BUSHING
6 BAFFLE .

7 . SPIRAL
e. SPIRAL
3- COVER
9. TUBE
10. ENCAPSULATOR
II. WASHER
12 DISC
13. SPACER
14. DISC ^
13. END CAP

If

These suppressors were designed and pro-
duced to be used in conjunction with the
M-ld submachine gun and the M-11 mini-ma-
chine pistol, designed by Gordon Ingram.
(See PMA Vol. 1- Ingram SMG patents). MAC
built and marketed these guns and suppres-
sors until the company was dissolved in 1975;

In 1977, RPB Industries began production
of the Ingram SMG's, but not the Sionic
suppressor, RPB sold the guns with a sup-
pressor of their own design. This silencer
was reportedly inferior to the original
Sionics unit and was discontinued.

The rear chamber is formed by screwing
the front end of the inner sleeve into the
bushing, capturing the rear outer tube be-
tween them. The space between the inner
sleeve and outer tube is packed with alu-
minum eyelets. As the powder gas leaves the
muzzle, it bleeds through holes drilled a-
long the inner sleeve and passes into the

rear chamber. The eyelets reduce gas vol-
unte by heat absorption and slow the release
of the remaining gas with a baffling action.

The front chamber consists of the front
outer tube, closed at the rear by the
threaded bushing and at the front by a

threaded disc (encapsulator). A cone shaped



sound suppressor assembled

baffle and two "spiral” diffusors are con-

tained in this section. The gas from the

rear chamber passes through holes in the

threaded bushing and contacts the cone

shaped baffle. The swirling motion created

by the baffle delays the passage of gas

into the spiral area. The two spirals, one

with a left hand and one with a right hand

twist, spin the gas Maxim style. Centrifu-

gal force causes the spinning gases to move

towards the outer edge of the spiral tube.

The result of all of these dissimilar move-

ments is a reverberation effect that dissi-

pates, cools, and slows the release of gas

from the front chamber into the endwipe

assembly. The bullet's restricted passage

through the undersized endwipe baffles fur

ther slows the release of gas into the at-

SUPPRESSOR
Mto 9MM PARA. &

45ACP

If the above is a bit vague. I'm sorry,

The remainder of this issue could be fills

with info on the precursor wave, sound

pulse curve ,harmonics , blow by, pressure

differentials, etc. I don't claim to undei

stand all of that any more than you do. I

do know that I've never heard anyone down

grade Werbell's basic design which is ac-

cepted as better than any of its predeceS'

sors. I know of no recent designs that cai

equal or better the Sionic's performance.
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Individual Parts Specs :

Refer to exploded parts view for reference,

Part #l>Inner Sleeve __

Mil -.380

Each caliber gun has its own sleeve,

threaded to screw onto that model gun bar-

rel only. This prevents destroying a 9mm

unit by installing it on a 45 cal gun or

rupturing an M-11 380 suppressor with the

more powerful 9mm para round fired from

the M-iO.
Individual barrel thread sizes are as

follows:
^

M 10/45 - 7/8'* NC - 9TPI (threads per inch)

M 10/9mni - 3/4" NC - 10 TPI

M 11/380 ACP - 5/8" NC - 11 TPI

Each sleeve is also counter bored for bar-

rel clearance as follows:

M 10/45 - 11/16" X 2" deep

M 10/9mm - 9/16" x 2" deep

M 11/380 ACP - V X 1 3/4" deep

The rear of each sleeve carries a re-

cessed. flat face that contacts a corres-

ponding shoulder on the gun's barrel, auto-

matically aligning the suppressor with the

gun's bore. The front ends of all three mo-

del sleeves are threaded 3/4" x 16 TPI (NF).

The rear of the M-10 sleeves are 2.13"

00 with the shoulder cut to fit into the

back of the 2" ID rear tube. The M-11

sleeve is 1.75" OD with the shoulder cut tc

fit into the back of the 1.62" ID rear tube

The M-10/45 sleeve is bored .5" ID. The

M-10/9mm and M-11/380 versions are both

bored .4" ID. All three sleeves are drillec

with four rows of five 3/16" diameter

holes (a total of twenty) for passage of

gas into the rear chamber. See individual

full size part drawings for remaining specs
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Part #2 - Baffle Assembly:

These baffles are aluminum eyelets ,about
pop rivet size, which are packed into the
rear chamber during assembly. Original fac-
tory specs called for 280 eyelets in the
M-11 suppressor and 410 in the M-10 units.
This number will vary due to eyelet size,
sleeve outer diameter, etc. Pack baffle as-
sembly as tight as possible. The completed
unit should not rattle if packed correctly

Part #6 - Baffles:

1

baffles are used, both are
^or\g. The baffle for both the

M-11 and M-10/9mm is bored to .4” ID to
allow clearance for the .355" diameter bul-
let. The 45 caliber version is bored to
.5 ID.

Part #3 - Cover:

_

This assembly is a removable heat re-
sistant cover made of Nomex firesuit mater-
ial. In addition to protecting the firer's
hand from heat, the cover dampens the res-
onanting or ‘ringing' within the silencer
during firing. Spring clasp holds the cover
in place.

Part #10 - Encapsulator

1
encapsulator is a .4” thick disc,

1 9/16 OD X 20 TPI, The 9mm/380 version isl
bored to ,4" ID and the 45 version to .5" Iq'
Each encapsulator is drilled to allow in-
stallation and removal by spanner wrench.

b
OD

b
~*1

Drill two holes, 3/16" diameter, 1" apart
as shown. Install encapsulator at 25 ft/lbs
torque.

Parts #11-15 - Endwipe Assembly:

These units are described in PMA Vol 1
#4, page 55.



Part §S - Threaded/Vented Bushing

A11 three bushings are .7" thick with_

center holes threaded 3/4" x 16 TPI to fit

the fronts of the inner sleeves. The front

shoulders of all three bushings are 1 9/16"

OD X 20 TPI to accept the threaded front

tubes. The OD and shoulder cuts for both
bushings are the same as their counterpart

in parts #1. Each bushing has a series of

3/16" diameter holes to allow movement of

gas from the rear to the front chambers.

See drawings for specific hole pattern.

M 11 BUSHING SPECS

A. 1.75“ 00 X .1“ long

B. Shoulder 1 .62“ 00 x .1“

C. 1.0625“ DIA circle

D. 11 Holes / .1875 DIA

long

E. Centerhole n/ie" ID (3/4“x 16 TPI)

F. 1.56" 00 X .3“ long (1 x 20 TPl)

G. Taper '*Vi6“ inside to 1" outside

H. Tapered area .25“ deep

I . 1 .5“ OD X .2“ long

M10

M 10 BUSHING SPECS

A. 2.13" OD X .1“ long

B. Shoulder 2" OD x .1“ long

C. 1 .125“ DIA Circle

D. 12 Holes/. 1875“ DIA

. 1
**

E. Centerhole ID { % “ x l6 TPI )

F. 1.56" OD x .3“ long (1 Vie" x 20 TPI )

G. Taper ^Vie" inside to 1“ outside

H. Tapered area .25“ deep

I . 1.5“ OD X .2“ long



Parts #7 & 8 ~ Spirals

The spiral baffles are 1.5" OD x 2"

long in the M-10 models and 1.5" OD x 1"

long for the M-11. Each suppressor usesW one left and one right hand twist "spiral'.'

These units are actually helical, as there
is no taper along their length. The fins
are cut to a depth of .4375" leaving a
.625" OD core section. There are four
fins per inch, with a .125" space between
fins. Four rows of 1/8" diameter holes
are drilled in the spaces between the
fins. M-10/9inm and M-11 spirals are bored
.4" ID. The M-10/45 units are bored to
.5" ID.

The preferred method for cutting the
helical baffles is to use a milling ma-
chine with an indexing head and a 1/8"
thick disc cutter. The tangent table
angle is set to 87® for proper cutter
clearance. Depth of cut is set to .4375".

Spiral pitch is .25" (one turn in .25").
Gear change (velocity ratio) is 1/40 for
machines with a standard pitch of 10
inches. For other machines, use the fol-

^°1e?oc?rratio-e’"=^'velocity

nc
example: (standard machine) -^=1/40

These units can also be cut by hand.
The 1.5" OD round stock should be held
in a padded vise during the cutting pro-
cedure to avoid damaging the delicate
fins.

1.

Wrap the 1.5" OD round stock with %"

wide masking tape or better yet, two side
by side strips of 1/8" automotive pin
striping tape. Start the tape at an angle
of 87® as shown (figure one).

2.

Mark along the center of the V wide
tape and cut with a razor blade. (fig. two)

3.
Remove one of the continuous 1/8" wide

strips, (figure three)

4.

Centerpunch and drill a series of 1/8"
diameter holes along the entire length of
exposed metal. Install a stop on the
drill bit to limit hole depth to .4375".

Use a file, Dremel tool or hacksaw to
remove the remaining metal between fins.
If a hacksaw is used, extend the length
of the mount pins and install five blades
on the frame. This should cut the correct
width slot in one pass. Hacksaw blades
are .5" high, so epoxy a .0625" wide strip
along the side of the top edge to limit
the depth of the cut to .4375". If a mi-
ter box is available, set angle to 87®

5.

Drill 1/8" diameter vent holes and
bore the centers as indicated. (fig. five)

If you lack the experience and tools
to generate a helix as shown, you have
two options. Farm out the job to a local
machine shop, or use a substitute spiral
unit. Two examples are found in the AR-7
silencer in PMA Vol.l and the De Lisle
Carbine detailed in this issue.
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Part #4 - Rear Tube

Material is .065" wall aluminum tubing.

The tube for both models of the M-10 is
2" ID, 2.13" OD and 3.8" long. The M-11
tube is 1.62" ID, 1.75" OD and 3.2" long

Part #9 - Front Tube

Both M-10 front tubes are 7" long. The
length of the M-11 version is 5". All

three tubes are 1,74" OD, 1.50" ID. Wall

thickness is .120". The tubes are threaded
1 9/16" X 20 TPI. Threads extend one inch
into the rear and two inches into the
front of all front tubes.

Mil
aoTPr

— /'* -
;iOTPl

M10 50TW
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If you are unable to obtain the tubing
needed for parts #4 and #9, substitute
pieces can be made as follows. 1/64“ thick
sheet aluminum is sold at most hardware
and building supply stores. Sheets are
36" X 36" and are priced at about $8.
1. Cut strips as wide as the length of
tube needed.
2. Roll the strip into a tube of the cor-
rect ID and wall thickness and cut off
excess length.
3. Hold rolled tube in position with mask-
ing tape or hose clamps. Test fit inter-
nal parts to check for correct tube ID.
4. Drill and pop rivet the tube. The row
of rivets should begin about V from each
end.
5. Flatten the rivets as outlined in

Takedown Rocket Launcher (PMA Vol.lpgll9).
When making front tubes, the ID should
be 1 9/16", which will allow the threaded
bushing, encapsulator and endwipe to slip

Alternative to threading the inside of
the front tube:

If you are unable to thread the front
tube (1 9/16" X 20 TPI), the following
method may be substituted.
1, Turn or hand file the front shoulder
of the bushing, the outside of the en-
capsulator and the threaded portion of
the end wipe to allow these pieces to
slip into the 1.5" ID front tube.

2. Lathe turn or handfile a 1/16" deep
groove around each of the three parts as
shown, (figure one) Groove width should
correspond to set screws diameter. The
use of grooves eliminates the need to
line up specific holes.

into the tube, After peering the pop ri-
vets flat, a liner is made to contain the
baffle and two spirals. The liner must be
cut to clear the rivets that protrude in-
to the interior of the tube.

Tuioe.

6.

Assemble the suppressor using set
screws as outlined in the following sec-
tidr< (disregard step one-use steps 2

through 4 only).

Fig.l

•SS *
' -f

Fig.

2

3.

Drill and tap the front tube for two
alien set screws each at the three points
indicated (six screws total) (figure two).

t .-as"

-fmAmiUoJK.
35*'

-f-tttttt,

i— mn

4.

Assemble the suppressor, apply lock-
tite to the screws, and tighten them into
the grooves.
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designed for the M-lO/M-11 SMG
,

this design can be adapted for
use on any .380, 9mm, or 45 cal-
iber weapon.
Complete construction plans for
building a 60ram mortar /launcher,
including baseplate , bipod with
transverse and elevation adjust-
ments and 60mm mortar bombs.
Silent antitank weapon based on
the new German Armbrust launch-
er, currently being considered by
several NATO countries , including
the US. All flash, smoke and
noise is contained within the
launch tube and both backblast
and recoil are eliminated.

INTRO

To avoid repetition, many
Volume Two articles will refer to
information or procedures present-
ed in PMA Volume One. We also
suggest that you obtain copies of;
The Poor Man* s James Bond by Kurt
Saxon, How To Kill (Volumes 16c 2)
by John Minnery, and The Subma -

chine Gun by Bill Holmes. These
books are master works on the
subject of improvised weaponry
and the authors are the best in
the business.

BONNIE AND CLYDE IN 1933

Feature articles in Volume Two
include the following;
- Building a press setup for

sheetmetal stamping and forming
small parts.

- Metal casting with the new cav-
ityless mold process. This method
is faster , cheaper , and far easier
than traditional patternmaking/
moldmaking processes

.

- Homemade vehicle armor and "bul-
letproof glass" using clear lex-
an plastic sheets , kevlar fabric
and fiberglass reinforced ceram-
ic panels that are fired in a
standard pottery kiln.

- A number of modifications for
the Ruger Mini 14, including a
folding stock, vented handguard,
barrel threading for flashhider/
silencer mounting 6c complete si-
lencer construction plans. The
material in this section can be
modified for use on other simi-
lar rifles

.

- Detailed specs for duplicating
the Sionic silencer . Originally
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PMA is a specialized magazine
dealing with material unique in the
field of weapons publications . Our
small staff strives to provide you
with useful information not a-
vailable from conventional sour-
ces. This research is often quite
difficult and may result in pro-
duction delays.

QUARTERLY ISSUES ARE SCHED-
ULED TO BE MAILED DURING THE 1ST
WEEK OF; JANUARY , APRIL , JULY AND
OCTOBER 1979.

If an issue is late, we hope
you find the results to be worth
the wait. Thanks for reading PMA.
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Want to buy
a rifle, a

machine gun, a bazooka--
no questions asked? One of
the best places is the Sunday
flea market at Liege on the
Belgian- German border.

Each Sunday hundreds of
buyers, many of them un-
doubtedly terrorists, in-
spect a variety of weap-
onry, much of it from
World War II, which is
placed on sale in Liege
by local merchants.

German, Italian, and
French authorities have
warned against such dis-
play of guns and unre-
stricted sales, but the
Belgian police seem to
turn a deaf ear to the
complaints. In Liege there
is no law that prevents
people from buying as many
weapons as they want. No
one seems to care whether
the buyer is a member of
the Baader-Meinhof Gang in
Germany, the Red Brigades
in Italy, or the IRA in
Ireland.

PLEASE NOTE
Statement of Policy

We at the Poor Man's Armorer Magazine
research, write, buy and sell information
only. We do not buy, sell or manufacture
weapons . All info in PMA is legal to pos-
sess, print, sell and send through the US.
mails.

All data is obtained from sources be-
lieved to be correct. The accuracy of any
and all of the material in PMA cannot be
guaranteed.

If you plan to build weapons,you should
obtain copies of federal, state, and local
weapons laws from the appropriate agen-
cies, the local library or your attorney.

It is the sole responsibility of
the reader to determine legality
before building.

The Poor Man ' s Armorer Magazine
and all contributors will not be re-
sponsible for any injuries or prop-
erty damage that may result from the
use of information or ideas found
in PMA.
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Letters to the Editor

We appreciate the letters and comments
submitted by readers but we are unable to

answer individual letters. Questions of

general interest will be answered in arti-

cles or the letter column.

Dear Clyde,

In PMA Vol.2 No.l you asked for a pre-

scription how to improvise electric blast-

ing caps.

Here is one. It is from Col. Grivas

Dighenis (who fought the Britains at Cy-

prus) .

Please excuse my bad English and be

careful when you prepare the stuff.

How to Improvise electric blasting

caps

:

How to nitrate mercury:
^

1.

Take a bottle with LOGO cm^ concen-

trated, pure nitric acid (spec.weight

1,A2). Pour 120 gramms pure mercury into

the acid and let it rest for 12 hours.

Don’t put a stopper on the bottle. After

dh-

I O
I @

u

1. copperpipe
2. end (soldered)
3. cotton wool
4. mercury,must be nitrated

(Knallquecksilber)
5. cotton wool
6. tape
7. electric contacts
8. insulation
9. thin wire (like that in

a bulb)

12 hours put a stopper on it and turn it

(acid and mercury shall mix). After some

time take the stopper away, because there

might be some fumes. Then close the

bottle again.

2.

Take a big bottle with a large opening

with 1280 grams of 95% (pure) alcohol.

Pour the mixture of nitric acid and mer-

cury in this bottle. Don’t close it. After

a short time toxic fumes will escape.When

this stops the nitrated mercury will lay
on the ground of the bottle. It must be

washed with destillated water and dried
in the sun on a glassplate.

A German

Dear Bonnie & Clyde,
Received Vol.2 No.l, this date. It's

great. I hope you reprint Vol.l in the

same manner on the same paper. It would

be great for keeping in a binder, and

worth rebuying.
Here are a few items that have proved

useful in the past:

1. A 6 ft. car radio antenna, remove

little ball on end, and sharpen. It will

close down to approx. 6 in. , and can be

carried almost anywhere. When needed it

is opened and used as a whip. It will

slash a person to pieces.

2. A plastic letter opener, which is

pointed & sharpened. It can be carried

readily past metal detectors with no

problems.
3. Is a pair of 8 oz. steel ball bearings

I carry one in each side coat pocket. If

asked they are used to exercise my hands.

They can be used one in each hand to

build-up the fist, or they can be thrown

and at 10 ft. they will stop a man if

thrown at the stomach. Another way is to

hold them in the palms of the hands and

slap the other person in the face.

4. This is awkward to carry but in an

overcoat pocket not noticeable. I welded

4 salmon hooks together, so they face in 4

directions. They are attached to a heavy

cord with a stick at the end. It is used

as a ’’grabber". The "grabber" is carried*

in a plastic bottle which the top is cut

off. When needed the stick is held in the

hand so the cord is between the 2nd & 3rd

finger, the "grabber" is swung to the

Other person’s shoulder or arm-pit and

held taut. The other person is unable to

get away and is in pain, with my free

hand I can use a steel ball-bearing or

another helper to subdue the other per-

son.

5. Is a simple, legal 18" steel edge ru-

ler, which is carried in a binder and

used as a sabre.

6. Is an envelope which has a piece* of

flat steel inside with all 4 edges sharp-

ened. It can be carried in a shirt pocket

or coat pocket. It is used in the hand

striking with the comers or thrown like

a shlrkin and is deadly.

If you are interested there is more.

Well that’s it for now. Yours,
The Preacher
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir,
Enclosed is payment for a Volume Two

subscription. Mine will come via diploma-
tic pouch. If the local government knew I

had such a magazine here, I would be
thrown out muy pronto, or in the venacu-
lar, Jaldl-Jaldi!

I need the design for a simple cross-
bow, to shoot pigs, not the motorcycle
kind, real ones, I have about 100,000 to

kill. They are wild, breeding like hell,
and being a muslim country, no one will
touch them. We are under martial law and

no one can get shotgun ammo to kill them,

this government doesn’t trust anyone .

The ultimate do-it-yourself weapons
making is done in this country. In the

tribal areas near Peshwan,town called
Darra, they can make any weapon you want,

by hand . Sten guns, lugers, Armalites,
Mausers, cane, pen, stick pistols, you
name it—they can make it if you give
them one to copy. Their metal is from
truck axles, gears, springs. Get a copy

of the National Geographic Mag. for Jan.

1977, it's in there.
I could probably make a fortune sel-

ling your mag. to the local opposition
party, but I wouldn’t last long—And the

"Crash of 79" seems damn close here.
kuda-hafez

WRS
Pakistan

Clyde,
A few things from an unreliable source

that could be useful if they prove true:

1. A nerve toxin from *lilies-of-the-
valley’ flowers. Cover them with

vodka and heat on a burner. Strain off

the liquid and simmer what's left to a

thick paste. 'What's left' is supposed

to be quick and fatal.
2. Sodium cyanide gas from mountain

laurel (kalmia latifolia) . You put some

in a glass jar and set it out in the sun

for the day. Then you throw out the lau-

rel and recap the jar real quick. What's
left is straight sodium cyanide gas.

3. Dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate-

DVDP. Shell No-Pest Strips dissolved in

paint thinner. Apparently this Involves

simply immersing them until they disin-

tegrate. The resulting solution is evap-

orated until only 'a thin,oily sludge'

remains. This the DVBP, which supposedly

results in very rapid death when sprayed
into the face. Sorry, but I have no more
specific data on the preparation.

4. Fiberglass insulation ripped into
long, spiky strands, together with small
chunks of polystyrene foam, soaked in
sulfuric acid (probably concentrated, not
specified) . Dried in the sun, and used
for area denial. Severe burns on contact.

5. Potassium chlorate-Vaseline field
expedient explosive, dried in the sun,
and used as mines for area denial, etc.
No trigger mechanism; explodes when
stepped on (?) . May be packaged in thin
plastic bags. Unsure if charge is to be
removed from packaging before emplacement.

6. Boobytrapped phonograph record.
Potassium chlorate vaseline field expe-
dient explosive placed in record grooves.
Detonated by friction of phonograph nee-
dle. Is this feasible and practical, or a

pipe dream?
Again, if these methods are feasible,

and not simply bullshit, their usefulness
is obvious. However, I cannot vouch for
their veracity. Good Luck.

a reader
Dear Clyde,

I have just received my first issue of
PMA and I must say I find it absolutely
fantastic. In regards to that letter from
E.L. about extracting snake venom. There
are several ways for extraction but this
way is by far the easiest.

1. Make ready a glass, cover the top in
thin clear cellophane held on snugly by a
rubber band.

2. Get a snake, preferably a poisonous
one.

3. Hold the snake by the side of its
head, just behind the jaws. This will
force the snake's mouth to automatically
open with fangs extended.

4. Push the snake's fangs through the
cellophane and press against the inside
of the glass. You can then watch the ven-
om pour down the sides of the glass.

This is called "milking the snake",
and is by far the easiest way to do it.

I

would not suggest using this method on
cobras, though, because the slightest
little scratch can wipe you out, I would
suggest a nice little rattlesnake or cor-
al snake. Just figured I'd let you know.

Tonto
Ontario Canada
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Dear Bonnie & Clyde,
Please send me another bound edition

of Volume One of PMA. My last volume was
part of the loot taken from my office
which was burglarized recently. It*s the
only thing I really miss.

RE: Letters to the editor about fully
auto S.G. Proper alteration of the ham-
mer of a Rem. Model 11 will do it. It*s a
fearsome thing to shoot and I would rec-
ommend a vertical forward grip be added I

Doc

Dear Bonnie & Clyde,
Here's information other readers have

asked for and some they havn'tj
Impro Blasting Caps; The best thing

to tell you is to look at the Improvised
Munitions Black Books sold by many book
dealers. There are 2 volumes and together
they tell how to manufacture a blasting
cap stronger than a military cap (or so
the book says; would the government lie?)
These can then be made into electrical
caps by joining a small lightbulb to the
cap; a little work may be necessary to
figure out the best way to do this, as
the cap is a cartridge case. It would
have been nice Clyde, if you had printed
this version instead of the cut down TM//

31-210. (You still could print the parts
you left out I)

Send $2.00 to: D & E Magazines Manu-
facturing, P.O.Box 4579 "B", Downey, CA
90241. You will get their current price
list of magazines which includes extended
mags for the AR-7 and Remington 742. I

can't vouch for their quality, but they
do have the extended mags someone asked
for.

I don't know of any magazine (clip). 22
magnums made in America. There are two
that are made in Germany, the Heckler &
Koch Model 300, with up to a 15 shot mag-
azine and the Erma M-1 Style Carbine
with 12 shots. Check the Shotgun News
for these.

Send $1.00 to Choate Machine and Tool
Co., Box 218, Bald Knob, ARK 72010. These
folks sell firearms accessories which
I've heard rave reviews over. They sell
the best made shotgun magazine extensions
folding stocks for shotguns and some ri-
fles, flash hiders, x-tra long nylon
slings, and they also convert Garands
44 PMA

(Ml) to .308 and so they can use M14/M1A
magazines.

All you shotgunners who string sinkers
for loads, don't use wire.' Use fishing
line instead. Whoever said fishin' and
shootin' don't mix? This isn't grapeshot
by the way; grapeshot was shot from can-
nons in the Civil War, but it referred to
the size of the lead balls.

I see that the Bushmaster is now a-
vailable in a rifle/folding stock version

Sarco Inc. (see the Shotgun News) al-
ways has interesting stuff. They sell in-
frared sniperscopes for $495.00 (geez,
think 1*11 buy a couple) and they sell
bazooka slings for $3.00, new. All you
rocket launcher fanciers might check out
the Edmund Scientific catalog (they pro-
bably have an ad in Pop. Science), They
still probably sell their bazooka sight
as well as infrared sniperscopes and oth-
er infrared seeing devices.

Speaking of night seeing devices, you
can build your own passive-viewing device
(also known as Starlight scope, Startron,
et.al),if you have the plans from: Fan-
tastic Research, P.O.B 96568, Cleveland
Ohio 44101. The plans cost $15.00, but
let me warn you that building one of
these honeys is expensive., so if you
don't have an extra thousand laying a-
round, forget it. The advantage of having
an electric light-amplifying device is
its small size. There is an ad in SOF
April/79 which advertises a reconnais-
sance scope for $295.00. This is really
a big telescope which gathers a lot of
light which the naked eye can't. You
can't lug it around like you might a
Startron. The same issue of SOF also of-
fers a "Poor Man's Startron". It is a
scope made by Bushnell which has a little
lighted dot appearing where the cross-
hairs meet. This would be great for
night shooting.

Chuck Taylor also reviews a Single
Point night sight in his column.

For a background in night-seeing de-
vices, read the article in Popular
Science, July/ 72.

A night-seeing scope isn't really nec-
essary for night shooting. Power of the
scope causes a dimmer image as it in-
creases, so about a 4-power scope is good
for night. For a proper discussion of the
best reticles for night shooting with a
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scope, buy the Counter Sniper Guide for
$2.00 from one of the military book sel-
lers. It has other good info which ap-
plies to sniping as well.

All you grenade freaks, don't overlook
the fact that stick grenades are simple
levers and can be thrown farther than an
egg-type. Also on the subject of grenades,
let me say that all of you who ridge your
grenades a la U. S .

pineapple are wasting
your time. This doesn't cause nice,neat
sectioned chunks of iron to fly about as
hoped for. If you do it on the inside,
then it does some good; less erratic,bet-
ter dispersion of chunks; they fly out in
the sections they're supposed to.

Marc Ridenour’s Kiyoga Is what is also
knovm as a spring kosh. Check out a copy

ot Get Killed by Col. Rex Apple-
gate for more on this.

A pipe wrapped in newspaper and used
as a weapon also goes by a New York name:
Shmaiin.

We used to make a different version
of Joe Brown’s Fire Ball Cannon. Ours was
hand-held. You squirt the lighter fluid
into the hole at the bottom and then whip

%pr the taped together cans up and down in a

stiff-arm motion as though you were going
to beat the ground with it. You then take
a match which is lit and hold it by the
hole - boom: WHEE!

A simple yawara stick can be made by
taking a suitable piece of dowel and put-
ting a screw eyelet on each end.

A simple blackjack can be made by put-
ting a bar of soap in a sock.

A word on those who would buy one of
those MP-40 type folding stocks for their
M-1 Carbine or Ruger 10-22 is that they
are rather cheaply made. We had one that
was assembled so the stock, when opened,
was angled almost straight Instead of
down to the shoulder. They also seem a
bit short when opened up and I don’t like
the fact that the handgrip is a part of
the rest of the wood stock. To me, it
seems as chough the hand-grip should have
a separate attachment with a lot of rein-
forcement so that it doesn’t snap off un-
expectedly in a combat /survival situation.

An old trick we armchair commandos use
is to tape two loaded clips end to end

^with black electrical tape. This makes a
60-shot clip with 2 thirty round mags.

I see they have a 40-round magazine
made by Annalite for the M-16 and AR-18.
It’s put out by J & G Sales (see SGNews)

.

I know there must be some bow-hunters
out there whose state laws allow them to
use poison "arrers" to take game with.
The poison is powdered succinyl choline
chloride which fits in a rubber and plas-
tic pod just aft of the broadhead. When
the arrow hits, the broadhead breaks the
pod and dusts the wound with poison. More
information from someone who knows about
this would be nice to have.

For those of you who are interested in
city combat, get a copy of The Mercenary's
Manual , Part Two ; for that matter, buy
both parts one and two because they have
a lot of valuable weapons info condensed
and compiled in their pages. Part Two has
a section on street fighting which is ex-
cellent.

Clyde, you mention that one of the
primary attractions of SMG's is that they
can be fired one-handed. I don’t shoot
anything one-handed and it is simply not
conducive to accuracy to fire one-handed.
I chink you were hinting at the handling
capabilities of the handgrip/magazine
housing, but chat design isn’t on all
SMG’s and even if it were, there wouldn't
be much one-handed shooting (try an aimed
off hand shot using the M-10 or M-ll;they
weigh more than a pistol.)

I also favor the M-i/M-2 carbine as a
weapon. Good used carbines can be had for
under $200, as well as the Plainfield mo-
del. There are lots of accessories and
parts available and it can be made selec-
tive fire. If you think the cartridge is
puny and underpowered, then figure out the
relative stopping power (re:Julian Hat-
cher) or the comparative stopping power
(re: Mel Tappan, pp33-40. Survival Guns) .

You will find that its stopping power is
not huge, but it is still a step above
the 9mm parabellum cartridge and jtist a
step below the .38 Super. The .30 cdJ^ine
cartridge doesn’t have the range of the
9ram, but up to 100 yards it would be a
sure killer and a viable substitute for a

9mm SMG when used in the M-2 carbine. In
my unqualified opinion, it is'^ust as
good as a .223 at short range and a bit
cheaper to shoot just as the carbine is

cheaper to buy as compared to an AR-15 or
PMA 45
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Mini-14. Anyone who buys a carbinerbeware
of the Universal carbine. They don^t in-

terchange all G. I. parts and some new ones

are really a whole different action. They

can’t be converted like the Plainfield or

G.I. carbines (though I've seen some old-

er ones which I thought X could convert

with a bit of milling to the slide)

.

1 was surprised at what you didn’t
know about offensive grenades, though I

see that has been cleared up.
Readers should note that any manual

printed up by the U. S .Government , (TM’s,
FM's,etc.) can be reproduced without vio-
lation of copyright laws.

So, if you have a friend with a bit of
exciting information in a manual, don’t
be afriad to run a copy off on some copy
machine. After all, your tax dollars went
to pay for the research and writing in
the first place; why shouldn't you be a-
ble to use the information you paid for?

I'm glad to see that the projects lean
a little more toward shop projects and a-
way from the primitive stuff. After all,

most of us have access to simple tools
and machines and the more complex some of

the things are, the more useful and dead-
ly the end result is.

I loved John Minnery's article on the
DeLisle Carbine. I wish you could get him
to write more articles for the PMA.

I also like your new loose/leaf format

( a real help to putting copies away in
storage)

.

I wish you and Bonnie all the success
your efforts deserve.

Yours truly, "Wheel Barrow"
Mich.

Clyde,
Just got back from best part of a year

in oilfields of Alaska. Of the many pub-
lications and magazines I had waiting for
me, I enjoyed my stack of PMA the most.

I would like to see article on making
the AR-15 and H & K 91 selective fire and
also a test of the "homemade starlight"
scope plans being sold in Shotgun News.
Thanks . CEB

Calif.
See Night Vision Devices in this

issue- A review of the Starlight scope
plans will appear next issue (Vol.2f^3)Ed,

M10/MI1 parts Anyone can buy!

Special Parts Ltd.
INGRAM SMG’S & ALL HEW SEMI-AUTO PISTOLS & CARBINES

/sear stud & stock block
/backplate w rear sight
/trigger guard&mag housing

18.00
8.00

30.00

1. Ingram M1 0 .45 gun parts pack. .

2.

(ngram M1 0 9MM gun parts pack
S.Ingram M1 1 .380 gun parts pack.

5. M11 .380 Silencer Parts Pack

6. Ml 0 9MM Silencer parts pack -

7. Ml 0 .45 Silencer parts pack .

.

$150.00pr«pald or $160.00 COD
$170.00 prepaid or $180.00 COO
$180.00 prepold or$190.00 COD

. $1 15.00 prepaid or $125.00 COD
. $1 15.00 prepaid or$125.00 COD
. $115.00 prepaid or$125J)0 COD

10. Alternate Stock (flat butt) MIO
11. Barrel Extensions (threaded)
14. Upper Receiver w/carbine barrel
17. Sear Pin (semi-automatic only)

(MIO)

25.00
36.00
168.00
10.00

NOTE; Prepaid orders by Cashier's check or postal Money order only!

On COD the customer pays for shipping and insurance.

EACH SMG PARTS PACK CONTAINS:
manual,used mag. , assembled bolt

,

stock & upper receiver assem-
blies, trigger guard,mag. housing,
sear stud & stock block.

ALL SILENCER PACKS CONTAIN:
manual, new wipe assembly,
spirals & baffles.
YOU GET EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE
LOWER RECEIVER & THE 2 SILENCER
TUBES.

Special Parts Ltd.
PO Box7652 pma
Atlanta,GA. 30357

SiND A STAMPCO. SEIF AOORESSU} ENVELOPE FOR FREE PRICE LIST.

42 NOTE: ALL Demilled Lower Receivers are SMG (Selective Fire) With Sear
Pin Holes. (SPECIFY CALIBER) $ 30.00

if you buy a silencer parts pack with a gun parts pack - You may deduct $10.00 and/or if you buy a demilled SMG Lower
Receiver with a gun parts pack (which normally costs $30.00) you may deduct $10.00.

46 PMA



AR-7l\ilTESCOPE
BY M. OHNO

Sure! If you have one to two grand to
plunk down on a Starlight scope or an
infra-red scope (illegal in NYC and CAL).
Happily there is a poor man's way to add
night capability to the AR-7 system, and
while it won't increase what you can see
at night, it will let you hit anything you
can see, which isn't bad for under $A0. The

the hood and plug the forward hole so the
light shines to the side. Lining the hood
with foil may or may not increase the
light. Broom clip-holders from the hardware
store fit neatly on the barrel of the Qwik
Point sight. The flashlight must then be
fixed to the clips. I ran a cut off bic pen
body between the clips fixed with sheet
metal screws to the clips, then used tubing
clamps to attach the flashlight to the pen
body, making a detachable unit. The flash-

basis of this is the weaver R-22 Qwik Poin
an optical non-magnifying sight that im-
poses a red dot on the target. The dot ad-
justs horizontally and vertically like a
conventional scope. This sight costs $30
PPD including dovetail base from Walter
Craig, Box 927, Selma, AL 36701 (recent
Shotgun News Ad) item/!'l88; or $30.87 plus
$2.05 postage from Gander Mountain, Box
2^(8, Wilmot, Wl 53192 t tem^'Al -0322 ; or list
of $4A.95 at gun stores.

t light must shine into the light collector
at the front of the Qwik Point, and with
the light source clipped on the Qwik Point
you have a little red dot that will send
your shot to that point under bad or no
1 i ght i ng

.

If you want to remain unseen, a cloth
bag and rubber band over the light and
light collector will hide any faint glow.
Aside from the defense advantage of being
able to hit things when nobody else can see

regular available-light Qwik Point, one
must add a captive light source. A tubular
click switch penlight from the local phar-
macy or hardware store works good; buy one
with a hooded bulb (under $3) and get alka-
line penlight batteries. Drill a hole in

r sights or scope hairs, it is superb
for doing-in rats

,
pests , etc ., after conven-

tional sights become useless. The Qwik Point
fits on your PMA modified scope based AR-7,

or any other .22 sight base, and can be
interchanged with a scope In seconds, with
only a coin as a tool.



EDITOR'S NOTE:

The bulk of the following article was

compiled and written by "The Armorer", .

professional arms dealer and researcher

in the field of special weapons and re-

^ Viewing Devices

BY 'the armorer'

Ml Carbine w/Infrared Scope (spot 1 ight not shown)

The ability to observe persons and ob-

jects in complete darkness without in

turn being detected presents an advantage
which should be obvious to PMA readers.

Since the 1930' s, governments throughout
the world have conducted research to per-

fect equipment which would give their

armed forces the ability to see in the

dark. Out of those efforts have come the

infrared (IR) image viewers such as the

World War II era Sniperscope and the more

sophisticated light intensifier devices,

popularly known as Starlight Scopes, of

the Vietnam War period. Yet, as advanced
as the latter device seems to be, there

are optical instruments currently under
development which will provide even

greater enhancements to the technology of

seeing under adverse light conditions.

INFRARED VIEWERS

A simplified diagram of an IR viewer
is shown in Figure 1. IR radiation is
focused by the objective lens (typically
a 35 mm camera lens) onto the cathode of
the IR image tube. The cathode is a glass
surface containing a semitransparent lay-
er of materials (silver, oxygen and ces-
ium) which discharge electrons in pro-
portion to the amount of IR radiation

IR radiation is nothing more than
electromagnetic waves having wavelengths
which place them just beyond the range of
human visibility. IR waves are slightly
longer than visible light waves and are
associated with heat radiation, dust as a

radio is able to convert transmitted e-

lectromagnetic waves into sound, an IR

image tube is able to convert these in-

visible IR waves into images which can be

seen by the human eye.

reaching the image tube. These electrons
are accelerated past an electrostatic
focusing mechanism and strike the phos-

phor coated fl orescent screen where they
are converted into a visible image just
like in a television tube. The eyepiece
focuses this image into the user's eye.

A

widely used IR image tube - the RCA 6032

(available fi^om the electronics stores
listed at the end of article) requires

20,000 volts to operate so a portable IR

viewer built around this tube must be

powered by a 12 volt battery and an eleC'

tronic circuit containing a transformer,
oscillator (coil) and voltage multiplier

OCULAR

TO POWER SUPPLY
OBJECTIVE LENS IMAGE TUBE

Fig. One: InfraRed Scope Diagram

u
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While most objects emit natural IR ra-
diation, IR units usually include a
source of IR radiation to increase the
clarity of images and to extend the use-
ful range of the viewer. By bathing an
area with invisible IR radiation, the ob-
server can detect objects off of which
the radiation is reflected. The WWII/.30
carbine Sniperscope included a rifle-
mounted sealed beam spotlight covered
with Corning 2450 heat transmitting glass
or a Polaroid XRX filter. The spotlight
provided 80,000 foot-candles of illumin-
ation which limited the effective range
of the scope to 100 yards. Contemporary
IR sniping devices such as the West
German Night Sight Type B8 - V have rang-
es in excess of 300 yards. Several na-
tions have used large IR spotlights with
which to illuminated battlefields or
maintain surveillance of national borders

A novel application of the IR image
tube is the helmet mounted binocular
viewers devised in WW II which allowed
English truckers to drive in blackouts.
These binoculars were used with IR head-

STARLIGHT SCOPE

It was during the Vietnam War when
see-in-the-dark devices based upon light
intensification came into being. After
spending $20 million, the U.S. Army's
Night Vision Laboratory developed the
Starlight Scope. This device has the a-
bility to take low intensity, barely vi-
sible light such as that emitted from
stars, the moon shining through clouds,
distant street lights and even biolumin-
escent light from rotting vegetation,and
multiply its brightness 50,000 times so
that the observer can see objects as if
it were daytime.

A diagram of a Starlight Scope is
shown in Figure 2. The first generation
viewers consisted of an objective lens,
three light intensifier tubes, an eye-
piece, and a power source. Like the IR
image tube, the light intensifier tube
contains a cathode on which has been de-
positied a layer of cesium, antimony,
sodium, and potassium. Electrons are e-
mitted when light strikes the cathode,
accelerate through a focusing component,
and strike the phosphor coating of a fi-
ber optic lens which traps the light and

lights, and permitted the drivers to see
100 yards down the road. Truckers could
drive at their normal speeds but some-
times got into difficulty when making
sharp turns.

IR viewers have been phased out of
use by many armed forces partly because
of their dependence upon an IR radiation
source. The Sniperscope added 18 pounds
to an infantryman's load - most of this
weight was the IR spotlight power supply
and 12 volt battery. Also, an enemy e-
quipped with an IR viewer could detect
the beam of IR radiation and trace it
back to its source thus giving away the
snipers's location.

Furthermore, the IR tubes could not
Withstand the shock of repeated gun fire
Phosphor particles would dislodge from
the image tube's florescent screen andseUle on the lens’ electrodes causing
internal flashing.

^

The major advantage of the IR unit was
and still IS its low cost. Complete units
are on the market for $200, and home-made

hP
spotlights canbe built for less than $100 in parts.

amplifies it 30 to 50 times the original
intensity. The focused image from the fi-
ber optic lens is projected onto the
cathode of the second light intensifier
tube where another 30 to 50 fold increase
in. brightness occurs. This is repeated a
^.1. so that light has been inten-
sified 50,000 times the level which it
entered the scope. The final image is fo
cused onto the human eye.

The Starlight Scope presents many ad-
vantages over the IR viewer. It does not
require a source of artificial illumina-
tion so that the complete unit weighs
much less than a Sniperscope (4 pounds vs

PMA 49



Here's how scope works. Light
hits fiber-optic lens (l).It
is coated with photo emissive
substance which gives off e-
lectrons when struck by light.

15,000 volts are applied, forc-
ing electrons through anode
cone (2). Cone and adjacent
configuration (3), made up of
special metal comprise optical
system, shaping image as elec-
rons speed through cone's ap-
erture (4) and slam into phos-
phor coating (5) of fiber optic
lens (6). Coating is like film
in camera, receiving the image
for viewing.

Light Intenslfier Tube (1of3)

18 pounds); it does not require a power-
ful battery (4 penlight batteries are
needed to operate typical Starlight
Scopes); and does not emit any radiation
so the operator can remain undetected. The
theoretical range of the device is infin-
ity though in reality, the useful range
is 300 yards for a rifle-mounted scope
and 1000 yards for a 60 pound battlefield
surveillance viewer.

Second generation light intensifier
tubes the size of a sewing thimble have
been produced which can amplify light
30,000 to 40,000 times in one tube. The
disadvantage of the smaller intensifiers
is that they are more expensive than
three first generation tubes required to
produce equal light amplification and
their image clarity is of lower quality.
The second generation tubes have been in-
corporated into Starlight Scopes less
than a foot in length and into binocular
night vision goggles which weigh less
than two pounds. These goggles are used
by long range reconnaisance patrols, and
by helicopter and aircraft pilots in or-
der to take off and land in complete
darkness as might be required in anti-
terrorist operations.

Starlight Scopes are not cheap - a

stripped down viewer on the civilian mar-
ket goes for at least $2400 while a scope
used for sniping will be priced at $3500
or more. Anyone wishing to purchase a

pair of night vision goggles better have
$10 grand in his wallet. If one accident-
ly turns on a scope while it is pointed
towards a bright light, the intensifier

50 PMA

tube(s) will self-destruct and one is
left with a very expensive piece of e-
lectronic scrap.

Two devices have recently been devel-
oped which further advance see-in-the-
dark technology. The U.S.Army AN/PAS-7
thermal viewer is a binocular size in-
strument containing an array of super-
cooled {-160“ F) lead selenide elements
which detect minute temperature differ-
ences and create an instantaneous tele-
vision display of these differences. This
means that the observer can detect a
soldier hidden behind foliage since that
person's body temperature differs from
the ambient temperature. Also, the ther-
mal viewer can be used to see through fog
and haze, and has been evaluated for de-
tecting landmines. The entire unit weighs
only 6 pounds, is powered by a belt-
mounted battery, and does not require ar-
tificial illumination.

Little information is available about
the direct imaging spectroscopes devel-
oped by the Aspheronics Corporation, a
manufacturer of Starlight Scopes, Accord-
"*^9 to Janes Infantry Weapons 1977 , these
devices are: "narrow-band imaging spect-
roscopes responding to selected frequency
bands in the near ultra-violet, visible
and near infrared regions. Their purpose
is to enhance selected target or terrain
features by selecting the radiation band
which contains the strongest emissions
from such features and them emphasize
them in contrast with the remainder of
the scene".
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Night Vision Goggles iii Electro-Optical Products Div.

FEATURES
•COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED HANDS
FREE OPERATION

• FIXED GAIN WITH AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS
CONTROL

• SELF-CONTAINED AUXILIARY IR ILLUMINATOR

Headmount with quick release

4 7CH) X 6 8(W) X 6 5(D) inches.

30 ounces

2 0 to 3 5 V D C batlery.

40 ma (max )

20 hours at 21 °C: 12 hours at-1 8°C
? -54'^Cto + 52"'C,

with minor performance reduction

Mallory 303843 (BA-1567/U)
or equivalent

Voltage Required

Battery Type

PERFORMANCE
Scene Illumination

Spectral Response
Field of View

Magnification

Resolution

Brightness Gam
Diopter Range
Distortion

Collimation

. 1
0*^ to 1 ft candles

Visible plus IR to 86 microns

IX (Unity) W
. \ A

Nominal 67 Ip/mil rad ^ j \ yp
. . 500 Nominal |( . :

+2. -6 diopters I .ff. # ^
' '

1% nominal i | 4 |

--

_ ,

.—i i ! :
^ «» - - -

<1 ° convergence or divergence

<'j°dipvergence Diopter Adjustment +2. -6diopters

EFL 26,6 mm; F/fH.4; T/ffl.51 Interpupillary Ad|ustment 55 to 72 mm
EFL 26.6 mm; Exit pupil 1 0 mm Eye Relief Adjustment 12 mm minimum

@ 1 5 mm eye relief; Mag. Power 9.4 X Head Strap Adjustment to fit

ition A rugged, self-contained night viewing system to provide passive vision using available

30 oz. light from the night sky (thru starlight or moonlight). Two second generation image
js intensifier tubes, matched with superior optics, are combined in a fully adjustable

face mask to provide for completely hands free operation for such night-time tasks
as driving, mobile equipment operations, patrol, surveillance, reading and other
general purpose viewing including pilot and crew use in helicopter and low-speed

ation aircraft.

Objective Lens

Eyepiece Lens
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Most people in the nig^ht scope field
designate infrared scopes and viewers as

ACTIVE (light generating) to differen-
tiate from the Starlight type of scopes

and viewers . The latter are refered to as
PASSIVE i.e,, no light is produced by the
scope. ' Passive' devices gather and ampli-
fy available light only.

SOURCES FOR "ACTIVE" (IR)

RIFLE SCOPES/VIEWERS/PARTS

SOURCES FOR "PASSIVE" (STARLIGHT)

RIFLE SCOPES/VIEWERS

American Optical
Buffalo, NY

Infrared Sniperscope No. 1(T3)(M3)

.

Scientific Systems
P.O.Box 716
Amherst NH 03031
IR Viewer / range 100 yards. Complete
with optics, eyepiece, power supply bat-
tery pack,IR source and all necessary
construction plans, instructions and
parts sources. Plans-$8.00; High
voltage power supply and all elec-
tronic parts-$44.50; Above assembled
and tested-$59.50; Selected 6032 image
tube-$16.00; Large 6" government 100
IR filter-$7.00 .

Meshna Corporation B & F Electronics
P.O.Box 63 & 119 Foster St.
E. Lynn, MA 01904 Peabody, MA

B & F and Meshna sell unused RCA 6032
IR image tubes for $9 to $12; they al-
so provide, with the tube, free in-
structions on how to construct a com-
plete IR viewer for less than $100 in
parts. Radio - Electronics , December,
1974, contains plans for building an
IR viewer based on the 6032 tube.B&F
sells kits for constructing a viewer;
the kit contains the 6032 tube, objec-
tive lens .eyepiece, components of the
power supply, and instructions.

Varo, Inc. Texas Division
Box 828, 2201 Walnut St.
Garland, TX 75040

AN/PVS-2 Second Generation Starlight
scope, and the Hyper-Miniscope Models
9823/982 3E.

Javelin Electronics
6357 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90045

A wide assortment of "Passive" rifle
scopes and viewers for law enforcement
and professional photographers.

Ni-Tec Inc.

7426 Linder Ave.

Niles, IL 60076
NVS-700 Small Starlight Scope.

Smith and Wesson
2100 Roosevelt Ave.
Springfield, MA 01101

Startron MK 700 series I

night vision riflescope.
Passive

Impossible Electronic Techniques
Box 69
Wayne, PA 19087
Dealers in night vision goggles and
Starlight scopes. Unlike many other
firms listed, these folks will sell
to anyone without restrictions.

Edmund Scientific Corporation
Edscorp Building
Barrington, NJ 08007

The IR section of their catalog is reproduced below.

M- See In Total Darfcness

With M3 Sniperscope
SurplusArmylRscopebuill
by RCA & used in surveit-

lance, nature study, min-

& research. Oper-

( ates on 6V car battery or

recharoeablc Nl-Ca battery

•W (see Pg. 110). 1$v/ lortg

telescope with 50.4mm dia lens has S' dia filter,

eleciroslalically adjusting focus, vert. & horiz. reticle

intensity adj Knob, pistol gnp handle w/switch control,

strap: & carry case. Power pacK (batt noi incl.l has 6V
input. 20.000V output & provides power for #6032 (No.

70,160) image tube Shpg.wt 29 lbs

No. 85,157* $335.00 T(X:
*Noi available to Calif, residents other than lor the
authorized use by the U.S. Armed forces or law
enforcement officers, or for use solely for scientific

research or educational purposes.

Intense 10.000 Lumen Spotlight Or
Flood—Rated Lite 2.000 Hours

. j:.

for its size, this tungsten halogen lamp is I a

the world's most powerful filament type II

Operates in any position* Retains 97% of [

"

initial brightness throughout long Me *

has selfcleaning iodine cycle. Excellent ^ '

indoors or out for spotlights, flood lamps *'

or general use. Tapered screw base allows f f ^
accurate optical alignment. Use with socK-
et or adapter below Quartz envelope J
provides resistance to tliermal shocK
Internally fused Color temp, approx.

3,000^. For 120V AC'DC Specifications mcl.

SOOw lO.OOO lumens 3-5/8 X No. 40,779 $1995
250w 5.000 lume.ns 3 X -j-

No. 40,780 $16.50
Socket fo' above lamps No. 40,781 $ 4.75
Adapter to use above lamps in regular light fixtures.

No. 41.186 $13.95

Bargain I.R. RHer—Great for making a darkroom
safclighl. or I.R. light source Plastic 4 x 4'/. x

^^9 0>2 No. 42,299 $2.00

$2.00 I.R. Filter Makes Your Flashlight I.R.

436mm dia. x 2.8mm thk. I.R filter (its standard
flashlights. Makes handy but low-cost I.R. light source
Gov t cost $5.00. No. 42,143 $2.00

40-Watt infrared Illuminator

115V AC infrared filtered light source
transmits invisible light of between

' 780-1400nm. Use indoor or out. Il-

luminator incl. ad)ustable fixture; special I.R. filter;

wall/camera mount. 40 watt, 8,000 hr. bulb. Wt, 4 lbs.

(Requires wiring.) No. 72,094 $49.95

Infrared Filter For Photo Light Sources,
Sniperscopes, Signaling & Alarm Systems
Glass filler w/coatmg on 1 surtace. In total darkness, so
little visible light passes through it's undetectable Irom 20

ft. (even looking directly at light). Gov't surplus. $6 value.

5-3/8 X 1/8’ Ihk, No. 60,033 $3.00
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"PASSIVE" SCOPE PLANS/COMPQNENTS

Fantastic Research
Box 96568
Cleveland. OH 44101

This firm sells a complete set of
plans for building a 'passive' viewing
device capable of magnifying low lev-
el light 50,000 times.

Jaegers Optics
691 Merrick Rd.

Lynbrook, NY 11503
Starlight scope eyepiece.

Four of the major components needed
when building a ‘passive* scope are:
3 image intensifier tubes; 2 nylon
coupling rings to join the above tubes;
one high voltage multiplier module; and
one oscillator module.
When ordering these final two items,

you must specify that they are for use
in conjunction with image intensifier
tubes.
All four items are available from any

of the five sources listed below.

A. Varo, Inc.

2203 W. Walnut St.
Garland, TX 75040

B. Amperex Electronics
Slatersville, RI 02876

C. Apollo Lasers, Inc.
6357 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90045

D. Starlight Components
1623 Straight Path
Wyandanch, NY 11798

E. ITT - Electro Optical
7635 Plantation Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24019

ADDITIONAL READING SOURCES

US Army TM # 1090-268-13 Starlight Scope,
Small Hand Held or Individual Weapons
Mounted. US Army, July 1967.

"The Night Vision Device" by E. A. Gale.
1978. Pub. Fantastic Research, Box 96568,
Cleveland, OH 44101.
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"Death in the Night" by Chuck Taylor.
June, 1979. Vol.4 #6, Soldier of Fortune
Magazine, Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306.

Janes Infantry Weapons . 1977 edition.

"The Laser: Part One" by Mario De Arcan-
gelis. March 1977. Vol.IV, Year V.
Armies and Weapons#33 (Atlantic Edition)
Magazine. Published by Interconair Media
Group, Via G. Brentani 9, 6900 LUGANO
Swi tzerland.

Editor's Note: The publication mentioned
last. Armies and fi^eapons, is probably new
to most of our readers. It is distributed
extensively throughout Europe and the
Middle East. Armies and Weapons is really
a trade magazine for defense departments
and armament manufacturers. They review
different countries' missile systems, ships
and tanks, logistics systems, etc. Test
new anti-tank, anti-aircraft ammo exten-
sively and give detailed reports on all
aspects of it. The ads are very taste-
fully done with excellent photographs.
Issues run each but worth every penny.

U.S. subscription info is available from:
Sky Books International Inc. , 48 East
50th St., New York, NY 10022.

I

Bookdealers should contact:
Bill Dean Books Ltd.

,

166-41 Powells
Cove Blvd., Whitestone, NY 11357.

Finally, a friendly warning; The ma-
jority of the infrared viewers, kits and
plans sets currently being advertised are
intended for hand held or tripod use
only. If used as rifle mounted scopes,
some of these viewers may be damaged or
even destroyed by the recoil of the weap-
on. If in doubt about the intended use of
^ny viewing device , check with the manu-
facturer or designer before mounting or
using it on a firearm.

If you suspect that the opposition
may be using a Starlight Scope to monitor
your area, you have a good chance of de-
stroying the scope. A number of remotely
controlled lights can be set up around
your position (outside) or in various
windows (inside) . These devices may be of
any type that produce intense beams .Driv-
ing lights. Spotlights , flash bulbs or
electronic flash guns are a few examples

.

Each light should be periodically
switched on and off rapidly. These lights

Cont.on pp. S 5



PRODUCT REVIEWS

By Clyde Barrow

Special Purpose Ammo For
Submacaineguns~

American Ballistics Company,
a Georgia based ammo maker, is now
producing and marketing subsonic
ammunition for use in conjunction
with the Ingram MIO and Mil silen-
ced submachineguns . They also car-
ry subsonic ammo for use in the
MAC silenced counter- sniper rifles,
calibers .223 and .308,

All subsonic rounds are loaded
to produce velocities below 1100
feet per second, the speed of
sound. This eliminates the ''crack"
produced by a normal velocity
round when fired from a silenced
weapon. These loads are also en-
gineered to achieve reduced muzzle
flash, greater muzzle energy, stop-
ping power and accuracy than tra-
ditional subsonic ammo. An example
of previous loads are the special
9mm rounds used in the silenced
Sten during WWII . These rounds
were similar to the standard .380
load in performance.

One item of special interest is

the "Whisperload" cartridge. A
standard 9mm or .380 case is load-
ed with a 130 grain round nose
bullet, probably the same one used
in the commercial .38 super auto
round

.

NOTE: Reloaders who wish to dupli-
cate this round might try Remington's
130 grain Metal Case Bullet No. 22848,

I have no info on the type
or amount of powder used, but the
jballistics are nearly identical to

Night Viewing Dev1ces(Cont.)

the M41 38 Special round (130
grain bullet) used by the US Mili-
tary. The M41 round is said to
have more stopping power than the
standard 158 grain load issued to
most U.S. police officers.

American Ballistics also mar-
kets high performance, high velo-
city ammo in several pistol and
rifle calibers, standard velocity
rifle and pistol reloads and
MADCAP (Mean Automatic Dispersion
from a Central Aiming Point) . The
latter is a mylar target overlay
used to measure relative accuracy,
pattern dispersion and shooter
proficiency with automatic wea-
pons .

For further info on both ammo
and MADCAP, send a signed FFL copy
to

:

American Ballistics Company,
Box 1410, Marietta, GA 30061.

"Anchorlube"
Metalworking Lubricant

Anchorlube is a water soluble
non-rusting lubricant for use when
drilling, tapping, milling, stamp-
ing and piinching metals. Applica-
tions include use with stainless,
high carbon or chrome steel, cast
iron, cast aluminum etc. For a free
2 oz. sample and further product
info, contact the distributor
nearest you:

Anchor Chemical Co

.

777 Canterbury Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44145 or
Westland Products Co.
674 23rd Street
Oakland, CAL 94612

should not be placed directly in front of
a target as they may draw rifle fire. The

use of special infrared flashbulbs or IR
filters over the lights will decrease the
chance of these lights being seen by the
naked eye.

If you are scanning the area through
an IR filter and spot a device of the

type that emits IR wavesr a small hand

laser^ may be directed at the scope. The

nearly invisible intense beam will ruin
both the device and the user's vision as
well. These lasers are available for 2

or 3 hundred dollars.

Issue Three will have an indepth re-

view of the Passive Viewer Plans avail-
able from Fantastic Research. Info on

additional sources for night scope parts

and plan sets will be included.



60mtti Mortar
part Z BY CLYDE BARROW

NOTE: Please make the following cor-
rections on pp.23 and 25 of Vol. 2/Issue L

PP. 23- Clip collar assembly ID is .95"

(not .095").
- The third row of vent holes in

the tail body tube is 1.1" from the base
(not 1.0").

PP. 25 - Diameter of shell mouth is 1.4"IB
- Inside threads on the mouth of

the shell are l^"xl2 threads per inch
(not Ikxll TPI)

.

- Body OD at the base is .95" (not
shown)

.

- Inside radius of the Bourrelet

\

section is .9" (not 1.0"). Nall thickness
in this section should be held to .23"

min./, 28" max.

The info presented in part one of this

article (Vol II, No.l) was based on meas-

urements taken from a 60 run practice

round. I have since obtained copies of

government machinist drawings for the 60

nm round. This material was de-classified
after WW II, so PMA is free to reprint it
The set of copies was both incomplete and

illegible in several spots. I've drawn

Notes on Filler and Booster Charge:

TNT (Trinitrotoluene) is produced from
toluene, sulfuric acid, and nitric acid.
It Is a powerful high explosive with a

velocity of detonation of about 21,000
feet per second. It Is well suited for
steel cutting, concrete breaching, and
general demol it ion.

TNT is relatively Insensitive to shock.
It will not detonate on the strike of a

single rifle bullet, but may do so under
sustained mach'Inegun or rifle fire.
TNT may vary in color from a pale yellow
to an orange. Its color Is influenced by

time and by the purity of the explosive.
TNT is crystalline and Is issued in

pressed form. It can be steam melted. It

burns at 266° F. Small quantities (up to

1 pound) of It may be burned in open
areas without fear of detonation.

the missing pieces with estimated dimen-
sions, Included are several notes to clar^
ify unreadable items.

Readers familiar with working from
blueprints should have no trouble. If your
needs are for a more simplified set of di-
mensions, the chart on page seven of is-
sue one can be used. Round off the four
place decimal numbers to simple fractions

Example: The plans specify the fuze
body length as 1.77”-. 02" long. The en-
gineer has allowed the finished length to
vary from 1.77" (max)to 1,75" (min) . You
may find it appropriate to simply list
the finished length as 1.75" or even 1-3/4."

I ' ve devoted a great deal of space to
this material because the information can
be applied to a variety of other weapons
projects.

Example: Compare the specs for the
rough shell castings and forging (pg.58)
with the dimensions of the finished shell
(pg.S9). Note that the dimensions for the
shell interior must be correct after cast-
ing or forging, as no further machine
work is done inside the shell. On the oth-
er hand, all exterior surfaces are cast
or forged oversized to allow for final
shaping on a lathe. The relationsip of
the rough and finished measurements can
be used as a guideline when designing
molds, cores and forging tools for simi-
lar projects.

TNT is toxic; TNT dust should not be in-
haled in quantity or allowed to contact
the skin excessively. The gases produced
by an explosion of TNT are poisonous.
Tetry

1

Tet ry 1 ( t r I n 1 1 ropheny 1 me thy 1 n I tram I ne)
is a fine, yellow crystalline which is

more powerful than TNT. Pure tetry 1 is

too shocksensitive to be used as a dem-
olition explosive; however, when small
quantities are compressed Into pellet
form it is perfectly safe. Tetryl boos-
ter pellets are commonly used in burst-
ing projectiles to assure the detonation
of a less sensitive filler explosive.
Tetryl Is also compounded with TNT to
form the demolition explosive tetryol.
Tetryl is practically nonhygroscopic

and Is insoluable. Tetryl will detonate
if exposed to a temperature of 500° F.
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SHELL BODIES - STEEL GRADFS
Type A-Forging-WD55-l carbon 0.18-. 028%
Type B-Rolled Plate -WD 1020 Steel
Type D-Casting-Cast Steel
Type F-Stamped and Drawn Plate
Type G-Stamping-WD 1010 Steel

AA - Casting Shell Bodies
Most small shops will not be able to

produce steel castings, and will have to
use gray iron, brass or an aluminum alloy.
Iron is prefered, but most home foundries
are set to pour brass and aluminum only.
One furnace capable of melting iron is
featured on pg.73 of this issue. Use of
alternate shell body materials will re-
quire slight adjustments in dimensions
to maintain proper weight, shell capaci-
ty and wall strength.
B - Forging Shell Bodies

The above furnace (pg.73)will also be
sufficient to allow hot forging. Refer to
Vol II, No.l for info on shell forging in
the small shop. The 60mm shell is similar
to the 81 mm shell s hown

.

CC - Dieforminq Shell Bodies
The info for dieforming shell bodies

was not included in set of drawings. In
general, body halves are pressed from
flat pieces of sheet steel. The completed
halves are joined by welding as outlined
on page 59. As with the other types of
shell production, all interior dimensions
should be correct after pressing. After
welding the outside is machined to the
specs on page 59.

- Shell Body OD -

The mortar barrel is constructed from
2.75 OD-2.375 ID steel seamless mechani-
cal tubing. Manufacturing tolerances re-
quire tubing ID to be honed to .005"/.010"
oversized (2. 380"+. 005"). It is there-
fore critical that finished shell bodies
(including painting and marking) are able
to slip through a 2.364" max ID ring
gage. Max OD of completed tail assembly
is 2. 375"-. 005".

The following sizes of taps and dies
are needed to complete the 60mm mortar
round. Items marked NF (National Fine)are
available from most auto supply or hard-
ware stores. Those marked NS (non-stand-
ard)are special sizes that must be ob-
tained from tool suppliers like B-Square
Co. (see Vol II,No.l, pg.l3) or Field
Tool Supply Co., 2350 N. Seeley Ave.,
Chicago, ILLINOIS 60647.

If you are limited to the use of
standard NF taps and dies, convert the NS
sizes to their NF equivilant as shown in
the chart.

Standard Taps/Dies:
1-1/2x12 NF -available locally
5/16 x24 NF - " ‘

1/4 x28 NF -

Special Tap/ Dies:

In lieu of taps/dies, all thread cut-
ting, (except in the three small holes in
the fuze body) can be done on a thread
cutting lathe.

FF - Machining
Almost all remaining machine work, in-

cluding all small parts, can be done on a
metal cutting lathe. All holes can be
drilled with a drill press. A rotary in-
dexing table for the drill press is not
essential, but it simplifies locating the
various holes in the fuze body in proper
relation to each other. (90® and 40® from
reference lines).

The only flat machining required is
slotting and milling a flat on the slider
assembly. This can also be done w/a file
or hand grinder or by clamping the piece
in a horizontal feed unit on a drill
press. The work is fed into a grinding
stone mounted in the drill's chuck.

Note that various parts can be made
from aluminum, zinc, brass or steel, de-
pending upon availability.

Spring making is a complex process.
Appropriate springs should be obtained
readymade to insure reliability.

ie Forming/Die Castin
Punch and die info for stamping out

and forming the striker and booster cup
will be covered in Vol II, No. 3 & 4. These
parts can also be machined from solid
stock or from tube and flat stock a^hown.

TU«£ MICO

Production of die casting molds for
the fuze body and head assemblies are be-
yond the scope of the small shop. These
pieces can be produced as oversized sand
castings machined to finished size.
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„ote- Refer to general Info on M52 Fuze, Volun,e Two,Issue n,pg.24. The

info is reprinted from Army FM-23-35. To avoid confusion, use o-.ly the

tion when determining the relationship of the various Fu^e

man apparently flipped over the negative on the top xllustration, resulting in an in

sTdeTut drawing. %he Safety Pin, Spring and Sethaah Pin are on

Note also that the Safety Wire on the lower drawing is installed from the wrong side.
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1. Prior to Fuze assembly, press the

Tetry! Booster Lead into position through

the bottom of the Fuze Body.

2. Press the Primer/Detonator, green side

up, into the hole in the top of the Sli-

der Assembly.
3. Insert Safety Pin and Spring into Fuze

Body. Hold them in position until the

Setback Pin, Spring, and Plug can be In-

stalled, locking the Safety Pin in place.

The Setback Pin should be inserted with

its hole aligned with the Safety Wire

Hole. Install the Safety Wire at this

time.

4. Install the Slider Guide Pin through

the bottom of the Fuze Body. Note that

this version, (pg.63) is a GUIDE PIN ONLY.

The Slider is held in proper firing posi-

tion by the Slider Spring ONLY.

5. Insert Slider, aligning the slot on

the bottom with the SliderGuide Pin. In-

stall Slider Spring and Slider Plug.

6. Apply permatex to the threads on both

the Striker Head and the Booster Cup.

Screw both assemblies tightly into place

on the Fuze Body.

7. Remove Closing Plug from loaded Shell

Body.
8. Apply permatex to the external Fuze

Body threads and screw Fuze Assembly

tightly into place w/Fuze Wrench. Staking

Fuze in place is optional.
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The following article is reprinted from "The Practical Metalworker". This excellent

shop manual was published in England during the early 1900*s. This was an era when many

of the small home workshops were set up with facilities for simple metal casting.

At the end of the article I*ve included some info on a mail order firm that special-

izes in supplying furnaces and casting equipment to the home metal caster. A catalog

of casting books, sand casting kits and supplies is also available for $2.50 from:

Caldwell Industries, Box 591, Luling, Texas 78648.

r
^

”

Working Aluminium

AinMnnuM is now of such importance in

the metalworking Industrie that special

information (to which allusion has been

made in the section on Materials, and
which is given on the authority of the

British ^uminium Company) is here

given relating to methods ot working it.

CASTING ALUMINIUM

Alloy*.—Although pure aluminium

castings do not corrode, they lack^ the

toughness found in alloys of aluminium,

and it may be stated as a fact that nearly

all goods sold as aluminium are in reality

aluminium alloys. The cheapest^ ^d
pmhaps the host hardener for aiurainium

is zinc ; such an alloy is extremely easy

to cast, possesses fair strength, and is

fairly ductile. The one drawback is that

it (loos not machine well, and to improve

matters in this respect a small quantity

oi copper is added. It U scarcely neces-

sary to point out that the zinc used for

alloying must be absolutely pure, as

other^vise undesirable qualities may be

introduced into tho casting.

Castings which must be gas-tight or

water-tight should preferably contain an

alloy of copper. Such castings are of

greater density mid usually possess a

greater degioc of elasticity than zinc

alloys. Owing to the gix;atcr density they

will, of course, be heavier. An alloy of

25 per cent, copper to 75 per cent, ^u-

minium is recommended as being tho

best alloy for tho purpose mentioned.

Casting alloys can, it must be men-

tioned, be obtained already mixed, and

in ordering it is only necessary to

the purpose for which an alloy is desired.

Alnminium Castings in Sand.—
point of most importance is the pouri^

temperature, owing to the ease

which the metd may be overheated, in

which case satisfactory castingB are im-

possible. The temperature should nevOT

be allowed to rise very much above the

melting point of the alloy, and dirt^
oxide (“dross") should be oarafuUy

skimmed off the surface d the moltA

metal. When this has been don© tto

“ melt,” as it is termed, is vigowuw
stirred and quickly poured in a steady

stream.

The moulds are best made from green

sand lightly rammed and faced with

plumbago or french chalk. Cores are

satisfactorily made from sawdust, using

resin as a binding agent, which allows

the cores to soften and crush as the

metal cools. Hard cores often produce

cracked castings because they do not

contract to the same extent as the cast-

ing ; it must be remembered that alu-

minium has a high contraction, amount-
ing to in. per foot. As soon as possible

after pouring it is desirable to loosen the

moulds. Ad(>quate fillets should be pro-

vided and thin sections avoiebd. Com-
plicated castings necessitate tho provision

^ chills whenever there are large bosses

or other masses of metal in (Mimjanction

with thinner sections. Heavy vertical

risers and largo gates are essential to

good work.

Aluminium ChiU Casting*. ^When,

to reduce machining operations, a numl^r

of castings are requiiM of accurate sim

(which cannot always be obtained in

sand casting, owng to fins, ** gates,** etc.),

the process of casting in metal moulds is

adopted. The same mould may be used

for thousands of castings, and apart from

the considerable saving in time and the

avoidance of spoilt casting, the method

possesses the added advant^s that tho

parts produced ]KW»esB very much greater

tensile strength and ductility, and

have a smooth surface that takes a high

poUsh easily and r^ly. Very httlo

mckchining is required, and small holes

may be oast true to size. It must here

be pointed out that zinc-aluminium alloys

are not frequently used for chill casting,

as they tend to absorb iron from the

moulds and therefore soon destroy the

latter.

Moulds for chill casting are usu^y
made of mild steel, but chrome-vanadii^

steel gives the best results. As it is

desirable to remove the castings very

quickly from the moulds, only a smatl

allowance for shrinkage need Ice made.

To avoid air-locks, the position oi tho

vents and gates must be very carefully

consideied. Fin spaces may be left be-

tween the die face* to act as vents for

trapped air.
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^^o^Id8 must al\vaj's be warmed be-
fore pouring, and also lubricated (or

fiuxed ”} with beeswax or tallow. A
hot-air blast is recommended for clean-
ing out the moulds after every third or
fourth casting.

Die Castings in Alumiamm.—The
main difference between die castings and
chill castings is that in, the former the
castings are made wwrfer pressure in metal
moulds. The rapidity of the process al-
mc«t equals that of stamping in the press,
^tliough very much more complicated
dies are rwjuired in die easting. Although
zmc-aiuminium alloys have been success-
fully die cast for several yeare, it is only
recently that pun* uhmiiiiium could be
east by this process.

EXAMPUES OF SMALL SAND
CASTINGS IN ALUMINIUM

The examples of small aluminium east-
mgs here dealt with will chiefly appeal
to the homeworker or small-business man
who only occasionally n*quircs to cast in
this metal.

The melting-point of aluminium is
equal to a dull red heat in mild steel, and
the hrst essential is that means shall be
available uhe-reby a siiltioicnt quantity of
metal can Ih« brought well uji to this
point. This is not such a flllliculty as
might be exiK'cted, particularly if one
has the temporary use of a good, en-
closed kitchen cooking range. Using the
molting pot shown by Fig. 1, 2^ lb. of
metal may be melted with comparative
case, providing that the fire be clean and
atoked w'ith small good coal.
The Melting Pot .—^The melting pot

Js a in. of 2|-in. diameter ^-in. wall steel
tube, with a ^-in. thick nickel steel
bottom pressed in and well riveU^d over.
The two holes near the brim are simply
to receive the turned-up |K)ints of the
handle shown in Fig. 2, for use when
with<lrawing from the fire and pouring.
The handle is of steel rod, and is
sprung together in the hand until the
two points Mill enter the holes from inside
the pot, and then released. This makes
a safe and easily detachable lifting gear.
Melting.—^To commence melting, the

pot should be placed in the fire empty,
and when the fire is low in the grate,
small coal should be packed all round it
so as to hold it vertical. As the fire
bums through, the pot will get hot from
the bottom, and when this portion is
nicely red, the metal should be dropped
in, in broken pieces about 1 in. cube. Do
not put too much metal in at onoe, and
rf old cuttings are to be used, do not drop
them in untd a fair body of metal is
ali^y molten, otherwise they will rapidly
oiddise and waste. Old ipotor-qyole crank-
cases make good aluminium scrap on
•coount of their ©Ten section. TOen the
metal is ready imr pouring, a ludH amouAf

of brazing borax M-iU clean the surface
and assist pouring.

A brazing hearth offers equally good
facility for melting the metal, using mi
improvised furnace of firebrick and as-
bestos sheet, the flame being supplied by
a fairly powerful blowlamp. If the latter

FU. 2.—Pot Handle

metliod is adopted, great care must be
taken not to lose the heat through cracks
in tlic structure, an^l the pot should be
so supported t)mt the flame can get
underneath.

mctliod is adopted, great care must be
taken not to lose the heat through cracks
in the structure, and the pot should be
so supported that the flame can get
underneath.

The Moulding Bo*.—Tlie bottom
iialf of the moulding box is shown by
Fig. Jl, the other half being exactly the
same, with tJio excejition that the four
locating eara are not required. The
whole box is sho\vn in section with a
mould made ready for pouring by Fig. 9.
The comer plates shown in Fig. 3 are
necessary, because of the drying of the
wood from which the box is made, whilst
drying the moulds.

it is advisable to have several boxes
of a size suitable to accommodate BmaU
castings if required, so that several
moulds can be made and poured with
one melting of metal. Particular finish
of tlie boxes would be wasted

; all that
iH required is that the top box shall be
a good fit in the four locating pieces of
the bottom box, and that where the boxes
come together they shall be reasonably
flat and make a good joint. Roughness
of the wood inside the box assists matters
rather than otherwise. It is a good plan
to mark plainly the sides of the boxes
that come together, so that top and
bottom always bear the same relative
posUion.
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McMilding Sand.— 56-lb. bag
finely-ground green foundry sand can be
obtained very cheaply from a local

foundry, and completes the equipment,
with the exception of the actual patterns

and such improvised tools as are neces-

sary to make the actual moulds. The
sand can be used over and over again

by damping and pounding fine before or

after use
;
the writer keeps an old bucket

for the purpose.

Patterns.—^Figa. 4 and 5 are simple
examples and may be cast in one box.
Patterns are first made in wood, Fig. 4
from J-in. walnut, and Fig. 6 turned from
beech, and both are arranged to taper

smaller away from the joint face. All

surfaces are nicely finished, and the whole
coated with shellac varnish, made by

Fi^ 3.—Bottoa Half of Moaldtn^ Box

dissolving flake shellac in methylated
spirit.

Moulds.—^To make the moulds, both
patterns are placed on a smooth bench
board, joint faces downwards, and the

top moulding box placed over them, the

patterns being so disposed as to leave

an equal space round them and the edges

of the box. Sand is then fed into Uie

box and carefully rammed down, first

using the hand and finally a smooth piece

of wood shai)ed like a i>estle, surplus

M^d being swej)t off with a flat piece of

wo<kI like a strickle. After ramming, it

is a good plan to rub the box over the

smtjoth bench boanl to level off the sand

on the front face.

Now as the whole of the patterns are

contained in the top box, in these ex-

amples, the bottom box has no impression

at all, but is simply rammed up with sand

Mid the joint face flattened off wirii the

strickle.

The patterns now require withdrawn^
from the sand in the top box, and this

needs to be done very carefully. A good
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plan is to use two stout needles lightly

taj»pcd into the wood of the pattern, at

a slight angle with each other. The tap-

ping should be just enough to loosen the

sand round the pattern, and then by
cart‘fully manipulating both needles be-

tween the fingei’S and thumbs withdrawal

is made easy. If this has been success-

fully accomplished, there will be complete
impressions of the two patterns which
constitute the mould projicr.

All that now remains to be done is to
out a gate in the sand to connect the two
impressions, to make a hole for the metal
to be poured in and smaller holes for the
air to come out. The gate can be cut
in the joint face of the top box with a
pocket-knife and should be about ^ in.

in diameter.

Fig«. 4 to 6.—Three Semple CMtitti^

Pouter and Riser.—A golden rule to
obstTvo with H'gaixl to )M>urc‘r and risers

is pour in the highest ]>oipt and take air

fnun all other higli pt)lnts.‘* In explana-
tioii, it will be assumed that a |M)iirer luus

been cut from the top of lh<- boss in Fig. 5
(this was actually done with a -J-in.

diameter twist •drill t\vist<'d round with
the linger and thumb from tiic iiuside

and made a very clean lutic without
breaking tlie immid). If no air lioles or
risers arc )»rovule<l, wh<*n t!u‘ metal is

jKHired in, air \n trapjHsl in the cavities

whioii are to form the projections a and
B (Fig. 4), or tends to rise through the
pourc'r, and a lilown casting is the rcHult.

To obviate this <!angc*r, holes J in. in

diameter were <lrilled tlirough from a and
B in the ntotdd in a similar manner to the
j)ourer, to allow all air to esciqx* as the
metal flowed in. No facing was used on
any of the writer’s moulds, and if smooth
i>atlenis are iisetl, none is nm'ssary.



pouring.—With tlic two l>oxt*s

tu^etlirr, (Ih' mould tlius doKcrIbcd is

rt*ady for pouring, except tliat it must be

F»4 . 7.—Example of Hollow C^stinf(

drie<l, and at this |>oiut it must be urged

tliat no mistake be made about the mould
l>eing dry, }»articulaily if cort's an* used,

for steam in a inouhl i« worse than air.

Nothing is more aggravating than to see

a bul)i)lc of molten aluminium (l>cautiful

tliough it may be) form on tlie riscRi or

pourcr of a too hastily poured mould, for

such a bubble is an invariable sign of a

blown casting. This is not a difficulty,

however, because sucli a failure only

occurs when the mould is damp. By
making the mould one evening and allow*

ing it to remain on top of the kitchen

oven that night and all next day, witli a

good fire, and pouring the following

evening, good results will ho olitaincd.

Further Examples.—The example
shown by J'’ig, 7 l.s rallior more complicatiHl

on account of being luillow. 't'his ]ii(>cc

may be cast invcrte<l in the Imttom box,

tiu* hollow ]x>rtion being made- by sand
jirojccting lielow the joint fae-e of the t.op

box. 'J’o do tills, a smootli bench board

is cut out to fit loosely between the locat-

ing jaws of the bottom box, to act as a

surface to work on. The Imix is n<*xt in-

verted, and the ])attem jilacsd centrally

on the bench board joint face downwaj-fls

and rammed uji as Iw'fore. 1'he bem-h

board is then ivmovi'd aiul the sand on
the joint carefully flattened and smoollied.

A piece- of tissue pajier must next be

prepared with the plan outline of the

pattern on the joint face cut out. This

is jilaced so as to cover the whole of

the sand and the top box placed in posi-

tion, and this in turn rammed up level

and carefuJly removed, of course, bring-

ing with it the upraised sand coinciding

with the hollow portion of the ultimate

casting. The tissue pa[>cr is then removed
and the pattern withdrawn from the

bottom box. Pourer and risers (eight in

number) are drilled as before and smoothed
off, the top box replaced, thus finishing

the mould.
Fig. 6 calls for no comment, except that

extra care must be taken with patterns
for castings of this type, to see that they
are smooth and correctly tapered.

Fig. 8 shows an aluminium crank-ease.

RlKU l*PUIII
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Fi^ 9.—Fuiahed Mould for Hslf of Craok*ca«o

and one where a core was used. This
latter method is not absolutely necessary,
for it will be seen that with the exception
of the open top the casting comes under
the same category as Fig. 7, and may be
moulded likewise ; but the difficulty of

making a hollow pattern is greater than
makijig the simpler pattern and core-box
demanded by tlie method adopted.

The mould for casting this piece . is

uhown ready for pouring in Fig. 9, and
although no illustrations are shown of

pattern and core-box, yet an idea of their

essentials can be formed, the pattern

being solid of the same outline as Fig. 8,

but with the addition of a print | in. high
corresponding in outline to the hollow

jxirtions. The core-box makes a hollow
cavity built up in wood of the same
internal contours as the hollow portions

of Fig. 8, with the additional room to

make the countcrjiart of the print on
the pattern. The print is so marked on
Fig, 9, and simply acts as a locating piece

for the core. Fig. 9 illustrates the re-

marks previously made with regard to

pourer and risers and needs no further

comment.



Fig. 10 shows another example of
ortliodox design, and the meth(Kl of
moultling herewith described caji be re-

commended after mudi trouble m making
core-boxes and cores for similar i>ieci*s,

both larger aiul small{‘r, t!\an tlie scale

shomi. The illustration sliows a sec-

tional view of the assembled ]>attern, the
finislu'd casting, obviously a piston, a is a
shell turned true inside and out and tajwT-
ing larger from tJie top to the bell end
inside, but from tlie centre of the bosses
smaller each way outside. The two
turned pieoi-s B artj fitted correctly to the
inside walls, c is a length of x®jrin. steel

rod to locate the bosses inside the shell.

To mould this 2^1
^00 , tlic to]) box is

ligldly rammed up without the ]>attern.

The comi>Iete ])attem is then pressed into
the sand of the joint face solid end iirst,

as far as the cenln? line of tlus steel rml.

'J'hc pattern must be kept square with
the face. The joint is then covered willi

ti.ssue paper as before, and the bottom
box inverttKi and placed over tlie tt»p

box and carefully ramme<[ up, taking
care that the in.skle <»f the ])al1em i.s

nicely rammed willumt disturbing the
bosses. The whole box is then turned
over and the t<ip lifted otV, revealing the
solid end (»f the pattern standing alwive

the joint face and half the diameter
of the rod exposed.
The next stop is to remove the steel

rod, and this can only bt? done by <U»-
turbing the sand of t Ijc joint face

; but
this is of little consequence. As a matter
of fact, as much as a teaspoonful should
be cut away on each side.

The pattern can now be lifted out,
leaving the two loose pieces constituting
the bosses in position in the upstanding
centre stbnd. These bosses must now be
carefully removed, which removal is

facilitated by having cut away a ]>ortion
of the surface sand.

Allowing that the bosses have been re-

moved successfully, the shell pattern
should be placed back again in the
mould and the joint face nuitlc up again
in each box alternately and ])ourcr and
risers made, after which the mould can
bo reassembled for pouring.
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Cleaning and Finishing Aluminium
Castings.—Sincial cleiiiiing «»r pickling

of aluminium castings is .seldom neces-

sary, as they come from the mould quite

white.

If the surface of the casting requires

improvement a caustic .soda wash is

recommended. All liling slumld be done
with a singic-cut iile of the dreadnought
pattern.

If the castings are required to be pol-

isht'd, they should first be “ tumbled ”

in a barrel. Steel balls or smooth steel

punchings should be use<l as the burni.sh-

ing agent in the tumbling barrel. For
detailed information, however, on tum-
bling, reference should be made to the

information on that subject in the section

on Polishing, Colouring and Lacquering,

in which akso detailed instructions are

given for the finishing, frosting, burnish-

ing, etc., of aluminium.

MACHINING ALUMINIUM

Tool Edges.—Greater care i.s neces-
sary in machining aluminium owing lo

tiui comparative softness of it, Avhieh

lends to make the tool tear and drag. A
very high surface speed (as mueli as ^K)ft.
]KT minute) should be em]»lo3'ed in turn-

ing, milling or drilling this metal. Tools
should have a keen oil-stoned edge ; for

lathe tools tlie clearance angle should be
from 15* to 20^', and Avith the smaller
angle about 5® top rako may be given,
Tbi.s requires varying according to the
rigitlity of the work, tis with slender work
there is a tendemey for the tool to “ dig
in.’* Grooving tools should have a side
cieuraneo of aj>proximateIy 2®.

Feed.—A much heavier and faster feed
than on brass may Here
again the ])arlicular alloy and the general
design of the work arc deciding factors.

Lubricant.—J’araflin or turp.s is Ix'st

for general work, but tur])s should not
be usdl for tapping or serewing, as the
resinous deposit left behind causes the
sercAV to bind.

Milling Aluminium.—Milling cutters

for aluminium should have shar]) corners,

as round ones ])revcnt a gootl fiiiisli.

Excellent results are also obtained by
the use of a built-up tool, consisting tjf

a number of cutlens inseitetl in a etist-

iron budj'. The distance between adja-
cent cutters should bo sufficient to ob-
viate the clogging of chips or .swarf, and
they should only cut at the extreme
edge, and not ha\^e a scraping action as
with brass.

Grinding.—In grinding aluminium the
I>ores should first be filled by holding a
piece of candle up against it whilst it is

running. This eliminates the need for

frequent dressing and prevents the Avheel

from “loading “ (see section on Grinding).

Any grinding wheel may be used.



JOINTING ALUMINIUM

Riveting.— Only aluminium rivets

should be u.sod for riveting aluminium
tog*-tlicr. In the case of a row of rivets,

to avoid stretching the metal, the rivets

sliould be inst iled indiscriminately and
not consecutively, otherwise tlie rivet

lioh's will not coincide after two or llirce

rivets have been inserted. 'J’lie rivets

sliould be an easy lit in the hulc.s ]>rior

to riveting, to allow the metal to spread

in hammering.

ALUMINIUM SHEET-METAL
WORKING

Pressing.— The power required for

drawing or pressing this metal is, owing
to its great ductility, much less than for

othi'r UK't.ds. Also less operations are
needed for a given deptli of draw.

Dies for aluminium may be of cast-iron
willi a harilened .shell inset, and the punch
may be of tool steel h'ft soft. Drawing
dies n<-ed to be carefully fuiished, and the
surfaces must be kept brightly polished.

'Fhe punch mu.st be quite smooth and a
good lubricant use<l, (dherwise difficulty

in stripping the pressing from the punch
will be experienced.

Aluminium, like all other metals,
1‘ irdens when pressed, but not to nearly
the same extent; annealing is rarely if

ever necessary. The annealing tempera-
ture, should it ever be necessary, is

050 ’ F.

Spinning.—This process, so far as

aluminium is concerned, is of importance
as an auxiliary to the press. The speed
of the work is tabulated below

:

SPEED FOR SPINNING ALUMINIUM

DiamtOr of work cfutck

iOO
I

1& In. to 20 In.

I.OUO n lit. .. U In.
I.&OO 7 In. . . 10 In.

2.000 3 In. ., 0 In.

The process only differs from that used
for other sheet-metals in that it is much
easier to work and annealing is almost
unnecessary. Vaseline should bo used to
lubricate the spimiing tool.

The metal is, of course, worked also by
otlier slieet-mctiil processes which have
betm jircviously given and which need
not here be repeated.

Each of the Pyramid foundry sets comes complete with

furnace chamber and lid, electric motor, blower-mixer,

blower tube, flexible hose, crucible tongs, flask and

sand to match size of furnace set that Is ordered, flour

silica and a high grade silicon carbide crucible of the

proper size. An instruction booklet is included which

explains the operation of the furnace, and the method

of making molds for metal casting. Each of the above

sets is equipped with the supplies shown in the photo,

except set No. 1 which is equipped with 12” assay type

tongs.

Metal Model1 Shipping Price

Capacity* No. Weight of Set*

3 lbs. 1 65 lbs. 140.00

lOibs. 4 105 lbs. 160.00

20 lbs. 8 150 lbs. 205.00

36 lbs. 10 225 lbs. 245.00

53 lbs. 16 270 lbs. 255.00

PYRAMID PRODUCTS CO.
3736 South 7th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85041
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PYRAMID FOUNDRY PARTS AND SUPPLY LIST

Model No. 1

Ship.

Wgt.-Lbs. 4

Ship.

Wgt.-Lhs. 8

Ship.

Wgt.-Lbs. 10

Ship.

Wgt.-Lbs. 16

Ship.

Wgt-Lbs.

Blower, motor and pipe $57.00 10 $ 57.00 10 $57.00 10 $ 57.00 10 $57.00 10

Furnace Chamber 60.00 28 70,00 37 105.00 60 130.00 100 150.00 115

Furnace Lid 9.75 7 11.25 10 14.00 15 16.50 26 18.00 28

Tongs 3.30 1 16.00 4 17.25 5 19.25 5 20.50 6

Flasks 10.50 4 12.00 5 13.25 6 14.50 7 15.50 8

Crucibles (silicon carbide) 12.50 3 18.75 5 30.00 9 32.75 11 39.25 15

Molding Sand - 100 Lbs. -$16.50 less than 100 Lhs. - .20 cents Lb.

Parting Compound (silica) - 5 Lbs. - $4.75 Ship. Wgt. (6 Lbs.)

Flexible Vinyl Hose - .25 Cents a Foot

When items ordered from the parts and supply list are to be sent by parcel post, please include sufficient

amount for parcel post charges. All heavy items on this list are sent freight charges collect.

CRUCIBLE POURING SHANK

Although not included with the foundry sets,

pouring shanks provide a very

convenient and safe way of

pouring, especially when
handling the larger

size crucibles.

Mod«l
No.

List •

Price
Shipping
Wt. (Approx.)

4 $ 20.50 6 lbs.

8 $ 21.75 m lbs.

10 $ 25.50 7 lbs.

16 $ 27.25 7 lbs.

List Price $ 37.00

ShipWt. 12 lbs.

(CRUCIBLE
NOT INCLUDED)

TWO MAN
POURING SHANK
Recommended for No. 16 crucible when

pouring full capacity of heavy metals.

(Also available for No. 10 crucible at price shown.)

CLASSIFIEDS
$1.00 per word, $10.00 minimum. Weapons
oriented ads only. No employment ads from
Mercs, Foreign govts., or their agents will
be accepted. No other restrictions on copy.

INGRAM SMG, semi-automatic pistol
and carbine and sionic silencer
parts for sale to any U.S. resident.
Send a stamped & self-addressed en-
velope for a free illustrated price
list to: SPECIAL PARTS LTD, Box 7652
Dept. PMA, Atlanta, Georgia 30357.

ELECTRONIC SPYING, LOCK PICKING,
Phone Phreaking , Car Repossession,
Explosives - Complete Line of
PROFESSIONAL Equipment and Techni
cal Manuals - send $1.00 (refund-
able) to; SEVERUS, P.O.Box 16992,
Jackson MS 39211.

Military manuals list $1.00,
FM 23-85 60-MM Mortar $5.00,
Arm & Merchant, 1210 J Street,
Modesto, CA 95354.
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ELECTRIC RIFLE
THE KENTUCKY RIFLEMAN

By following the instructions below

you can modify any semi-automatic rifle

or shotgun to fire fully automatic and by

remote control as a bonus! It's great

for a car or other vehicle.

use. These mounts must be stout enough to

hold the parts on the gun in the correct
posi tion.

2. The first push button switch must be
mounted so that the operating lever of
the rifle will push it as the action
closes

.

3 , The solenoid has a metal extension
screwed, welded or brazed to the plunger
so it will push the trigger when it Is

You will need the following parts:
One 12 volt solenoid. (l used the car-

buretor solenoid from a Ford van)

One toggle switch for 12 volts, (Auto

supply store or junkyard)
- Two push button switches /normally

off. (Auto supply)
- Steel strapping or other light metal

pieces for mounting. (Hardware store)
- Mi sc. wire / does not have to be very

heavy.
One semi-auto weapon, (l used a Ruger
10-22, but others will work)
A 12 volt power supply, (battery, bat-
tery charger, etc.)

Please refer to the drawings when build-
ing your system.

1. Start by making mounts for the push

button switches and the solenoid from the

steel strapping. The exact design will

depend on the switches and solenoid you

activated. The modified unit is now
mounted to the trigger guard assembly.
h. The toggle switch and second push
switch are the controls and are mounted
at your fire control center. In the draw-
ing I show them Just under the rifle, but
they can be whatever distance you want
(such as on the dash of the car).

5 , To wire, just follow the pictures, mak-
ing sure you get the switches in series.

When the wiring is completed, the tog-
gle switch acts as a safety (it must be
on for the gun to fire) and when the fir-
ing button is pressed, the solenoid will
trip the trigger, causing the rifle to

fire. When the operating handle goes for-
ward, it presses the switch mounted at

the front of the receiver, which causes
the solenoid to again trip the trigger.
This continues as long as the firing
switch is held down or until the ammo
runs out. Con. on pp.77
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CATALOG REVIEW

by Clyde Barrow

Atlanta Cutlery - Dealers in
Knives

,
BTades and Knifemaking

Supplies

.

Atlanta Cutlery is unique among
knife dealers because they don't
"hard sell" their own particular
line. In fact, they don't even
have a line. Atlanta's specialty
is buying up small lots of Europe-
an and Domestic knives and blades.
They pass these on to their custo-
mers at very reasonable prices.
Many of these items are rare, and
have been out of production for o-
ver 25 years.

The knives are obtained from a
variety of sources; discontinued
models, manufacturers' over runs,
seconds, forgotten warehouse stock
and factory lots too small of ad-
vertise .

Also available are numerous
styles of hand made, high quality
blades from Solingen and Sheffield
a complete line of Russell Green
River knives and a selection of
laminated steel blades from Nor-
way. These are made up of a core
of razor blade hard steel for
toughness, and an outer sandwich
of two shock resistant steel slabs
for flexibility and break resis-
tance .

In addition to knives and
blades, Atlanta Cutlery carries

pocket knife kits, books on knife-
making and knife history, metal
polishing supplies

,
exotic woods

and micarta material for handles
and spacers, cutler's rivets and
sheaths in both kit and finished
form. Pommel and handguard mater-
ials are available in brass, white
brass and nickel silver, either as
bar stock or semi-finished cast-
ings. A final item of interest is

a concentrated parkerizing solu-
tion designed for use in the home
workshop

.

For further information contact:
Atlanta Cutlery Corp., Box 839,
Conyers, Georgia 30207.

Request a current catalog and a
DEALER PRICE SHEET.

The only requirement for qualifying
as a dealer is a minimum purchase of 12
(twelve) pieces per order. This can be a

dozen of one item, twelve different sin-
gles or any combination in betweeni

This is a nice deal for readers
that want to build a couple of
knives or stock up on components

.

Pick out a couple blades; some
handle, guard and pommel material,
and a few sets of rivets . You will
have your twelve items and at a
good price tool

This system can be used to secure an

approach to your property, such as a

driveway or a ditch. You can also mount

the system on a T.V. rotor and be able to

change the aim. If the gun is mounted in
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a car or truck, be sure it is very solid-
ly fixed and give close attention to aim-
ing and consider the effect of the car
mov i ng

.

Now you can even fire two weapons in

two different directions at once!



arrow launched grenade
By Raymond J. Lamer

This grenade can be used with; a con-

ventional long bow, a compound bow, or a

crossbow,' which would be my first choice
The nose and tail caps are cast using

either plaster of paris or clear casting
plastic.

The tail cap has a hole drilled Tn it

to accept an arrow shaft or a cross bow

bolt. The shaft or bolt should be glued
in place. The other end has a hole 1" in

diameter and deep to seat a thin

walled glass tube. The outside is re-

duced for a distance of to allow a

piece of thin walled metal or plastic
tubing to be slipped over it.

The center tube is a piece of thin
walled glass tubing that has an outside
diameter of 1".

To assemble the grenade:
1. Insert the shotgun shell base into th>

steel washer.
2. Epoxy the washer to the bottom of the
nose cap.

3. Epoxy the glass tube to the steel
washer

.

4. Epoxy the outer casing to the steel
washer.
5. Fill the space between the glass tube
and the outer casing with B.B.'s, small
nuts and bolts or nails.
6. Fill the glass tube with black powder,
rifle powder or one of the propellant
powders listed in the Improvised Muni-
tions Handbook i n PMA Vo 1 . 1

.

7. Epoxy the base cap to the glass tube
and outer casing.

The nose cap is cast with two holes
through It, (or you can cast it solid and
then drill the necessary holes) to take
a firing pin and a cotter pin safety.lt
also has a recess in the bottom to sit o-

ver the base of a .410 shotgun shell base.

The initiator Is the brass base from a

.410 shotgun shell. Carefully cut the
shell apart just above the brass base, af-
ter first having emptied out the shot,
powder and wadding. Once you have the
brass base cut down, refill most of it

with the powder you removed before cut-
ting it. Use tissue paper or a thin card-
board wad to hold the powder in the brass
base

.

A steel washer with an outside diame-
ter of H" is used to support the shotgun
shell brass base. Drill out the center of
the washer to accept the brass base. The
rim of the brass base should be supported
by the steel washer.

The outside casing for the grenade is

a piece of thin walled metal or plastic
tubing.

8.

Install a cotter pin with non-harden-
Ing Permatex and slip it in place until

it is sitting on the safety pin.

10. Epoxy the complete grenade to the end

of an arrow or bol t.

DANGER NOTE : Make sure the hole for

the firing pin is a snug fit. If it is

too large, the Permatex may not hold the

firing pin in place when you launch it,

possibly causing the grenade to explode
in your face when you fire it.

The firing pin is a piece of steel rod

1/8'* in diameter with a 3/4" OD washer
epoxyed or soldered to the end. Make sure

the firing pin extends far enough past

the end of the nose cap so that it will

hit the shotgun shell primer when you hit

your target.
Remember that this grenade has to hit

something fairly solid to be set off. If

shot into sand or mud, it may or may not

explode, it would probably be set off if

it hit a human or animal, but only if

there was plenty of force pushing it.

Make sure that your arrow is long e-

nough for you to come to full draw with-
out having the grenade hit the bow.
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60inin Mortar
part 3 BY CLYDE BARROW

Piece A - Base Cap - Bottom Section
“ 3-25''0Dx1" steel plate

Machine to dimensions shown. Drill a

. 653 '* diameter center hole and tap for a

3/^x10 TPI bolt. Grind or machine the two
30“ bevels as shown. Top bevel is for fin
clearance.

Barrel Assembly

Piece C - Trailer Hitch Ball
- 1.875" dia Ball w/.75"x 10 TPI

threaded shaft.
Cut shaft to 1.0" long. Drill ,089"dia

hole, .25" deep, in center of shaft end.
Tap the hole for a k-kO screw. If shaft
is hardened, spot anneal end before dril-
1 ing and tapping.

TPi
'

In ir)

1- S
111

Piece B - Base Cap - Sleeve Section
- 3 ,25"0D X 2.625" I D seamless

steel tubing.

Cut to length, square and deburr ends

Cut 2it TPI in the first 1.75" of the in-

side. Grind or machine the 30“ bevel on

the bottom edge as shown.

3 .33“

a.

A-B - Assembly
Hammer or press bottom piece into

sleeve section. Arcv;eld 360“ around the

60° groove. Grind the weld flush w/sleeve

surface. Heat treat or case harden com-

pleted base cap if possible.

Piece D - Firing Pin

Weill a nut in pla^e on a .5" section

of A-40 machine screw and finish piece as

shown. Harden pin by heating until red

and quenching in oil (not water). Polish

until shiny, reheat until blue and re-

quench in oil. Install firing pin in

shaft end of Piece C. Note: Firing
pins break, so make several extras. Re-

move broken pins by unscrewing Ball As-

sembly from the rear of the Basecap.

Note: Basecap should never be removed

frcMR Barrel .

os-6R_

weld .Ofi>aS'R

^ T
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BARREL

BASE- CAP

FIRIM6 PIN

ARC WE/.0

TRAILER H I BALL

Piece E - Barrel • 2. 75"OD x 2 . 375" I D

x

25-75" long.
Material is cold drawn seamless mech-

anical tubing or similar high quality
seamless steel tube. Use an inside micro-
meter and an auto engine cylinder hone to
enlarge and polish the bore to 2.38" +
.005". This is CRITICAL and is the most
important operation of the entire pro-
ject. Inside mikes and cylinder hones
are available from local equipment rental
shops. Cut the tube to length, square and
deburr ends and crown the muzzle (.1875"
half round). Thread 1.75" of the b ase end
of the barrel w/2A TPI outside threads.
Heat treat or case harden the finished
barrel if possible. This will increase
strength and reduce wear. Screw the bar-
rel into the basecap (assembly A-B). Paint
the outside of the completed assembly w/
ol I ve drab enamel

.

— Note : Do Not Paint the I ns ide of Barrel

!

Barrel Cover - Carrying Strap
This assembly consists of a leather

cap that resembles the dice cups used
bars, a canvas and leather strap and a

steel clip. New 61 Surplus cover assem-
blies are available from:
S £ R Co., RD 2, Box 71, Arkport,New
York, IA807 . Pri ce is $1.00 plus shipping
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**Ship” Ventilators on Cab
Cool Off Truck Driver

Bullet-resistant windows gave a
truck driver a sense of safety after

several hijacking incidents, but

they also made the cab unbearably

stufify and hot. So the driver in-

stalled “nautical” ventilators in

tl^ roof. Two elbows of stovepipe

were set over the cab like the air

vents on a ship’s deck, and were
provided with caps which could
be closed easily from the inside.

PLEASE NOTE
Statement of Policy

We at the Poor Man's Armorer Magazine
research, write, buy and sell information
only. We do not buy, sell or manufacture
weapons. All info in PMA is legal to pos-
sess, print, sell and send through the US.

mails

.

All data is obtained from sources be-
lieved to be correct. The accuracy of any
and all of the material in PMA cannot be
jguaranteed.

If you plan to build weapons,you should]
obtain copies of federal, state, and local
weapons laws from the appropriate agen-
cies, the local library or your attorney.

It is the sole responsibility of
the reader to determine legality
before building.

The Poor Man's Armorer Magazine
and all contributors will not be re-
sponsible for any injuries or prop-
erty damage that may result from the
use of information or ideas found
in PMA.

Money Car with Gun Turret

Has Bullet'Absorbent Walls

From the “conning tow-
er” atop a streamline ar-

mored car used by a Los
Angeles bank, the guard

can maneuver his machine
gun through a 360-degree

range of fii'e. There are

loopholes for firing be-
neath the bullet-resistant

windows on three sides;

in front, two more loop-

holes provide the guard

in the turret with a clean

sweep of the sides so that

no bandit could creep up
to the driver’s door. The

outer shell of the entire

car is made of soft steel to

absorb gunfire and pro-
tect bystanders from ric-

ocheting bullets; inside

there is a two-inch insu-

lating layer to check the

force of bullets, and then
an imier metal shell of

bulletproof steel. The car

is divided into three com-
partments—the drivers,
the center storage section

for valuables, and the
turret. Telephones con-
nect all three compart-

ments. In the turret there
is a dual ignition switch
and brake lever so that

the “rear guard” can
partly take control in an
emergency. The loopholes
have sliding doors and the
compartments can be
sealed to withstand a gas
attack for at least a half

hour. Equipment includes

gun.s. hand grenades and
gas bombs. The bullet-

proof glass in all windows
is an inch and a half thick.

Guard on armored car has clear view in all direction* from “conning tower’’

at rear which has dual ignition switch and brakes for emergency control
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Clyde.
Do you have any suggestions for a

person like myself, one who has barely
any knowledge whatsoever of the art of
gunsml th I ng , on giving his MIA (MlA)se-
lectlve fire or automatic fire power? I

would appreciate it.

Also, what is the largest magazine
that can be used for the Ruger 10/22, how
many rounds does it hold and where could
I get some. Thank you, S.P.

New York

Dear S.P.

,

1 stongly suggest that the M1A/M14 ,as

well as any other .308 caliber rifle be
left in the semi auto inode. Short bursts
of full auto fire from an SMG are fine in
the 0-100 yard range, but the 100-800 yard
area for which the .308 is intended is
best handled by aimed semi auto fire . As
an experiment, engage a man sized target
at 100-200 yards. Firing from sandbags or
a bipod, shoot an entire clip as fast as
possible. You'll be surprised at how few
rounds hit the target. Full auto would be
about half as accurate.

There are only 2 magazines available
for the 10-22. First of course is the fac-
tory clip. These are probably the most
foolproof rifle magazines available. They
feed 100% of the time, and are easy to
carry in a shirt pocket. Each holds 10
rounds. The fact that they fit flush with
the bottom of the action makes them the

EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK by Michael Hoy
NOW AVAILABLE; The all-new, bigger and better than aver
edition of EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK, the ONLY
book that tells YOU whera and how to buy or make all sorts of
exotic weapons. Here are lust a FEW of the weapons in this
amazing new book: switchblades, stun guns, bofas. medieval wea-
pons, shockers, btacki^ks, boomerangs, whips, tranquilizer guns,
hand catapults, blitzlights, tasers, gas masks, primitive weapons,
olfactory weapons, sonic weapons, brass knuckles, sword canes,
slurp guns, onenta! weapons, crossbows, gatling guns, night vision
devices, machine guns, body armor, silencers, ana much more!

• More then 90 different weapons described and Illustrated, with
dealer listings for each weaponi

• Sources for not only the actual weapons themselves, but also
for books, periodicals, plans, of^anlzatlons, and other informa-
tion on personal weaponryl

• More than 120 photographs and numerous drawings!
• A section on Improvised and miscellaneous weaponsi
• Complete names and addresses of more than 300 dealersi

EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK is over 90 large 8>4 x 1

1

ages, crammed with Information on where and how YOU can
uy more than 90 different weaponsi Mora than 120 photographs,'

and names and addresses of over 300 dsalera In a well-organtzeo
and easy-to-use format make EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS
BOOK tlie most complete weapons shopping guide ever written!
ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
For your copy of EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK, send
$6.96 + $1.00 shipping to: Loompanics Unlimited, Box 264,
Mason. Ml 48854.

obvious choice for moving through heavy
brush or for prone shooting.

The other magazine is a "banana clip"
with a 25 round capacity. These are non
Ruger, and are produced by the Condor Co.
Address is: KEN'S GUN CENTER, INC.

4910 W. North Av«. Milwoukoe,W $3208
kofail $14.98. Prie* p*r ooeh $19.95, Lots of 10 $16. Ail Prepaid.

The Condor is well made and functions
flawlessly, although the manufacturer sug-
gests, and I agree, that the chamber mouth
of the 10-22 be chamfered with a scraper
or fine file to insure that all rounds
will feed correctly. As an added feature,
each Condor clip carries one male and one
female snaplike area. This allows two
clips to be joined into a 50 round unit.

Cl yde

Clyde,
'

I have an AR-15, which I decided to
convert to full auto with M-l6 parts and
the Auto-Sear as advertised in Shotgun
News.

I installed the M-l6 parts and was
waiting until I had the $70 to order the
Auto-Sear. On impulse, I fired the rifle,
first In semi auto and then flipped the
selector to the third position, which Is
full auto on the M-l6 and should be noth-
ing on the AR-15. Man, was I surprised.lt
went full auto, not runaway, but a con-
trolled burst. I switched several times
from semi to full and the gun functioned
smooth as anything. All of this without
any machining, Auto-Sear, or gadgets at
al 1

.

The M-l6 parts are new, as is the gun,
so what goes on here? Just think, any
AR-15 can be made into an M-l6 selective
fire by using the following parts: M-16
trigger sear, hammer and three position
selector. Is this a fluke or what?

A Reader

Ed Ifote: If the above worked on all
AR-15' s , someone would have stumbled upon
that fact long ago. Therefore, there must
be certain batches of Colt AR-15 receiv-
ers around machined to M-16 specs. Does
anyone out there have further info on
this?
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Letters to the Editor

Bonnie £ Clyde,
Your magazine remains consistently in-

formative, however I have a suggestion on

your night fire problem. Rather than waste

all that space on the purchase and/or con-

struction of night sights and scopes, I'd

like to see a good article on the construc-

tion of "tracer bullets" like the type used

by Uncle's armed forces. With this type of

ammo the soldier need not be able to see

his sights or have a night scope because he

doesn't aim his weapon, instead he simply

adjusts his line of fire. I've experimented
with drilled out bullets packed with flash

powders and papers, but most of my trials

have been unsuccessful. Perhaps a reader

with better facilities could come up with

some sort of functional night ammo.

The Mad Ratter

Dear Mr. Barrow,
I have come across some specialized In-

formation that might be of use to your
readers

:

J.H. Trager, POB 23174, Detroit Ml 48223
is offering an M-l6 Receiver Blank for
about $75.00. A catalog is available for$2.
As you well know, M-16 parts are easy to

come by. Just think, an M-l6 at your dis-
posal without any knowledge from local/
federal authorities!

Also, Armex International offers automa-
tic weapons kits minus receivers that are
advertised In Shotgun News. Among these
weapons are Walther MPL SMGS and Browning
Auto Rifles. What we need is some techni-
cally minded individual to come up with re-

ceiver blanks that can be easily finished
and not just blueprint drawings. P.C.

Chicago
,

Good ideal Anyone producing receiver
blanks or similar "almost finished ord-
nance" should submit samples for review.

J.H. Trager also sells MlO/Mll front
suppressor tubes These must be ordered
as FZASHLIGHT BODIES -7"or 5" ,§$25 ea
postpaid. Ed.

PALADIN
PRESS

AUTOMATIC A CONCEALABLE
FIREARMS 06SI0N BOOK VOL. I

An aaionisMngcoliecl>onolaulomaiiC8rK)conc«al*

able lirearms daaigns. avaliaeie only irom PaiaOtn.

Ten weapons are preeenied. seven at which are

loialiy improviseo The oihers involve me modilica*

lion of common semj-auto nlies iSpuires-Btngham

.22. and the AR>7) to lunciion on lull auiomaUc- A
(me resource book (or hobbyisi gunsmiths and
machinists everywhere. Weapons presented also

include The Siinger, Special Silenced weapon.
Mini'Shotgi.iD pistol arid live more 8v. x ii.aopp.

iiius.. solicover $12.00

Black Mcdiclht II:

WEAPONS AT HAND
by N. Meihlfo, Pti.D.

Weapons at Hand presents 112

parts ol ihe body that aie natural

weapons, largely because they are

very intury resislani Also sug-

gested are mote than 1B0 deadly
makesnifi weapons—an impro-

vised Irom common Hems— that

can save your lile m a crisis

lllusirated with $0 aciior^ photos
S'l. X «• soltCQver. BS pp SO.DO

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS I:

"The Submachine Gun"
by Bill Hermes

Provides all Ihe intormation you
need lo build a submachine gun >n

your horne workshop uSrng
icnproviscd materials and machm-
ing meihods Explains slep-by-

slcp how to build each component
ol your weapon, then heal treat
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special tools, jigs & fixtures
POPULAR MECHANICS-1930;s Era

Torch and LatheTeam
Up to Spin Hard Metal

Follow Rest Supports Lathe Work

Mounted in the tool holder, this follow

rest is effective for supporting slender

work in a lathe. The rest consists of a

yi-in. square .steel arm bent to the shape

shown and tapped at the outer end for an

a«ljusting .screw. The latter is turned

down at the end to fit a hole drillctl in the

center of a short section of angle iron,

which supports the work.

Thi* Rest Moves Along wth the Turning Tool on the

Opposite Side ot the Work

Slotting Pins in a Lathe

In a small shop where there was no mill-

ing machine, this jig was used in a lathe

to slot the ends of a number of steel pins.

It is a piece of round steel having four

equally spaced slots cut to a depth equal

to a little more than one-half the length

of the pins, and just wide enough to take

Expanding Mandrel Holds Cylindrical

Work in Lathe

Thin brass, aluminuiu or steel cylinders

can be turned in a lathe by using this

mandrel. The ex-

pansion part can
lie tnade from a

piece of heavy
tubing with a disk

soldered i« one
end. or from a

piece o f round
stock. It is slotted

as shown almost
its entire length.

The slotted end is

countersunk to take the taiUtock center,

while (he other end is lilted willi a special-

ly made center, the shank of which is ta-

pered to fit in the hcadstock. The expan-
sion piece and the headstock center are

hcbl together by means of a setscrew. In

use, the work is slipped over the expansion

piece, the lailstock center of which spreads

the expansion piece tightly against the

work.

Threads Cut in Lathe Not Equipped

Having an internal threading jol) and

no lathe with a lead screw, 1 used tlie fol-

lowing device successfully: A nut, having

the same pilch thread as that needed in

the work, was ohiaincd, ami the outside

was turned and tapered to lit in tlie lathe

spindle. A boll with the head removed
WHS bent at right angles and attached to

Jig Madt Up to Sl»t thf Ends of a Numbsr of Steel

Pins in a Lathe

them snugly. The pins are held tightly in

the slots by means of disks A, which are

bolted in place as shown.

Metals as hard as nick-

el-steel, steel, copper and
aluminum can be spun
into shape on an ordinary

lathe by the use of the

oxy-acetylene flame. The
method promises great

saving.s to machine shops

in fabricating parts from
drawings, eliminating die

work, casting and other

processes. It may find

special usefulness in

making airplane parts.

Photo and diagram show
Aou> oxy-aeetyltn* Same
it focused where spinning

tool works metal. Below,
some hard metal products

spun in this way

The lathe is geared up to

at least 3,GOO revolutions

per minute. An ordinary
spinning tool is placed in

the lathe, tubes of the de-
sired metal are placed in

the chuck and a fine oxy-
acetylene flame is focused

on the point where the

spinning tool is pressed

against the metal. The
torch is geared to the

same carrier as the spin-

ning tool, and so moves
with it automatically.
Perfectly round balls of

hard metal, sealed at both
ends, can be made in this
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Auxiliary Table on Drill Press

Rotates Large Castings

Bail-bMoring tabl» on drill pr»*a rotatts toork to

drill holo ateuratitly

Drilling large castings and similar work
can be done much more accurately if the

work can be rotated slowly as the drill is

fed into it, the slow rotation of the work
tending to compensate to some extent for

an Incorrect drill, or any inaccuracy of the

drill-press spindle in relation to the table.

In order to rotate the work easily, an aux-

iliary table to turn on ball bearings was
rigged up as indicated. The base of the

table was cast and the top was turned on

a lathe, leaving a neck in the center which

was drilled through and threaded to take a

washer and nut. A groove was turned in

the underside to serve as a ball race.

Jig Helps in Drilling Overlapping

Holes in Stock

The next time
you are making »ro«

cut-outs in wood ^ /^r\
or metal and want
to drill a number '

of small overlap-

ping holes arouiu!

the outline of the twoRn

section to be re-

moved, try this little jig. It consists of a

small steel block, whicli is fitted with a

I short pin at one end and has a guide iiole

for the drill spaced the proper distance

from the pin, made near the other end. In

use, first drill two holes as close together

as possible on the outline to be cut out,

set the pin in one of these, and with the

drill imserled through tlie guide hole, make
the next hole in the work. If the pin ami

guide hole have been correctly spaccil,

the ilrill will just break llirongh the side

of tlie last hole drilled.

STARTING
HOl£

Tapping Fixture for Small Parts

Designed to hold small round or square

parts that are to be tapped lengthwise, this

fixture grips or releases them by merely
moving a cam lever. The body is a piece
of tool steel which has two holes drilled

an inch or so from each end, after which
it is slotted as indicated. The body is

mounted on a steel base with a heavy cap
screw run through a third hole drilled at

the rear end. A hole at the split end takes
a bolt which has a lever cam on one end
and a lock nut on the other. In use, the
fixture is clamped to the drill-press table
and the work is placed in the open hole
nearest the split end, after which the cam
lever is moved to pull the two sides of the
body tightly against it.

Simple Bench Punch

Slotting Sheet Metal with a Hacksaw

Slots can be easily cut in sheet metal
with a hacksaw by bending the metal over
a wooden form and clamping it in a vise.

A cut is then made for each side of the
slot, after which the metal is removed
from the vise and the ends of the slot cut

^

with a chisel.

>1^1 I II i''
1^"'

' The edges are

fl
smoothed
with a file.

Slots of al-

most any size

can be made in

jgyUill^p^ev this manner.

Guide Aids in Sawing Brass Tubing

Cutting a square end on brass tubing
with a hacksaw is made easier by using

this guide. It is a piece of sheet metal
bent to fit tightly around the tubing, and
has a slo.t in

the center, jir n ,

which guides
//

B y 'k c e p i n g

ferent sizes on

to'yoiir shop.

Here is a simple

punch for light metal

work that is easily

made from a block of

machine steel. V-
notches are cut at

the ends of the
block and holes of

different sizes are

drilled through the

top and bottom at

c a c Ii corner to

meet the notches.

Slots are then cut

to take the work
us shown. In use,

the punch is

clamped in a vise

and .supported

by two large pins,

wliich rest on
top of the jaws.

Holder to

File Washers

The next time
you have to file

the side of a wash-
er to make it a
trifle thinner, slip

it over a tack or
nail as indicated

and you can hold
it easily. The nail

should be driven far
enough into the wood
so there is no chance
of it coming in con-
tect with the under
side of the file.
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Author's Note:
The following is the balance of DeLisle material. These

are photocopies of original data obtained from the British
Patent Office. Patents are part of the Public Domain and as
such are not protected by copyrights

.

Publish this document in its entirety as it has never
been disclosed before.

- John Minnery

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION

Improvements in or relatin:

I, WiLi.iAM. GoDi'iiAY m: a
IJritisli Suljoo-t, of IjiOgrnve Pond,
Loudon, do lieieby declare the
nature of tliis iaventiou and in what

2-5 niamjer tlie same is to be pen'ormed, to

be 2)articulorly described and ascertained
in and by the following statement;—

This invention relates to silencing
menus for firearms of the type (bei'eiii-

30 after referred to as Ihc^ type described)
comprising a tubular casing tiiol is carried

or is to be cim-ied by the firearm in apneed
relation with the barrel tlun-eaf, and baflle-

meaus comprising a plurality of baffle-

85 plates mounted in spaced relation one with
onollier, within the rasing, wliieh buflle-

means Ims pevlurations jn-ovidiiig a
thvougliWiiy for the projectile in line with
the central longitudinal a>;i.s of the barrel.

40 It is an object of the present invention
to j)i'ovide improved silencing means of

tJic tyiie described of robust and compact
construction which shall be more efticieut

in operation and more effective in
45 silencing firearms than tliose jiroposed

heretofore.
According to the invention there is pro-

vided silencing means of the type de-
scribed, wherein the baffle-])! a tes are each

60 in the form of a disc of spinil or substan-
tially spiral formation and are arranged to

cauiio the gases omitted from the barrel
to swirl about an axis that is oA'set from
the path of the projectile through the

65 baffle-plates, each of which baffle-plates

has uii crcentric perforation for the pas.s-

age of the projectile, characterised in that
baflle-])latcs situated towards the fro.nt end
of the silencer have each a radial slit that

60 extends from the periphery of tlie disc,

preferably through tlic pcrfoi'ation, the
two portitm.s of which disc at opposite sides
of the slit are bent so as tn bo spaced
apart angularly one in relation to tbe

65 other aud lie at op]>o'?ite sides of the
general plane of tlio disc.

Tile improved sib neing means prefer-
ably comprises means for preventing, or

to Silencers for Firearms

tending to i»revc*nt, the formation of a
j>artial vacuum at the niuzzlc of the barrel. 70
When ;m expansion nozzle is situated,

or ,'manggd to be situated, at the muzzle
of the barrel, the nozzle may be con-
structed and arranged to constitute tlie

vacuum-prevention means referred to in 75
the preceding paragraph.

'The casing of the silencmg‘ means may
extend, or may be constructed to extend,
rearwardly around the barrel beyond the
muzzle thereof to provide a rearwarrlly- 80
closed expansion chamber situated be-
tween the muzzle and the breeeii of the
barrel.

The peripheries of some or all of the
baffle-plates may 1)0 spaced away from the 85
internal jJeripUcry of the easing to pro-
vide an annular space or gu]) that Bur-
rouiids the baffle-plates at the inner fate
of (be casing.

The baffle-plates may be arranged in 90
two groups, whereof a front group com-
prises baffle-plates constructed as set forth
above, and (he second group is arranged
between the barrel-muzzle aud the front
group, and cominises a plurality of baffle- 95
plates which »nre each of fiat construction,
one 01 more of which have each a shallow
arcuate peripheral recess which, when in
its position of use, lies in the lower part
of the silencer. 100
When the barrel is provided with a

pluniUty of vents in its front end poi-fion,

a sound-absorbing device may be provided
in the form of a liner for that part of the
casing of the silencer surrounding the 105
vents, which liner will extend, when in
use, from a situation in front of the banel-
mtizzle to the rear of the .silencer casing,
and may comi)rise a tubular layer of
sound-absorbing yieldable material pro- 110
tected on the inside or both on the inside
and the outside by a thin metallic sheath.
One embodiment of the invention and a

lupdification thereof are diagrammatically
illustrated by way of example in the 115
accomjmnying drawings, wherein:

—
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Figuif 1 is ii side t'lcvjditm showing: a

villc pruviilinl with oue t-ojislruftitui

silencer accord iiig to the invention,

Figure ‘2 is a vertical h»ngitucliual sec-

5 tion showing (lu* silencer on u scale larger

than that of Figure J,

Figure '6 is a detail w*{:lioiial elevation

taken on the line d—3 in Figure 2, allow-

ing a bafHe-idate,

10 Figure 4 is a detail plan view slimviiig

several bafHe-plutes ami rods, broken
away, on wliicli they are inounted.
Figure 0 is an end elevation of the

silencer as viewed from the left-band end
15 of Figure 2, and

Figure 0 is a diagram described herein-

after,

Figure 7 is a vertical longitudinal sec-

tion showing another construction of

30 silencer according to the invention, and
Figure 8 is a enlarged vertical section

taken on the line 8—8 in Figure 7.

Like reference characters designate like

parts throughout the several views,

35 Ueferriug first to Figures 1—^6, the in-

vention will now be described by way of

example with reference to silencing the
discharge of a riflle 10 having a barrel 12
of .45 in. calibre, by means of silencing

30 means comiirisiug a tubular casing 14,

This casing, which may be about 10 in.

long, is mounted eccentrically on the

rifle, so that a rear end portion constitut-

ing an expansion chamber IG surrounds

36 the barrel, and a front end i>ortion con-

stituting a baffle chamber 18 extends in

front of the nozzle 20 of the barrel. This
casing 14, which is circular in cross-

section and may be about 2 inches

40 diameter is mounted in spaced relation to

the barrel 12 which is situated in the
upper part of the ex])an.sion chamber IG.

A circular mount 22, 24 in the form of

u socket for carrying the rear end of the

46 casing 14 is fixed at the front end of the
receiver 2G by means of a lock nut 28
screwed on the barrel. The circular wall

24 of this mount, on which the rear end of

the casing 14 makes a sliding fit, has a

50 sliort pin 30 which enters into the oxjien-

ended slot 32 in the casing at its rear end.

The casing carries at its rear end a rear

sight 34 and its front end a foresight 36,
both of known construction.

55 The silencing means also comprises a

plurality of balBe-plates threaded on a
plurality of parallel rods that extend
within the casing 14 in the direction of its

length. As illustrated, two such rods 40,

60 42, which lie on a horizontal diameter of

the casing 14, have their rear ends screwed
into the end wall 22 of the mount 22, 24,
and carry each a cap screw 44 at its front

end. The rear end ])ortioiis of these roils

65 are of smaller diameter than the front

purliuns oil which two lubes -Hi, -18 arc

respeclivfly carried. A jdurality of hub-

slnutially sjural batile-plates 50 are

threaded* on tiicse tubes 40, 48 and lie in

spaced relaiiou from the internal j)eri- 70

]rhery of the casing 14. Each of these

baffle-plates 50 has the form of a disc

tliat has an eccentric perforation 52 in line

with the barrel for tlie pa.ssage of the ])ro-

jectile, and has a radial slit 54 that ex- 75

tends from the i)eri.i>hery of the disc

through the perforation 52 to the centre of

the disc; the two x>ortions of the disc at

o]>posite sides of the slit are bent so as to

be spaced apart angularly one in relation 80

to the other and lie at opposite sides of

the general plane of (he disc. The baffle-

plates are thus substantially spiral and, as

shown most clearly in Figure 4, i>rovide

a substantially spiral iiassage, along 65

which the gases escaping from the muzzle
of the barrel will flow. The peripheries of

the batUe-j)lates are spaced away from the

internal periphery of the casing 14 to pro-

vide at each plate a space or gap that 90

surrounds it at the inner face of the

casing for permitting solid products of

combustion to pass along the inner face of

the casing.

The front end baffle-plate, of which 95
b.-iffle jdates there may he about 13, is

spaced away from an end flat xjlate 5C,

shown most clearly in Figure 5. situated

at the front outer end of tlie casing. This
plate o6 has in its lower portion an arcuate 100
row of relatively small powder-discharge

holes 58 adjacent to that pari of its peri-

phery which lies at the bottom of the

ca.sing. A short gas discharge t^lbe GO is

carried by this plate 56 so as to lie in line 105
with the perforation 52 and the barrel 12.

Means for preventing, or tending to pre-

vent, the formation of a partial yacuuui at

the muzzle of the barrel is provided with-
in the expansion chamber 16 in the casing HO
14. This vacuum-prevention means is

constituted by an expansion nozzle 62
formed or provided on the muzzle 20,

for which purpose the latter is screw-

threaded externally, and the stem of the 115
nozzle is scicw-tbreaded internally. Pre-
ferably the internal face 64 of the nozzle

has the shape .shown in Figure 6, which
shows a maximum diameter II. a mini-
mum diameter d = 0.4D, a radius of 120
curvature of the side face of the nozzle
being l.4d. In some cases the nozzle may
be mounted on the rods 40, 42 but that
arrangement is not preferred.

The silencing incan.'s described above i.'=s 125
combined with a cylindrical .'ihiold GG, that

is screwed on the barrel-muzzle 20 and
lies in spaced relation with the barrel, to

form a conceiilric annular s]iaee 68 jilaced

in open relation with the interior of the 130
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barrel by way oi’ a plurality ol' vents 70
therein. These vents 70 me diaposeil

evenly in u plurality of ro>vs extending
around and along the periphery of the

5 barrel, with the vents in one longitudinal

row preferably staggered in relation to

those in an adjacent longitudinal row, in

order that the pressure of the gases shall

be reduced evenly around the periphery

10 oi the projectile. There may be G vents
per row around the barrel, and these rows
may be spacrid about i in. apart. The
annular space C8 is closed at its front end
at the nozzle C2 which may be distinct

16 from the shield G6 and may serve as a lock

nut for it, but the space 68 is open at its

rear end.
In operation the column of air in the

barrel and the gas leakage past the bullet

20 hrst appears at the muzzle of the barrel.

This is unavoidable and assists in build-
ing up in front of the muzzle of the barrel

back pressure which assists the correct

functioning of the expansion nozzle fitted

25 td the end of the barrel.

As the bullet passes along the barrel,

the said vents 70 constituting gas-dis-

charge holes are uncovered in succession

towards the muzzle, which vents serve to

30 allow some of the gases propelling the

bullet to esca])e into the expansion cham-
ber, thei’eby shlJ further building up the
back pressure and also reducing the
volume of gases flowing at high velocity

35 behind the bullet. The short length of the
barrel left intact at the muzzle end serves
to steady the bullet should its balance
have become upset or deranged through
gases escaping behind it transversely to

40 its path of flight. Also this short imper-
forate length of barrel permits the bullet

to acts as a stopper in front of the gases
during the period of their escaping
through fhese vents.

46 When the bullet travels through the

baffle-plates 60 after having passed the

nozzle C2, the gases are made to swirl so

that their travel is transverse to the path
of flight of the bullet. It is arranged that

50 the path of the bullet shall lie ofl’-set from
the axis of the swirl. The expansion
chamber is carried right back as far as

the receiver, primarily to provide in-

creased expansion space for the gases, and
55 secondly to produce a compact, robust and

easily handled type of firearm, equipped
with silencer.

When the, gases strike the first baffle-

plate after having left -the nozzle 62, they

60 are in a semi-dispersed state, that is, they
have followed to some extent the lines of

the nozzle, although there is probably still

a column of concentrated gas directly be-
hind ihe bullet. The eflect of sti-iking the

65 first baffle-plate is that most of the gas is

made to swirl in such a manner that the

vortex of this swirl is central with the

silencer tube, the longitudiual axis of ilie

barrel and path of the bullet being offset

from and eccentric to the centre of this 70
tube. The effect of this swirl is to make
the gas travel transversely of the path of

the bullet, and in doing so a small propor-

tion of it will tend te deflect aud dissipate

the column ot high pressure gns directly 75

behind the bullet. It is, of course, itu-

possible for one baffle-plate to do all that

is required in tliis direction, and there-

fore a number of similar plates are placed

in spaced relation one behind another, 80
each one contributing in some degree to-

wards making the gas follow a path other

than the flight of the bullet, the net result

of which IS that the bullet leave.s te

silencer with the- gas following it at a 85
greatly reduced velocity. The pressure oi

the gas in the silencer is higher than the

pressure of the atmosphere outside, and it

discharges itself from the tube 00 as a

jet of gas travelling at a sufficiently low 80
velocity as to produce very little or no
sound.
In addition to this, in order that un-

burnt powder as well as burnt powder,
refuse and solid products of combustion, 95
shall not accumulate unduly in llie

silencer, particularly the live ijowcler

M'hich on accumulation could cause serious

accidents should it become ignited at any
time, the baffle-plates do not fit the tube 100
of the silencer lightly, but, as mentioned
above, have a small gap around tbeir

perii>hery, while in the end plate of the

silencer oody small slots or holes 58 are

pierced so that the abo^e debris can be dis- 105
charged or fall out as the case may be.

The pre.seiice of these additional holes in

the end plate provides additional exits for

the gas, but this is purely iutddemal and
does not. affect the resulting .sound in any HO
way.
The expansion nozzle 62 is provided for

the purpose of xueventing a vacuum from
being formed at the muzzle. The colIai)se

of this vacuum produces a sharp “ crack ” 116
which heretofore has not been sui>pressed

except by means of sound-absorbing or

damping material, such as felt. This
“ crack is normally transmitted through
the wall of the silencer of the type de- 120
scribed, but by the provision of this

nozzle, this vacuum is i)revcutcd from
being formed, and therefore there is no
** crack

**
to be silenced

-

The vents 70 in the barrel surrounded by 125
the siiield 66 reduce the volume of gus
following the bullet and prevent the gusu:-

which are travelling at liigli velocity from
impinging directly on the wall of Ihe

silencer, w'hich would cause a noise. Thi- 130
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iiig flnsjj, wbidi is parltculurly atlvail-

tageous iu (he case of iirearnis, suck as a
luackine-gun, used at uigJit.

Eacli constriu-tioii of silencer described
6 above is scJ l‘-ele;mmg, ainl will also dis-

charge foreign matter, suck as suud,
which has inadvertently been permitted to
enter it.

Various inodificaiious may be made in
10 the deU»iIs of eoiLstriiction described above

without departing from tlie invention. For
exami)le, instead of using an espausiou
nozzle 0*2, a nozzle of internal fruslo-
conical .shape may be emploved. Also, in

18 some case.s more than two rocks may be
provided for carrying t)ie baffle-plates.

Moreover^ in.slead of spacing all of the
baffle-plates 50 away from tlie internal
periphery of the (;a«ing 14, only eomo ot

20 them may have gaps at their peripheriur..

Further, if desired, the baffle-])laies may
be integral one Avith another and con*
stitutc a spiral .structure. Again, in sonm
oases the rod.s 40 and 42 may be di.spenscd

25 with.

Having now porvicailarly (,ie.?cribcd and
ascertuim-'cl the nature of my said inven-
tion and in what manner tile same is to

be performed, 1 dcoluro Uiat what I claim
30 is :

—
1. Silencing means of the type de-

scribed, wherein tlie baffle-]dates are t:ach

in the form of u disc of spiral or substan-
tially spiral formation and are arranged

35 to cause the gases emitted from the barrel
to swirl about an asi.s that i.s offset from
the path of the projectile through the
baffle-plates, each of which baffle-plates

has an eccentric perforation for tlie pass-

40 age of the projectile, characterised in that
baffle-])lates situated towards the front
end of the silencer have each a radial slit

that extends from the perijdiery of the
disc, preferably through the perforation,

45 the two portions of which d;.sc at opposite
sides of the slit are bent so as to be 6pace»l

apart angularly one in relation to the
other and lie at opposite sides of the
general phane of the disc.

50 2. Silencing means according to claim

1, compri.sing means for preventing, or
tending to prevent, the formation of a

partial vacuum at the muzzle of the barrel.

3. Silencijig- means according to claim
55 2, wherein an expan.sion nozzle is situated,

or arranged to be situated, at the muzzle
of tlie barrel, characterised in that the
nozzle i.s so constructed and arranged as

to constitute the vacuum-jireveniion
60 means.

4. Silencing means according to claim
1 or claim 2, Avherein the casing extends,
or is constructed to extend, rearwardly
around the barrel beyond the muzzle

65 thereof for providing a rearwardly-elo.sed

expansion chamber situated between the
muzzle and the receiver of the lireanu.

5. Silencing menus according to any of

the preceding claims, wliereiu the peri-

pheries of some or all of the buffle-platc.s 70
are spaced away from the internal peri-

phery of the casing to ijrovide an annular
»l>ace or gap that surrounds the buffle-

plate.s at (he iiiuer face of the easing..

6. Silencing means of the ty]>e describtsl 76
coniprisiiig baffle-i>late.s arranged in two
groups, whereof u front gj'ouj) compri.ses
baffle-])la(es constructed as set forth in

claim 1, and the second group is arranged
between the barrel-muzzle and the front 80
group, and comprises a i>lui-ality of baffle-

plates whicji are each of flat construction,

one or more of whifJi haA c each a shallow
arcuate peripheral recess Avhich. when in
its poi^iHoii of use, lies in the lower part 85
of (be siieucttj

.

7. tSilencing means according to claim
G. Avhereia ihc end baffle-plate of the
second group situated remote from the
barrel-muzzle bus in ])lace of the arcuate 90
peripheral recess an arcuate roAv of rela-

rively small holes lying’ Oj>j>o.site to the
arcuate recess in the next adjacent baffle-

plate cf the second group.
8. Silencing means according to any of 96

the preceding claims, Avhereiu an end flat

baffle-plate situated at the front outer
end of the casing is formed with an
arcuate roAA* of relatively small holes ad-
*ucent to that part of its periphery which 100
ies at the bottom of the casing.
9. Silencing means according to any of

the preceding claim.s, Avherein the baffle-

plates are supported by a plurality of
parallel rods that are supported at the 105
front and rear ends and extend in the
direction of length of the casing.

10. Silencing means according to any
of tlie preceding claims, in combination
Avith a cylindrical shield that lies ur is 110
arranged to lie surrounding the barrel at
(he rear of its muzzle and in spaced rela-
tion therewith to form an annular space
placed in open relation with the interior of
the barrel by way of a plurality of venhs 116
therein.

11. Silencing means according to Claim
10, wherein the vents are disposed evenly
in a plurality of annular rows around the
periphery of the barrel, with the vents in 120
one rou' preferablv staggered in relation
to those in an adjacent row, in order that
the pressure of the gases shall be reduced
eveuly around the periphery of the projec-
tUe. 125

12. Silenring means according to Cl.iim
10 or Claim 11, wherein the annular space
is clo.sed at it< front end outside the band
and is open at its rear end.

13. Silencing means according to any 130
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of 11k- iiruc-oiliug: i.-laiiiis for tise with u
l)un<;l ]>rovt{U‘(l uilh a plurality of veuts
in its frj)nt onfl imrtioii, ctmiprisiiig a
Komul-absorbin" tlovice iu the form of a

5 liiu-r for that part of the casing of the
sileiifor sunouiuliim* t!ie vchU, which
liuor will extfuil. wfieii in use, fr»>m a
sHuaiiou iu fnmt of the barrel-mazEle to
tbn rear of the silencer casing, and cora-

10 pris(‘s n tubular la^'er of sound-absorbing
yield-able material protected on the inside
by a tbin metallic slieath.

14. Silencing means according to Claim
1?1, wherein the liner also coinprise.s a thin

15 nu-lallic slieath on the outside of the

souud-ahsorbing material.
Jo. Silencing nitains according to Claim

1^1 or Claim 14 wherein some of ibe baffle-

plates of the second group thereof set

foi-tli in Claim 0, are surrounded by the 20
front end portion of the liner.

in. Silenc-ing means according to Claim
1 a.s shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and C,
or modified according to Figures 7 and 8
of the accompanying drawings. 25

Hated this Tth day of .June, 1944.
nOULT, WAHF. & TEN>fANT.

Ill & 112, Hatton Garden,
’

Loudon, E.C.l,
Chartered Patent Agents.

CLASSIFIEDS
$1.00 per word, $10.00 minimum,

INGRAM SMG, semi-automatic pistol
and carbine and sionic silencer
parts for sale to any U.S. resident.
Send a stamped & self-addressed en-
velope for a free illustrated price
list to: SPECIAL PARTS LTD, Box 7652
Dept . PMA, Atlanta, Georgia 30357.

Military manuals list $1.00,
FM 23“85 60-MM Mortar $5.00,
Arm & Merchant, 1210 J Street,
Modesto, CA 95354.

WANTED: High Standard 10-B Police
Shotgun. New or used, W/WO Choate
extension. Will send FFL with pay-
ment. Contact: The Void, Box 1272
Eureka, Cal 95501.

U10/M11 parts Anyone can buy!

Special Parts Ltd.
I_NGRAM SMG*S & ALL NEW SEMI -AUTO PISTOLS 5e CARBINES

/sear stud & stock block $ 18,00 „
/backplate w rear sight 8.00

EACH SMG PARTS PACK CONTAINS;

/trigger guard&mag housing 30.00 "APufl.used mag . .assembled bolt

,

Stock & upper receiver assem-

1. Ingram Ml 0.45 gun parts pack. . ..$150,00 prepaid or$140.00 COO trigger guard,mag. housing,

2.

!ngram M10 9MM gun parts pack ..$170.00 prapofdorOlSO.OO COD stud & stock block.

3,lngram M1 1 .380 gun parts pack, , .$180.00 pr.p«M or$190.00COD
aLL SILENCER PACKS CONTAIN:

5 .
M11 .380 Silencer Parts Pack • • $115.00 pr#paldw$l25.00COD manual, new wipe assembly,

6. M10 9MM Silencer parts pack • -.$115.00 prapoldor$12$.00 COD spirals & baffles.
7. M1 0 .45 Silencer parts pack $115,00 prepaid or$125,00 COD you GET EVERYTHING EXCEPT IBE

10. Alternate Stock (flat butt) MIO 25.00 LOWER RECEIVER & THE 2 SILENCER

11. Barrel Extensions (threaded) 36.00 • _
14. Upper Receiver w/carbine barrel (MIO) 168.00 Darfe I M
17. Sear Pin (semi-automatic only) 10.00 wpcwlol LtQ«

PO Box7652 pma
NOTE: Prepaid orders by Cashier's check or postal Money order only! Atlanta GA 30357
On COD the customer pays for shipping and insurance. scno a stamped, self-addksski enveiope fo« fkee pnausT.

42 NOTE: ALL Demilled Lower Receivers are SMG (Selective Fire) With Sear
Pin Holes. (SPECIFY CALIBER) $ 30.00

If you buy a silencer parts pack with a gun parts pack - You may deduct $10.00 and/or if you buy a demilled SMG Lower
Receiver with a gun parts pack (which normally costs $30.00) you may deduct $10.00.

1. Ingram M1 0 .45 gun parts pack. ,

2.

!ngram M1 0 9MM gun parts pack
3.lngramM11 .380 gun parts pack.

5. M1 1 .380 Silencer Parts Pack
6. M10 9MM Silencer parts pack •

7. M10 .45 Silencer parts pack. . .

$150.00 prepaid or$150.00COD
$170.00 prapold or$1S0.00 COD
$1 80.00 prepaid or $190.00 COD

$1 15.00 prepaid or$125.00 COD
. $1 15.00 propeld or $125.00 COD
$115.00 prepaid or$125JW COD

10. Alternate Stock (flat butt) MIO
11. Barrel Extensions (threaded)
14. Upper Receiver w/carbine barrel (MIO)
17. Sear Pin (semi-automatic only)

25.00
36.00

168.00
10.00

NOTE: Prepaid orders by Cashier's check or postal Money order only!

On COD the customer pays for shipping and insurar>ce. senc
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The following article is reprinted from "The Practical Metalworker".

This excellent shop maniial was published in England during the early

1900*s. This was an era when many of the small home workshops were se

up with facilities for simple metal working,

THE PRACTICAL METALWORKER

The Fly Press

Tt is the object of this section to indicate

the possibilities of the fly press. The
great dilUculty encountered with this

mat hine is in tlie making of the tools, ami
a typical common example, a tin box,

will bo taken and dealt with progr<»s.sively.

It must not l)c thought, however, that

tho fly press is strictly limih‘<l to the

]>r<*«sing of articles

to shape from sheet*

iiietul ; it may be

used for branding,

riveting, bending,
flanging, etc.

The tooU hrre
slumTi are, of etunre,

ada])tablc to work
ijlherthan tin boxes.

Types of Boxes.
—Tin boxes of the

type here tlealt with

arc made in a va-

riety of fonns, tho

three mast common b(;ing shown in

Fig. 1.

The box sho\m by a is of the simple.st

form, consisting of a plain straight-sided

box and lid. The lid of this box, however,

is sometimes jammed on so tightly that its

removal is extremely difficult. To pre-

vent this happening some boxes are made
with a raised “ bead " or lodge ujhjii

which the edge of the lid butts, as shown

at B. In this case the edge of the lid is

slightly flanged to fit tho ln'a<l.

In some designs of boxes tho removal (»f

the lid is still further facilitated by making
the side of the box above the bead slightly

conical as at c. The side of the lid has

to bo made conical also, of course. It

will l>e seen that the bottom of the box
shovTi at c is slightly raWd. The. reason

usually given for this is that the box is

s<» irnwh*. in order t«> make it ap])ear to

)u>ld more tium it

aotually tloes. How-
ever, boxes are
nearly always made
thi.s way, so the
ti>ols list'd will be
deseribed.

I’lie term ** tin

box " is somewhat
mislea<ling, as tin is

not the material

used, “ tinplate
”

bt'ing used almost
ex<lusiv('!y. T i n-

plate is merely sheet-

iron thinly coated with tin each side.

Principle of “Pressing.”—Tin boxes,

ami many things of a similar shape, are

made fr(»ra flat sheet material “ ])ressed
”

into shape. That is, the sheet of material

is conlined btdwocn two hardened steel

dies of such a sluii>e that wlien they are

forced togcthcT they pre-ss tlic materia!

to the desired form.

Fly Press Described.~The machine

to which tiiese dies are fitted is known
as a press. Thc'se are o]H>rated by either

power or iiand and are tj^pified as power
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press tliat the patl s gives tlie bottom of

the shell a sharp blow at the end of the

stroke. This ensures the bottom of the

shell being fiat and also sharpens up

tlio cornels. 'I'hc radius on the comer of

Ihe drawing punch slumld be as large as

possible. Its size is, of course, limitc^d by
llic size of the radius in the comer of

llui box. If a sharp-cornered box was

re<iuirt‘d the e(»rners w'ould have to bo

squared up subsequently in a planishing

tool.

Tills tool is simply a die to accommodate
the slifll ami a shar]> cornered punch.
The bottom of the shell is given a sharp
blow wiiioli squares up the corners. To
facilitate the drawing of the blank the

drawing die. should be well radiused, as

shown by x (Fig. 4), otherwise this corner

will cling to tile blank and tear it. The
object of the air vent h is now most
apparent. If this was not provided the

air trapi^ed between the shell and the

face of the drawing punch d would 1h?

unable to t‘sca|>i^ and would prevent the

ilattening of the bottom. The downward
stroke of tlic press has been described in

thri'o stagfs for dearness of explanation.

Actually, of course, this is one continuous
iiKjtioii.

As the top tool ascends, the shell is

sti'iiiped from the drawing punch by the
jircssurc rhig f. The pressure ring r i.s

forced upwai'ds by the niblxT bulTer J,

the motion being transmitted by the four

96 PMA

connecting pins o which slide in the
twister E. The sliell is ejected from the
toj) tool by the juu! s by eitluT the pressure
of the spring v or by a iwsitive knock-out
acting on the end of the rod T. The
])ositivc knock-out is accomplished by
having a stationary bar fitting in an
eliMigutetl slot in the ram. A\lien the
ram is at the top of the stroke this bur
engages tlie top of rod T, forcing it douii-

wanls, thus ejecting the sluil.

After each stroke of the press the strip

f>f material is fell between the guide plates

until the e<lge of tJ\c hole, caussed by the
]>revious bhvnking opiTation, engages stop

r (Fig. 4»), the strip being then in the cor-

n*et position for the next stroke. If it is

required to produce a box with the bottom
slightly raisiil, a.s in Fig. 8, the same design

of tool would be used, the only difference

being in the form of the cb*awing ]>uneh

i> and tlu‘ pn'ssuro pad s, shown in

Fig. y. lien* the face of tlie jmnch D i.s

rcri'ssed to suit the raised bottom, the
jnrsHiire patl a liaving a eom's]>oiuling

]>n>jeetion. The bottom of (he shell is

rai.sisl at the end of the stroke, as sliown

in Fig. 10. The j>ad s has Viottomcd on

the face y, as previously explained. The
shtu*t> blow that tliis pad then gives to

the bottom of the shell forces it into the

recess in the face of the punch n. In all

otiuT respects the operation of this tool

is the same as the tool showni in Fig. 3.



Fiji. 6.—
Position
during the
Drawing
Operation

Beading Tool.—If the bottom of the
box has to be beaded as shown in Fig. 11,
this should be the next operation. The
plain drawn shell is put in the tool by
the operator, as shown by Fig. 12. Tiiis

tool is showi for dealing with flat-

bottomed shells. If a raised bottomed
shell had to )>e betuled tlu; only dilftTenco

would bj* that the faces of the jtlunger

i> mid pad s would have to be shaped to

eonhjiju to the contour of the raised

bottom. 1'he bottom tool consists of a
bemling die n of iiardeiicd stcc“l mouulcKl
in tin* inalJeablc-iron bolster K. Sliding
in this die is the plunger n. This plungiT
is sux>ported by the four coniiceUiig

pins o, which butt upon the plate and can
be forced d(»wnwards against the tension of

the ruljbcT buffer J. The buffer arrange-

ment is supported by the j'illar K. 'The

jiUinger n is made a jmsh lit in the shell

M, whi<-‘h is shown dotted in jiosition.
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Fig. 10.—Position of Tool v/hen Indenting
or Raising the Bottom of the Box

Tiu' bcjulirij^ div is n-cossod to a diantetor

equal to iJiul of tlu* slu‘!l M and to a depth

iMiual to a tlisiance lluU tlic bead is ro-

(juired from the top of the shell ;us shown
i)V V. 'J'lur toj) of Uie ri'oess r is radiused

concave to suit onc-half of the bead. Tlio

top tool is bon'd to a i>u-sh iit <m tlu' shell,

the mouth of the bon- bc^lli^ nuliused to

.-stiii oneduUf t>f the h<‘ud. 'J'he pressure

pud .s slhles iu the bore on md T, and is

a<-ted upon hy spHji^ \ A.'i lh«- li-p tool

dt->eejids the iJi'essure l)ud S eiiKujres tlte

bottom of the sliell, pusliing it h<*Jtu‘ on
th«' plunger n. The pres.sure ])ad s tlu-n

recedes into the top tool until it bottoms
on tlie face Y. Further travel of Uie to}>

tool foret's tlic plunger downwards against

the pressure of the buffer until the edgt^

of tlic slu‘11 is at the bottom of the rscess

y. TIu‘ ]X)sition at this stage is sho^^^l by
Fig. 13. Here it AviU bo seen tlio sliell is

almost entirely coniiiUHl, the only possible

direction in which the shell can “give ’*

being outwar<Is into the radii on the

beu(ling imnch and die. sts sliown at z

(Fig. 13). Tlu* final downward travel of

tlu* top tool, therefore, forces this un-

supported part romid the si<le of tlic

slu'll outwanls and into tlic radii on the

bcatUng punch and die, as shown by
Fig. 14, and .so forms the bead. Actually,

id Course, the oiu-ration is continuous

and not in stages. As the to]) tool

ascends the bttaded shell is ejected friun

the bottom die by the lounger d which
is forced upwards by tlie buffer arrangc-
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ment. The ejection from the punch is

accomplislied by the pressure pad s as
oxphihied.

'Hie )iarta of tliis tool made of hardened
steel are tlni die c, tlie punch it, tlm
]»hmgi*r n and the ])iessnre pad s.

Cone Forming Tool.—A simple 1y])e

i»f tool for forniing the eone on tie- Ixitlom
t»f the l)o\ («/'<* Fig. ir>) Ls sluAvn l>y Fig. ll>.

This o|K'niti<>ii i.s caiiieil out idler the
Iwmliiig operation pjcvicnisly deseribeiL

The bottom tool consists of a hardened
sttH‘1 die ring n, mounted in the malleable
iron bolster c. Beneath this die ring,

and retained by it, is the hardened steel
“ buttoining ” plate D. The top tool con-
sists of a hartleued steel body E, which is

matle with a .shank y to tit the hole in the
ram of the press, Tlic body is recessed
conically at the same angle as the cone
it is required to put on the box ; the
largest diamet<*r, tliat is, the diameter
at the facoj is equal to the diameter of

the outside of the plain shell. The body
is bori‘d througli to take the screw ii,

which is a sliding fit in the body. Upon
ibis seivw is atlaehetl tlu; pressure pad n,

whieh is acted u]>on by the spring J,

the body of the top tool being rece.ssed

to take the .spring.

'J'he operation of this tool is as follows :

The beatled shell is first ]>Iaced in the
tlio ring ii iw .shown dotted in Fig. 1C.

As the lop tool descends tlie pressure pad
o engiiges the bottom of tlie box and
ensures its being seated properly in the
die ring. Tlic coned recess K then engages
the rim of the b<».\, closing it in conieully.

'I'he po.sition of tlic top tool at the end of

its travel i.s .shown in Fig. 17. Upon the
u]>ward travel t»f the top tool the shell is

ejected by the jne-ssure ]>ad G, It tliere-

fi»re ivniains in tlie die ring JB, being re-

movetl from this by the ojierator of tlu*

jire.ss. T'lie tool shown iu Figs. 10 and 17

is for coning a flat -bottom box (see Fig. 15).

If it was required to com* a raised-bottom
box as sliown in Fig. 18 tlie tool would
be slightly different. The difference would
be tliat the pressure pad G and the “ bot-

toming ” n woidd liave to be made
to conform to the contour of the raised

bottom.
The lid for the box (Fig. 3) would be a

similar shaped shell, slightly larger in

diameter and somewhat sJiallower. The
tool for producing it would, therefore, lui

of the same design as that shown in Fig. 4,

the difference, of course, being iu the
dinieUKiuns. When, howevei*, I he box is

beaded uml coned, the lid would liav<? to be

iiuide iw .shown at Fig. 19. Here the sides

art* coned to the .same angle a.*? the box
and tlu* rim is tlauged tu suit tho bead.



Fig. 17.— Position of Tool when
Forming Cone

Fig. 16.—Conc-formiog Tool

Fig. 15,—Coned Bottom
of Box

Fig. 19.—Lid
for Box

Fig. 18.—Box with
Raised Bottom

Fig. 20.—Combination Blanking, Drawing
and Flange-forming Tool for Box Lids

rim ipi not drawn straight hy the die it

follows or conforms to the radius of the

mouth of the die. Thus tlu^ Hd is left

with a slightly curktl or fhingcd rim.

USING THE VICE AS A PRESS

In certain work, cluefiy where only one

or two of a given article are needed, tho

vice may be quite effectively used for

pressing sheet -metal.

Fig. 22 is a vieu* of a Ance arranged for

the production of a metal plate, as at a,

from strip material of the required width.
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Fig. 21.—Position of Tool at End of

Stroke

The lai'ge ])unch B forms the end of two

pieces simultaneously. The minimum
width at tho narrowest st'Ction of this

]miich should not be less than the thiclcness

of tho metal to be punched. Two round

punches, one is seen at c, and plates t>

for guitling the strip as it is fed forward,

arc required. For economy, however, two

or three pins driven in would act as a guide

equally iis well, e is an adjustable stop

should idates of different lengths be wanted.

Rather important are the tw'o guide

pillars 1C which an* fixed into the punch



t

Fig. 22.—Vice Arranged for Press Work

Fig. 23,—Tool for Producing Washers

Fig. 24.—Tool for Making Hinges

Fig. 25,—Concave Bending Tool and

Articles for Manufacture

plato, and are a .slitUng fit in the die plate.

These pillars enter their holes before the

puiiciies reach the metal, and secitre

alignment by taking up the slackness

which is present in all vices. At o is a

kind of shoot, from which the i>ieccs of

scrap metal issue, and to facilitate this

the vice wlioukl be erected on a massive

beam of timber with an inclination one

way or the otlicr—in other words, attempt

to make an inclinable power press.

Fig. 23 siiowa the vice tools for making

wasiiers, a being the side elevation of the

punches, B the end elevation, c the side

view of the die., ami d the plan.

The die plate E is first made from a piece

of tool steel, although for washers in

vulcanised libre and like substances

ordinary mild steel is suitable. 1 he plate

is marked olf, and the two holes for the

large and smaller punches drilled and

reamed. The plate F for holding the
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pundios is next i^rcpaTcd, a piece of mild

steel being used, and tliis is clamped face

to fac(? with the plate E and the holes

transf(‘rred through.

'Hie blacks G and 3£—pieces of cast-iron

will suit—^are next made, and the slot at

j removed to suit the lip on the actual

vice jaws. To these blocks the plates E
and F arc sccur(?d by means of screws and
dowels. These screws and dowels are not

shown in the punch plate to avoid con-

fusion.

Leaving those plates for a moment,
get some silver-steel or cast-steel and turn

the punches, leaving the pilot K equal in

diameter to that of the punch L. Notice

also that the punch M is slightly longer

than L, which enables it to enter the

metal and form a steady ” for the

weaker punch. The punches are hard-

ened and tempered, leaving the end N
soft, allowing it, after being driven into

plate F, to be riveted over into a cham-
fer provided.

The punches arc next passed through

the holes in the die plate until the faces

of the two plates ine(d, and then having

marked ofE the position of the holes for

the guide rods p they arc drilled, the

drill passing through the two plates with

their re.spc‘ctive. cast-iron blocks.

It is best to ream these holes to some

suitable standard size, say, | in. The
guide rods arc then turned to a sliding fit

in the die side, the ends being slightly

rounded to facilitate entry when working,

and the other ends are passed through the

punch plate P and, like the punches,

riveted over. Those guide rods may be

made of mild steel, an<l if the materials

arc at hand case-hardened.

Tlu'- holes for the punche.s should be

reamed at the back, a slight taper two

or throe degrees being enough. To allow

for the Wii.shers getting clear after punch-

ing, tJie ta])er should extend to within,

say, one-eighth of the die face. The slot

at R i.s providetl to allow both washer and

scrap to pass from the die to any recep-

tacle provided.

As tlic amateur will no doubt make
washers from any available scrap, a

stripper (to strip the metal from the

punclu's after descending into the die) is

not shown here, but a simple one as at

a can ea-sily be fitted.

Fig. 24 is a punch and die for producing

hinges without any scrap metal being

left. A is a plan of the die, b a side view

of the punch, and c is the tool for curling

the hinge.

Referring to A, the metal, which is in

strip form and the .same width as the

hinges requin*d, is passed between tlie

guides D. The dotted lines butting on
the stop E show how the punch blanks

one-half of the. hinge through the die, and
lt*avt's the other half on the die at p.

And it will be noted that the guide strip

D is cut away here at o to allow the o]xr-

ator to remove this half as it i.s produced.

ITiis tool is, like Fig. 23, provided with
guide pillars H. and botJi punch an<l die

plate are fi.wd to suitable blocks, and
iinall}' to the vice jaws.

The working of the curling die is obvious.

The blanks from tools a and b are, after

being annealed, stood in the slot J, and
the upper tool K descends, being located,

so that the V rests on the protruding edge
of the hinge, and the pressure being con-
tinued, the etlgc of the hinge at the bottom
of the slot is forced to conform to circular

cavity at m.

The making of this tool is not difficult

if care is taken. The most important
thing is to get a nice smooth hole at M,

which is best reamed and lapped after-

wards with some fine emery powder, and
then to get the slut J nicely located, so
that the edge L is continuous.

The bottom half of this tool must be
made of tool steel, hardened and smoothly
finished.

The upper and lower tools can be fixed

to tlie vice as before, no guide rods being
necessary if the vice used is in fair con-

dition.

Fig. 25 is a cheaper affair for bending
simple articles, such as pipes, clips, etc.,

and can be made of odd material. The
pad c is first turned and then cut in half.

The corresponding die B is the same
diameter plus two thicknesses of the
material from which the clips are to be
made. The studs B and f arc for locating

the position of the plates to be bent, and
can be made removable to allow of

various-size plates being bent. The illus-

tration gives an idea of the construction,

and like the previous tools are fixed to the
vice jaws.

The making of these tools will prove
both intcre..sting and instructive, and to

many may be an introduction to better

and more elaborate press-tool work.
The results in anj'^ case will repay the
labour, and the writer loiows a firm who
during the war being unable to secure

W'ashers or pri'sse^, r(.‘Sorted to the tool

as shown by Fig, 23.

A few possibilities are shown in Fig. 25,

G being a small angle bracket, H a pipe

clip, L an escutcheon plate, k a name
plate, and m a wheel for toy trains, etc.
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PRODUCT REVIEW by Clyde Barrow

THE NIGHT VISION

DEVICE
Magnifies Low Level

Light 50,000 Times.

"The Night Vision Device” by E.A.
Gale.£ 1978. Available from:
Fantastic Research, Box 213, Middle-
town, Ohio 45042. Price $15.41 pgs

,

8% X 11.
This publication w/22 drawings

and over 6,000 words is a complete
set of plans for building a passive
viewing device capable of magnify-
ing low level light 50,000 times.
For more info on these devices see

"Night Viewing Devices”, PMA Vol.2
Issue #2.
Building time is estimated at 40

hours with simple hand tools. Mate-
rial costs will vary from $500 with
surplus material to about $1100 for,
all new components. Retail devices
of a similar quality are priced at
$2500 to $7500, so the high cost of
construction is relative.

These plans will also serve as a
trouble shooting guide and repair
manual for future reference . The ma-
terial may also be of some value for
home repair of commercial night
scopes

.

All procedures are clearly ex-
plained and illustrated with first
rate drawings . Anyone with an inter-
est in night scopes should have a
copy

.

TheBOUND EDITION
o£ PMA*Volume One
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Although this mine will injure anyone
who sets it off, and quite possibly any-

one else in the vicinity, it is the psy-

chological threat that Is most effective.

No one in his right mind would willingly
walk into a mine field. Just post a few
"Danger/Minefield" signs around the area.

I strongly suggest that anyone who de-

cides to use this design obtain a copy of

the Army training manual on Mines and

Mine Warfare. The manual not only ex-

plains how to lay out a mine field, but

also gives you a good idea of what type

of terrain will be most effective to put

your mine field in.

ASSEMBLY
The outer case of the mine is glued

together leaving the ends marked "T" opea
Drill a hole through the center of the

top of the case twice as large as the di-

ameter of your plunger. Now glue the top,

plunger spring, support block in place as

shown

.

With the exception of springs, firing

pin, safety pin and .410 shotgun shell

base, the entire mine is made of plexi-

glass. This will make It almost impossi-

ble for an attacker to use a mine detec-

tor or metal detector to locate your

mines. The only way he can find your

mines is to manually probe, which should

aive vou plenty of time to use a rifle.

LANDMINE
by Raymond

Lamer

NTRODUCTION
This mine will make an excellent

addition for perimeter defense as long as

you understand Its limitations. First, it

has to be in place before you get at-

tacked. If it isn't, it can be awfully

hard to conceal well enough so that the

attackers won't spot it. Second, since it
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Turn the case over and drill the hole

for the safety plug. Glue the section of

pipe to the bottom of the case so that it

circles the hole for the plug.

To make the detonator, cut a .410

shell so that all you have ts the brass

base. Glue the shell base Into a short

section of plastic pipe. Pour enough pow-

der back into the shell base/pipe to fill

the shell base. Now pour a mixture of

potassium chlorate and granulated sugar

into the pipe until it is nearly full.

(SEE NOTES) Use a piece of cardboard as a

wad to keep the mixture in the pipe.

Firing Device (detail) A-firlng pin

B-plunger pin C-.410 shell base

Assemble the firing device as shown,

leaving out the springs, and check the

detonator for fit. It does not have to be

a tight fit as the detonator will be

glued in place later. Make sure the fii

ing pin swings freely. Now assemble the

support base and glue it to the firing

dev i ce

.

Insert the plunger through the bottom

of the support base and up through the

firing device. It should work up and down

smoothly. With the plunger in place, glue

the lower plunger spring block to the

plunger. Make sure to place it high e-

nough so that when the plunger Is de-

pressed to release the firing pin, the

block doesn't strike the top of the sup-

port base.

Attach the firing pin springs. Pull

the firing pin back and slide the plunger

up into position to hold it in the cocked

position. Now glue the front of the fir-

ing device on.

Insert the completed assembly into the

case and glue the support base In place

over the safety plug hole. Use a non-

hardening caulking compound to seal the

hole where the plunger passes through the

case of the mine.

When the glue has dried, attach the

plunger spring. The stronger the plunger

spring, the more weight it will require

to depress the plunger and set off the

mine. The plastic disk on top of the

plunger is optional. It provides a

slightly larger area to be stepped on, but

might also make the mine easier to spot.

The safety plug is a piece of plastic

round stock. The plug should be long e-

nough so that when it is held in place

with the safety pin It holds the plunger

tight against the inside of the support

base

.

Insert the safety pin through the pipe

section and safety plug and open the ends

of the pin to hold it in place. Attach a

length of 1/8" nylon line to the safety

pin to make it easier to pull the pin.

Insert the detonator and glue it in

place. Glue one end into the case. Set

the case down with the open end up. Fill

the case with black powder, gun powder or

a mixture of potassium chlorate and gran-

ulated sugar (see Notes). Now glue the

other end on the case.

Store your completed mines in a cool,

dark place.

When you are ready to plant your mines

remove the safety pin and plug and bury

them so that only the plunger extends a-

bove ground.
NOTES;

The firing device case should be made

of clear plexiglass to make it easier for

you to see that the detonator is correct-

ly placed when you glue it in place.

The firing device and support base are

completely enclosed boxes (except for the

holes for the plunger) so that the main

explosive does not get into them and jam

them.
The plunger spring should be chromed

or stainless steel to prevent it from

rusting while in contact with the main

explosive.
The Potassium chlorate/Granulated

sugar mixture is made up of three (3)

parts (by weight) potassium chlorate and

one (1) part granulated sugar.

Editor's Note:
Obtain a copy of "Working with Plexi-

glass" from your dealer or refer to Mr.

Earner's "Claymore Article" in the PMA

Volume One, page 118.
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-223cal/.556mm Rifle Silencer
* For M16/AR15,AR180&Mini14Rifles*

by Clyde Barrow

The following material will enable

you to construct a noise and flash sup-

pressor (silencer) based on the Sionic
5.56 mm/ M-16- unit designed and produced

by MAC in 1972.

Most procedures needed can be done

with a small metal cutting lathe and a

standard drill press. If your lathe

lacks a thread cutting setup, farm out

those steps to a machine shop or use

substitute methods of assembly.

For niore info on MAC/SIONICS, as well

as an in depth explanation of alternate
methods for producing silencer spirals,

tubes etc. w/o machine tools, see M-10/

M-11 Silencer PMA Vol,2 §1.

SECTION ONE - Ruqer Mini 14 Modifica-

tion to Mount 5.56irin Suppressor
A. Sight Removal

Drift out front sight roll pin,and

drive the sight off the barrel. Now is

a good time to improve the substandard

sight as shown in fig.l* or you may wish

to replace it completely by cutting a

dovetail in the sight collar and instal-

ling a modified M1/M14 front sight.

B. Sight Relocation
Reinstall the front sight in its new

position on the barrel. The front edge of

the sight collar should be 4.75" from

the muzzle. (see fig. 2) The barrel O.D.

is greater at this point, so enlarge the

collar's I. D. until it can be gently

driven into position. Check blade for

correct vertical alignment, and rotate

it to the proper position if necessary.

Drill through the hole in collar to

notch barrel for pin clearance and re-

install roll pin.

weld r

"ears"
tosightj

undercut
sight

—
C. Muzzle Threading

Two distinct procedures may be used.

The preferred method is to use a large

thread cutting lathe, or a lathe and

V’x28 EF (Extra EinejOie to turn down

and thread muzzle to specs given in

fig. 3. This will duplicate the Colt

M-16/AR-15 and Armalite AR 18/AR 180

muzzle dimensions. The %x28 pattern

will allow installation of the Sionics

Suppressors and other accessories avail-

able for the above guns. Maximum allow-

able misalignment of threads to bore ax-

is V so it may prove a wise move to

farm out the job to a competent machin-

ist/gunsmith. No need to mention the

suppressor, you only want to mount an

M-16 flash hider.
The second procedure may be used if

you don’t have access to a large lathe
to turn the barrel down to h" OD.The
barrel remains the original diameter and

Is threaded with one of the two dies

listed below. The only other tools
needed are a large die stock (holder),

a padded vise, and a small file.

Preferred Die-9/16x24 EF. Not gener-

ally available locally but may be or-

dered through a machine shop. Order the

companion 9/16x24 Tap at the same time.

The tap will be needed to thread the

muzzle coupling later on.

Second Choice- 9/16x18 NF. These dies

and companion taps are available locally

in any well stocked hardware or auto
parts store.

The factory barrel is the correct OD
for 9/16 threads, with a chamfered edge

to assure the die is started straight

when threading. Using one of the two

dies listed above, undercut and then

thread as outlined in fig. 4. Take your
tinffi, use plenty of cutting oil, and

back off on the die frequently to remove

excess chips. Concentrate on holding the

die stock at a true 90° to the axis of

the bore while you turn it.

MINI-14 Barrel Modifications

A

t

fig1
•437od figs
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D. Suppressor Modification For Mini 14

The suppressor's muzzle retaining
ring (part #6) must be modified for use
with either of the two 9/16" threaded
muzzles. Refer to Fig. 5 for specs. Once
modified, the ring is installed in the
same manner as a regular #6 ring. Except
for hand fitting a bushing to the bar-
rel's OD, the suppressor/Mini 14 are now
compatible.

Note: The preceding section on the
Mini 14 can be used as a guide when mod-
ifying other .22 caliber rifles and pis-
tols for suppressor mounting. For those
weapons supplied with OD barrels,

a

fourth thread size, h"x20 NF may also be
used. This is a commonly used pattern
cuid is found on DAQ muzzle couplers,
Parker Hale .22 cal. silencers and sever-
al other popular designs.___

.5625
X

24tpi

— i.—

.lOX.5od
5-^“^*^05 X.5 long

NOTE: SECTIONS TWO, THREE,FOUR S FIVE
are modified reprints from the in-
struction manual for the SIONICS Sup-
pressor.

SECTION TWO - Purpose of Noise -and Flash
Suppressor Assembly.
The sniper in the field must take all

possible care to avoid the compromising
of his position to the enemy. Obviously,
an advantage in his favor would be the
suppression of flash and muzzle noise to
eliminate the enemy from picking up the
source of fire. The 5.56 imi suppressor is

a device designed to deceive persons
forward of the firer as to the exact lo-
cation of the weapon and its operator.
It accomplishes this by disguising the
signature of origin in two ways. First, It
reduces muzzle noise to such an extent
that it becomes inaudible a short dis-
tance from the weapon-making exact sound
location extremely difficult, if not im-

possible;secondly,it suppresses muzzle
flash at night making visual location
also equally difficult.

SECTION THREE - Characteristics of the
Model 5.56 mm /cal . ,223 Suppressor.

a. The 5.56 mm suppressor has no effect
on muzzle velocity and improves the ac-
curacy of the sniper rifle.
b. The 5.56 mm suppressor is a light
weight device which may be quickly at-
tached,without tools, to the barrel of a
standard unmodified M-16 or AR 18 rifle.
(See modification info for use on Mini
14 and other similar rifles) No assembly
alignment is required.
c. The suppressor is designed for use in
a semi-automatic mode ONLY to deliver
accurate aimed fire, without disclosing
point of origin.
d. The suppressor produces minimum cham-
ber carbonization.
e. The bipod assembly may be used with
the rifle in the normal manner when the
5.56 nm suppressor has been installed.
f. Maintenance functions can easily be
performed in the field employing stan-
dard cleaning equipment issued with ri-
fle and one .38 caliber brass brush.
g. No spare or replacement parts are re-
quired, other than the bushings, and pre-
sent tests indicate that the suppressor
properly maintained, will have a service
life equal to that of the rifle's barrel.
h. Muzzle jump and recoil are signifi-
cantly reduced.
i. A gas relief port on the rear chamber
of the suppressor permits operation
without accelerating the gas blow back
system of the rifle. This effectively
reduces the gas blow back in the opera-
tor's face.
SECTION FOUR - Detail Specifications

(See fig. 6)
a. Total length - 12.75 inches
b. Extension beyond muzzle- 8.82 inches

approximately.
c. Diameter - 1.25 inches
d. Bore - .3020 inches
e. Total weight - 1 pound 8 oz. approx.
f. Material

i. Internal parts, except muzzle re-
taining ring are 6061-T6 aluminum.
(Parts 3,4.5,7,8,9.10,11,12.13.14 & 15)

i1. Muzzle retaining ring is 4130
barrel steel (Part 6)

ill. Outer casing is 4130 barrel
steel (Part 1)

1v. Rear retaining collar is fabri-
cated from 6061-T6 aluminum (Part 3).
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V. The bushing is soft aluminum or

brass (Part 4) The M-16,AR 18 and Mini

14 each have their own specific bushing.

g. Tolerances
i. Since there are no moving parts,

concentricity only is critical and shall

be held within + .002 inches (true indi-

cator reading) .’All other tolerances
shall be within normal comnercial stan-

dards .

h. Finish
i. All external steel parts shall be

protected from corrosion and rust by a

black oxide coating, and aluminum parts

by black anodizing, or a bake on finish

(MG Coat, Gun Kote, etc.)

SECTION FIVE - Installation/Removal of

Suppressor
To attach suppressor to rifle

a. Remove issued flash suppressor or
thread protector from rifle muzzle with
wrench and spanner.

b. Unscrew rear retaining collar and re-

move bushing from the suppressor assem-
bly.

c. Slip on rear retaining collar and

bushing over muzzle and push as far for-

ward to the rear as possible.

d. Screw suppressor on threads of rifle
muzzle until hand tight.

e. Insert the bushing in base of sup-
pressor and screw on retaining collar

until hand tight. It may be desirable to

tighten the retaining collar slightly
with a vice-grip when extended missions

in the field are anticipated.
WEAPON IS NOW READY FOR OPERATION.

Note: After firing - check tube and
collar periodically and retighten as
necessary

.

Removal: Remove unit in reverse
order of assembly. Clean bore of sup-

pressor w/ 38 cal . bore brush as needed
Shake out excess carbon particles.
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Part #1 - Outer Tube
a. Material-seamless 4130 annealed or
welded&flashless ground(no inside burr)
steel tubing.
b. 0D-1.25/ID-1.120 .005 /.065 wall
c. Length - 11.75 ± .003
d. Threads-1. 187x20 inside/. 75 deep at

each end.
e. Scribe circle around tube at a point

8.88 from front edge.

f. Mark. punch and drill three .2 dia.
holes at 120°intervals on circle.
Hole size and placement are not cri-
tical, they are for spot welding only.

g. Mark, punch and drill a .125 dia. pilot
hole at a point .310 from rear edge
of tube. Radial position is arbi-
trary. This hole will be drilled to
.3125 after part #5 is in place.lt
is then threaded to accept part#2.

Part #2 - Valve Assembly - (Body,
^llen screw, & Cover)

Body-
a. Material- 7/16" steel hex stock
b. OD - .5 max, ID-Drill full length

w/129 drill.
c. Length - 1.0/Polish to finished

length - .95

d. Threads - Turn bottom half to .375 0a
Thread w/ 1/8x27 pipe die. Thread in-
side of top half for 9-24 size ma-
chine screw.

e. Gas bleed-off holes - Center punch
and drill .0625 dia. holes through
both sides of three adjacent flats.

(Total of six holes)Place holes .25
from top edge, centered on each flat.
Screw - 9-24 machine thread/length, .375
Tk Cover-
a. Material -6061 T6 aluminum
b. 00 - .625/ ID - .5625X.375 deep

(full dia)
c. Drill .1875 center hole in top.

Countersink top W/.375 drill or
commercial countersink until screw
head rests flush w/top of cover.
Assembly-
After body has been installed on

suppressor, use alien wrench to secure
cover/screw in place.



Part #3 - Collar

a. Material- 6061 T6 aluminum
b. Outside- 1.2 ODx.687 long

c. Inside- .937 IDx.625 deep

d. Rear wall- .062 wall thickness/. 625

dia hole
e. Shoulder area beteen rear wall and

threads- .0621ong. Shoulder ID tapers
from .9375 front to .875 rear.

f. Inside threads- l"x20x.56 long.

g. Finish external edges to .05r

H, Serrate .25 wide band around OD
i. Check #3 for fit w/completed parts

m & 5.

Part #4 - Bushing
a. Material-soft aluminum/brass or tef-

lon.

b. ID- .575 approx. Hand fit to a snug

slide fit on your barrel.

c. Length- .65

d. OD tapers from .87 to .65 . Taper
rate is ,375 per inch/4.5" per foot.

Angle of taper is 22.5° total, or

11.25 from bore axis.

e. Cut .125 wide slot through one side,

the full length of bushing. Angle slot
15° from bore axis.

f. Finish- Check for proper fit in .875

ID shoulder of #3 and for solid fit

in bushing seat of #5.

b -M

Part #6 - Muzzle Adapter Ring
a. Material- 4130 steel, annealed
b. OD- 1.110 ±.005 X .5 long
c. ID- .4531 drill/ Jg x 28 tap
d. Counterbore rear- .55 ID x .15 long.

This aids in starting threads when
installing on rifle.

e. Vent holes- 12, each .125 dna at 30°

Intervals. Hole centers are on a

.4062 r. (.8125 circle) Hole size/lo
cation not critical.

^.125

M
maan

4062
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Part #5 " Backplate w/Bushinq Seat
MateriaO- 6061 T6 aluminum
Total length- 1.25
Outside diameters- {see drawing)
A. I"x20 TPIx.435 long
B. .937X.125 long
C. 1.25X.065 long
D. 1.12X.125 long
E. 1.187x20 TPIx.5 long
Inside diameters-
F. Drill entire ID-. 625 min.
G. Front ID- .5 long x 1.0 ID
H. Note 120" taper from 1" drill.

.

I. Taper bore rear ID to depth of .5,
taper to match bushing #4 (.375 per
inch) Max OD of taper- .8125 at rear

Finish-
J. Bushing should protrude from rear of

#5 approx. .1875 when installed.
K. Collar should compress bushing to a

snug fit on barrel.
L. #5 should screw tightly into rear of

tube #1, with shoulder flush w/rear
of tube.

M. Finish #1 and #5 to same OD 1.25-.010

Part #15 - Endcap
a^OD - 1.187 x 20 TPI

b. ID - .2968 min/. 3020 max
c. Length - .5625
d. Cone radius - .28

e. Wrench holes - .125 dia x .125 deep
f. Hole centers - .625
g. Finish - Check for flush fit w/front

edge of tube #1.
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Parts #8 (three)and #13 (two)- Baffles
a. OD - 1.110 X .375 long
b. Drill ID .2968 (19/64)min./3020 (N

drill) max.
c. Outer wall - .055
d. Outside cone r - .28

e. Inside cone r. - .35

Parts #9 and #11 - Encapsulator Parts #7,12 and 14 - Spacers
a. 00- 1.11/ID- 1*7.055 wall
b. Length- .5625
c. ID and inside burrs not critical.

Part #10 Spirals-Left and Right Twist
a. OD - 1.110 ±.005
b. ID -.2812 min/. 3020 max
c. Length - 2.0 each (or use 4 pieces

1" long) -

d. Pitch - .25 (one turn in .25")

e. Table angle for milling cutter=86®
f. Fin depth / depth of cut-.30±.010 i

g. Core OD - .50 ±.020
h. Fin thickness- .075 (.078-. 003
i. Fin spaces- . 175 wide( .172+.003

SECTION SEVEN - Suppressor Assembly
Note: Before attempting final as-

sembly, check the fit and finish on all
parts.
a. Assembly

i. Parts #6-14 should slide freely
into tube #1.

ii. Assembly 3,4,& 5 should grasp the
rifle's barrel when collar 3 is hand
tightened.

iii. Part #5 should screw into the
rear of tube #1 w/the rim flush against
the rear edge of the tube.

iv. Part #15 should screw into the
front of tube #1, and fit flush with the
front edge of the tube.

V. Stack pieces 7-15 on a flat sur-
face and measure the total length. Adjust

Bleed holes- 28 holes, four
seven each per spiral. Hole

®
--j d

rows of
dia -.125

J M -*l I

J h I

the length of one or more spacers, #7, 12,
&14 as needed to achieve a maximum stack
length of 8.62 inches.

vi. Disassemble and clean all pieces.

Assemble suppressor in the following
manner.
b. Slide pieces #3,4 and 5 onto rifle

barrel as far to the rear as possible.

c. Screw part #6 hand tight onto the

muzzle threads of the rifle's barrel

.

d. Install part #15 flush with the front
of tube #1. Insert pieces 14-7 into the
rear end of tube #1, and slide them for-
ward against the rear of #15.

e. Guide rear of tube assembly #1 over
#6 on rifle muzzle. Slide tube to the
rear until part #7 rests firmly against
#6 .
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f. Slide backplate #5 forward and screw
tightly into the rear of tube #1.

g. Insert bushing #4 into the bushing
seat at the rear of #5. Slide collar
forward over bushing and screw loosely
onto rear of #5.

h. Move rifle/suppressor assembly to
welding area. Pull the tube assembly to
the rear against #6. Hold tube firmly in

this position while tightening collar #3
snugly onto the backpl ate/bushing seat
#5.

i. Maintain rearward tension on tube and
spot weld it to part #6 via one of the
three .2 diameter holes drilled for this
purpose. Insert alignment rod (fig.7)in-
to front of suppressor.Slide it to the
rear until the rod enters the rifle's
bore and the shoulder contacts the front
face of the barrel. Alignment is con-
sidered acceptable if rod can be rotated
easily without noticeable wobble or
binding. Complete all three spot welds
at this time. Grind welds flush with
tube surface.

Note: If rod binds, reapply rearward
pressure on tube and heat up the spot
weld area. Bend tube into proper align-
ment and reweld. If misalignment is too
great to correct by this method, drill
out spot weld, disassemble the entire
unit and recheck until problem area is
discovered. Rework pieces as needed and
start over with asseir^ly step #2).

j. Remove the assembled and welded sup-
pressor from the rifle, leaving the
collar and bushing on the barrel. Un-
screw #15 and remove parts 14-7 from the
front end of the tube #1. Part #5 is
left in place. Check that It is still
tightened firmly into the rear of the
tube.

k. Drill and tap tube and backplate for
valve #2, using the 1/8" pilot hole in
the tube as a guide. Run tap about half
way into hole and remove. Test fit the
valve body only (w/o cover) in the hole.
Valve is fitted correctly when it is a

tight fit (use endwrench) at a height of

.65 max. above tube's surface, (see
drawing). Retap to enlarge hole and re-
check until fit is correct. Install
valve cover & screw onto valve body.
l. Shake or blow out all debris from
tube interior.
m. Arrange pieces 7-15 in the proper or-
der and insert them through the front
end of the outer tube.
n. Tighten piece #15 w/torque wrench to
30+ 2 ft/lbs.
0 . Hand tighten the finished suppressor
onto the muzzle, insert bushing and
tighten collar. Unit is now ready to
test fire.
SECTION EIGHT - Notes on Additional

Sound Control
a. Special Ammo

Although the suppressor will elimin-
ate muzzle blast noise, flash and smoke,
a super sonic crack will be heard when
standard 5.56 NATO or commercial .223
ammo is used. If special circumstances
dictate maximum sound control and allow
for reduced range and stopping power, the
crack can be eliminated by firing spe-
cially loaded subsonic rounds.

These loads can be worked up by hand-
loading, or may be purchased commercial-
ly @ $1 per round from American Ballis-
tic Co. (see subsonic ammo product review
PMA Vol.2#2). The following data is sup-
plied in their flyer.

5.56 (.223)Sniper Rifle Ammo
Bullet-70 grain,jacketed soft point.
Muzzle Velocity- 1095 ft. /sec.
Muzzle Energy- 186 ft. /lbs.
Rounds per box-10 (min.order 2 boxes)
Dealer price per 250 rounds-$101,00
Dealer price per box - $10.10

Contact American Ballistics Co., P.O.Box
1410M, Marietta, GA 30061 for more info.
b. Locked Breech

The last step in maximum sound con-
trol is to modify the semi auto gas sys-
tem by adding a gas cutoff valve. The
valve is similar to the one used on the
M-14 .308 rifle. When the valve is

closed, the action functions in the nor-
mal semi auto mode. When open,the gas is
diverted from the piston/operating rod,
and the action ronains locked until
opened by hand. This modification has a
two fold advantage for sniping type op-
erations, Sound is prevented from exiting
the open chamber and the expended brass
may be removed and pocketed, not left
at the "scene".
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60min Mortar /p»»-t 4

Baseplate, Bipod & Collar/Buffer Assembly

INTRODUCTION
Unlike the GI specs for shell and

barrel production featured in Issue #2,

the following part designs and dimen-
sions are derived from several sources

and are simplified for ease of construc-
tion. You should consider these designs
as general outlines only. Each builder
will undoubtedly find different materi-
als and specs more suitable for one or

more pieces.
The fifth and final section of this

series, with all remaining building info

will appear in •Issue # 4 .

SECTION ONE - General Parts Descriptions
A. Baseplate

The baseplate is a sheet metal plat-

form, 12" wide and 10" long. The front

edge rests on the ground,while the rear

is elevated approximately 15°. The plate
intersects the barrel at 55°to 90°, de-

pending upon barrel elevation. (see fig.

one)
The upper surface of the baseplate's

center is a recessed socket with a

latching collar to accept and retain the

round base of the barrel, which is free

to pivot in all directions. When in use,

the barrel may be adjusted vertically

from 40° to 85° .Transverse or horizontal

movement is 5" total, or 2.5" left or

right of center, as measured at the

transverse mechanism. The underside of

the baseplate is fitted with four tri-

angular feet that dig firmly into the

ground to stabilize the mortar under

fire. The front edge carries an addition-

al row of four smaller feet that aid in

stability. The four main feet, as well as

the central socket area, are tied to-

gether and reinforced with several gus-

sets and braces.

B. Bipod
The bipod consists of two folding tu-

bular steel legs, hinged at the top and

fitted with spiked feet at the bottom.

The feet are provided with wide discs to

prevent them from sinking into soft or

muddy ground. The leg hinges are attached

to the ends of a clevis joint to allow

adjustment for initial leveling of the

sight assembly when firing on uneven
ground. Adjustment is made via a turn-
buckle assembly which links the eleva-
tion tube to the left bipod leg. Crank
operated screw mechanisms are provided
for both vertical and transverse fine
adjustment.
C. Clamping Collar-Buffer Assembly

This mechanism serves to join the bi-
pod to the barrel. The assembly consists
of an upper hinged barrel collar and a

lower saddle section which houses the
two buffer or shock absorber mechanisms.

The upper ends of the buffers attach
to recesses in top section (yoke) of the
bipod. The buffers prevent barrel recoil
from misaligning or damaging the bipod
assembly. This feature may be omitted if
desired, as several examples of WWII
mortars were produced with a rigid
bipod/barrel connection.
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•weLo

Baseplate Body*10 or 12 gauge steel

,

10x12 inches.

a. 2.25 d la X .125 thick steel disc.

b. 2.25 OD/2,00 IDx2.25 long steel
tubing. Cut on ^5“angle afterweld-
ing disc "a" in place. Weld completed
assen^ly a-b Into baseplate, disc
to the rear.

Side edge

Front Feet (two)- Cut from 1.5x7.0x
.125 steel sheet. Bend kS^as shown ^and weld to baseplate and assembly J
a-b. 1

d. Rear Feet (two)- Cut from 3.5x7. Ox s.y
.125 steel sheet. Same procedure

|

R^AR Pi

as ''c''

Cont. on pp 116
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CLAMPING COLLAR-BUFFERASSEMBLY
g srtscrew^r^^"^

.75 0D/.65 IDx.75 long

^ bushing seat-

1.0"0D/.75 lOx tS long

WCOLLAR

^ 1375 r

1.25 x .375 x .125 (2)

1.0 X 1.25 X .125
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10.5 X
1.0 dia/

ouio_/<5Me )wcW
Soddil^ me02^ av^Q.

Mai-flL. by Cui^iUrt cx.

COLLAR

haai-flL. toy cuTT'^<i c< /^v

;?.75-jro x:2.:2y

4-VroW-^U

^.'
, SADDLE

12 tube
[12J2S total]

w
iS'

/crtclv

lo»l\ beCoVEtt
ed fvi i-ssue. ^ -

li TRANSVER^

hinge
^Pin

YOKE

1.120id
bottom^

^ note:
guide strip

R‘>wW:rV: ***'^/,*75idx T

^Iplong 1.5

SHOULDER ^
assemble w/

V4X 2"boits &

bcknuts
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BIPODASSEMBLY

8crt>i:a h- •1.87S-

5.0

Weld one .245{max, length) .5 diameter bolt
in center hole of each pi ate. These act as

pivot points for the elevation guide tube.

Clevis Plate-MHdSte*l-Make2

8-,5dia

b-.25dia

c-.625radius W.*;‘

d-.625

e-.1B^dta

l-,875radiiM

g -.125 thick M}:':

h-30‘

1 -.120niax

PIVOT PIN(2)

1.75x.5diatubing

.laSmIawall

iSSUSSlST
CATCH PINS<4) I

1.125x.ia75dta
'®'

press fit in place
j

-HINGE [2]

125x1.0x 2.625 long

ROLL PIN [4]

1.25x;i875dia

LEGS(2)
.875odA75id tubing

S secure w/ rollpins

OT NECK<2)
:piece$) 1.25^
125 thick

^ \ 60*cut

19-^\ ^
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^ Sand Castingw/Foam Patterns ^
BY CLYDE BARROW

Note/ See: Working Aluminum^ PMA Vol.
2 if2 for general info on traditional
sand casting.
A - Introduction

Cavity! ess metal casting, also known
as full mold or foam vaporization, was
developed in 1956. The process allows
you to produce complex shapes, including
undercuts and hollows,without the bother
of draft angles ,multi-piece molds, sus-
pended core sections, etc.
B - General Process

The original pattern Is made from
expanded polystyrene (styrofoam) .The
foam pattern is then placed in a cast-
ing flask and surrounded with casting
sand. When the molten metal Is poured,
the foam is vaporized and the mold si-
multaneously filled. When cool, the com-
pleted casting is removed from the sand
for finishing.
C - Sources For Foam

Expanded polystyrene foam known com-
mercially as Styrofoam, is sold in

blocks and sheets for building model
airplane wing cores. These are available
from hobby shops or by mail from model
supply houses. Numerous shapes including
balls, cones, rings etc, are sold for flow-
er decorating and general craft use.

These are found in any variety store.
Foam packing containers may be picked up
from department stores, usually for free.

Note: POLYURETHANE FOAM, the amber
material sold commercially as A/B foam,
or surfboard foam, will not vaporize and
should never be used. Use only white
POLYSTYRENE EXPANDED FOAM.
D - Patternmaking

The pattern can be shaped with tra-
ditional carving tools or cut to size
with a nichrome hot wire cutter, avail-
able from model plane companies. Complex
patterns are best cut out as simpler
subunits- The pieces are then joined
with spray adhesive or rubber cement.
These glues will vaporize along with the
foam. Surface blemishes in the finished
pattern can be filled w/combusti ble wax
filler if needed.

E - Sprue/Vent Construction
Before the pattern can be covered

w/sand, a system of sprues, vents and
risers must be added. These follow the
shapes and layout as traditional casting
setups. Cut all pieces out of foam and
attach them to the pattern. When the
glue is dry, the completed assembly may
be placed in a molding flask or on a

molding board.
F - Moldmaking

The mold is formed by surrounding the
pattern with a shell of hardened sand. To
eliminate pattern distortion from ram-
ming, a cold setting(resin bonded or
cement bonded) casting sand should be
used. I have cast simple pieces from
patterns rammed up in damp green sand,
with only a slight amount of pattern
damage. This method is acceptable for
pieces that will be later machined to
final shape.

When working with the green sand
method, a simple system of vents can be
created by lancing the completed mold/
pattern several times w/a piece of
sharpened welding rod. Do this just
prior to pouring the metal.
6 - Pouring Metal

Foam patterns can be used for cast-
ings in brass, bronze, iron or aluminum
alloy. Be sure to produce oversize pat-
terns to compensate for the shrink rate
of the metal being used. Melt and pour
the metal in the normal manner. When
cool, the completed casting is broken or
dug out of the sand and finished as
needed,
H - Commercial Foundries

If you produce your own patterns to
be cast at a commercial foundry, the foam
process will save you a lot of headaches.
If the foundry agrees to work with your
foam patterns,you can easily produce
them at home and store/ship them in
cardboard boxes. Mold set up is faster
so your cost will be greatly reduced. As
a general rule, the finished casting can
be produced in 1/5 the time required by
traditional methods, and in most cases,
the product will be as good or better
than pieces cast in conventional sand
molds.



Looking Like an Assemblage oi Monsters or Human Death’s Heads, These Are Really English Student
Nurses Being Trained in the Use of Gas Masks for Protection during Wortime Attack

When instruction was given English girl

nurses recently about what to do in a gas
attack by the ‘'enemy.” score.? of pretty

faces were hiilclcn behind grotesque masks.
The training course was a part of Uiu na-

tion'.? program for preparing the public for

the terrors of war. Military experts expect
poison gas to be used gencrnlly in the next
war an<l European governments are train-

ing their citizens for defense.

PLEASE NOTE
Statement of Policy

We at the Poor Man's Araorer Magazine
research, write, buy and sell information
only. We do not buy, sell or manufacture
weapons. All info in PMA is legal to pos-
sess, print, sell and send through the US.

mails

.

All data is obtained from source? be-
lieved to be correct. The accuracy of any
and all of the material in PMA cannot be
guaranteed

.

If you plan Lo build weapons,you should
obtain conies of federal, state, and local
weapons laws from the appropriate agen-
cies, the local library or your attorney.

It is the sole responsibility of
the reader to determine legality
before building.

The Poor Man's Armorer Magazine
and all contributors will not be re-
sponsible for any injuries or prop-
erty damage that may result from the
use of information or ideas found
in PMA

.



Letters to the Editor

Dear Clyde,

In reference to the grenade article in

PMA Volume One. Your readers may be inter-

ested in the following information.

To re-arm practice Mkll frag grenades,

use shotgun primers rather than pistol or

rifle primers to ignite the fuse. For the

fuse, regular safety blasting fuse is pref-

erable to cannon fuse, due to the quality

control used in its manufacture. Also, coat-

ing or wrapping the fuse in order to pre-

vent an early (and disastrous) contact with

the bursting charge will increase the

burning rate and so decrease the time de-

lay, sometimes by as much as four fold.

Needless to say , extensive tests should be

made before constructing grenades for use.

If non-electric detonators or squibs

are available for use as detonators for

the grenade filling, these should be used

rather than just a bare fuse-end as the

initiator. Alternatively .roll up a small

charge of match-heads in rolling papers

and attach that to the fuse-end for more

certain ignition.
Obviously, black powder can be used as

a filling, but a flashpowder would be a

little safer to use. If you’ve got a lot

of time and stock in Ohio Match,you could

also use match-heads. Rifle or pistol pow-

der will need quite a flash to Ignite pro-

perly, and will probably require a deton-

ator or squib to work properly.

For instantaneous detonation of booby-

trap grenades , tape a plastic soda straw on

the fuse tube and fill it loosely with

match-head material, closing the end with a

plug of Kleenex or cotton. To prevent con-

fusion, shorten the safety levers of the

modified grenades.

All this information is from a reli-

able source who has dealt with such

subjects for some time.
Erin go braugh

Over the years, numerous groups or

armies have left "instanf detonating

grenades behind to be picked up and used

by the enemy. These were distinguishable

from grenades with standard delay fuses

only if you knew where to look,i.e. a

small colored dot,notch, or similar secret

Clyde

y

Enclosed is a drawing of an interest-

ing item clipped from an FBI Law Enforce-

ment Bulletin.

These devices were carried by demon-

strators in a 1968 Washington Riot. Appar-

ently they were never used (ignited) but

the FBI considered the design significant

enough to publish a warning that it was a

possible weapon, "to be used against po-

lice or other demonstrators".
A Reader

Looks like a handy way to clear a

path through a crowd.

classifieds

NUCLEAR WAR SURVIVAL BOOK by Duncan

Long, edition. . .everything you

must know to protect your family.

Moneyback guarantee ...$6.99... Post-

paid. . .Hurry. . .it may be later than

you think. . .Long Survival Publica-

tions ,
163-PMA,Wamego ,Kansas 66547.

Barrier Penetration Manual. This

document, prepared for a government agency

responsible for protecting nuclear facil-

ities, describes the techniques to forci-

bly penetrate 32 barriers commonly found

at industrial and commercial facilities

using hand-carried,portable tools. Some of

these barriers include: 8 inch reinforced

concrete walls, steel lined doors, plywood

floors, 1 inch lexan windows, cinder block

walls, and security gates. Each entry con-

sists of a description of the barrier, an

illustration of it, the portable tools

which will penetrate the barrier in the

shortest time, estimated time for pene-

tration, and references. $8 Postpaid.
George Liu, 2000 Center Street,
Room 100, Berkeley, CA 94704.



Clyde,
Your readers may be interested in the

following info on NATO's "secret" Chobham/

Tank Armor. "Chobham" armor was developed

at the Military Vehicles and Engineering
Establishment in Chobham England. It is

effective against APDS (Armor Piercing

Discarding Sabot), Solid Shot, HESH (High

Explosive Squash Head) and HEAT (High

Explosive Anti Tank) ammos

.

England couldn’t afford to fit her own
tanks with it, so they sold it to the

Shah. Now the Ayatollah and presumably the

Russians have it to examine.
Chobham must be bolted to the tanks

outer plates. The armor is a sandwich con-

struction with either (can't specify) ce-

ramic fill or granular material (ball bear-

ings?) for high dispersion of incoming

forces. Not a panacea but it does enhance

resistance. Multiple round hits in same

area will penetrate.
Nothing much more to report except

it’s only a secret in the West now.
Sincerely,
JM

Bonnie & Clyde,
Love your magazine. In your article

on the AR-7 night scope you should mention
that Tasco makes a battery operated sight.
The TascoRama. This sight can be bought
to fit shotguns, high power and .22 ri-

fles. It uses 2 G-13 watch batteries and
costs about $56. I have mounted one on my
30 Carbine paratrooper, and it works just
fine.

Also, why not use primers instead of

cut down .410 shells in the land mines and

grenades. I am also interested in plans

for a high power folding stock crossbow.
Keep up the good work.

JH-WI
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Clyde,

A friend of mine loaned me a copy
of your volume one edition of The Poor
Man’s Armorer. I would like to compli-
ment you on your publication. I have
never encountered anything as detailed.

On page 124 of Vol.l, you have an
article on a Homemade Missile. As I

have designed, built, and flown rockets
for the last twelve years, I think that

I have a few ideas that will improve
your design, and make it a little
cheaper at the same time.

A. You use four ’’tandems" , that is, two
rocket motors glued together so that
the second burns through the first. As
it happens, a friend and I did exten-
sive testing of Estes "D" tandems. We
found that the lower engine tends to

burn through the casing just above the
nozzle unless you fiberglass the en-
tire area.

There is a cure, the FSI F-lOO se-

ries. This motor (F-lOO)is just a lit-

tle larger than two Estes "D"s.It is

a quarter of an inch wider and a half

inch longer.lt weighs a little more

than two "D"s but here is the main

plus. Two "D"s^give 201b . thrust (taking

in the plus by using the first engine

as a combustion chamber) .A single "F"

gives 351b. thrust. Another plus, the

"D" burns for 1% sec. per engine, this

means that you are using most of your

power simply to hold the rocket up a-

gainst the pull of gravity, this

leaves very little power for acceler-

ation. The three seconds of burn time

also gives your target, if mobile, time

to spot and evade it. The F-lOO how-
ever, gives all 351bs of thrust in 1/2

second.The only bad point is that it

also makes a large cloud of white

smoke at the launch area, about the

same as two "D’’s.As Estes "D"s are

running about three for $3.75 and

F-lOOs cost 3 for $11. 00, a three en-

gine "F" rocket will cost $11.00 for

engines, give you 105 lbs of thrust

for 1/2 sec. A four tandem "D" rocket

will give you 80 lbs of thrust in 3

seconds. The "F"s give you 25 lbs of
extra thrust, two to three times the
range, and 1/3 less total weight.
B. I have designed,built and tested an

F-lOO powered rocket 18 inches long
and a little over an inch in diameter
This rocket lifted a one pound dummy
warhead to an altitude of about 455
feet and delivered the warhead six
tenths of a mile downrange, missing
the target (an unused road)by thirty
feet. The launching rod was just
stuck into the ground and eyeballed.
An F-lOO powered rocket with a ten
second delay was tracked to an alti-
tude of 1086 meters, payload however,
was only four ounces.

When you work with high power, such
as four "D"s or higher,balsa wood is a
NO-NO. Use \ inch plywood (found at
any hobby shop)or larger. It is

stronger, less sensitive to water,
shock and general abuse. I do not want
to set up and find that I have a

cracked or warped fin. I also use fi-
berglass and epoxy. CMR sells fiber-
glass sheets, a company called KYBE
sells a roll one inch wide by about25
feet. It is used by computer companies
to clean magnetic tapes. Check with
any data processing company ,you may be
able to get used rolls free (it has
iron oxide on it) . Comes in handy for
lots of things.

If you would like, I will supply
readers with a diagram of both the
designs

.

Question: Instead of a command
circuit,why not either put in an ad-
justable timer (solid state)or just
use the ejection charge to set off an
airburst or backup detonator? The
F-lOO comes with; zero, four, six, eight,
and ten second delays. Save money and
weight over the radio command destruct.
Also, the "F" uses what is called an
electric match to ignite it. This lit-
tle jewel will go off from the power
of a watch battery. It saves a little
weight and you can build your power
pack into the rocket and just hook

Sincerely,
DRD-Texas

DR
Thanks for the helpful comments.

I'm sure PMA readers will be inter-
ested in any further information you
can provide on these designs. Clyde
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sound suppressorkits Armorer'

Information on how to build a Sionics
sound suppressor (aka silencer) for the
Ingram MIO and Mil appeared in PMA,Vol.2,
No.l. That article featured machinist
drawings so that a person with access to a

lathe and other machine shop tools could
turn out each suppressor part including
the spiral diffusers. Information was pro-
vided on how to construct suppressor tubes
out of thin aluminum sheeting since the
properly dimensioned tube blanks are dif-
ficult to obtain. Commercial tubing whole-
salers usually have a minimum order re-
quirement and local retail shops rarely
have what you want in stock.

Since the publication of that article,
at least a half-dozen firms have gone into
the business of selling MIO and Mil sup-
pressor components so that now one can put
together a complete, functional unit with
a minimum of effort.

It is a violation of federal gun con-
trol laws to possess all the parts to as-
semble a suppressor without prior approval
from the Bureau of Alcohol , Tobacco and
Fi rearms.

Consequently, these firms sell either
the internal suppressor components or the
outer tubes, or the components and tube
blanks which require some machine work be-

fore they can be assembled into function-
al units. There are no legal restrictions
on owning a set of outer tubes or a parts
kit, so one can purchase these items di-
rectly from the firms without any special
license or permit. These kits are

priced around $120 to $130 at the time of

J.H. Trager, Box 23174, -----
Detroit, MI 48223

this writing, and can be purchased from,

these firms: Military Accessories Company,
Chris J. Sullivan Co., and Survival Enter-
prises of Georgia.

What good is a parts kit without the
two tubes to house these components? The
following firms sell the front and/or rear
tube(s): J.H. Trager, SMG Marketing, and
Survival Enterprises of Georgia. Depending
upon from whom you purchase, the front
tube will be blank or will be machined to
the original Sionics specifications and
contain internal threads. The price of the
front tube is about $20 to $30. The rear
tube is typically sold as a random length
blank so it will need to be cut down to
the correct size with a tube cutter or
hack saw. The rear tube does not require
any threads, and can be purchased for ap-
proximately $10.

Parts kit - $120. Front tube - $30.
Rear tube - $10. For $160 one has a sup-
pressor identical to the Sionics unit
which currently carries a suggested retail
price of $200 plus a federal transfer tax
of $200.

The Military Accessories Company sells
suppressor parts kits for several other
firearms; M16/AR15 rifle, M14/M1A rifle,
and the Colt Woodsman autoloading pistol
(the suppressor for this firearm can be
easily modified to fit several other .22
caliber automatic pistols).

Send a SASE to the following firms for
specific product and price in formation. New
sources for these and related items are
constantly advertised in Shotgun News.

- MlO/Mll suppressor tubes

Military Accessories Company ----- MlO/Mll, M16/AR15, M14/M1A and
2675 Cumberland Parkway Colt Woodsman suppressor parts kits
Atlanta, GA 30339

SMG Marketing, 120 N Ave.N.W., ----- Tubes for: MlO/Mll, M16/AR15,
Atlanta, GA 30303 M14/M1A, and Colt Woodsman

Chris- J. Sullivan Co. -------- MlO/Mll suppressor parts kits
2671 Sharondale Dr. N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30305

Survival Enterprises of Georgia - - _ _ MlO/Mil suppressor parts kits.
Box 41668, Atlanta, GA 30331 suppressor tubes



vehicle armor fabrication&
installation

by Clyde Barrow

fig. 1

ARMORED PATROL AND ESCORT VEHICLE, 4X4

I - Introduction

The following information on armor

production is restricted to materials and

processes that can be easily handled by

the individual reader. Large scale pro-

jects such as cast steel gun turrets and

welded plate tank bodies require industri-

al resources not available in the home

workshop.

II - Design Criteria

When properly designed and installed,

armor should protect both the occupant(s)

and the internal components of the vehicle

itself. Five factors must be considered

when designing armor protection for a

given vehicle.
If possible, choice of the vehicle

itself should be determined hy its ability

to carry the necessary protection , while

still functioning as intended. If for some

reason , the specific vehicle type has been

predetermined , the following factors must

be balanced against each other to achieve

oDtimum results.

A - Level of Protection

Whether by application of field re-

search data or an educated guess, a specif-

ic decision must be made concerning the

nature of the anticipated attack. This
alone dictates the type and amount of ar-

mor needed, even if other factors require

that you later settle for a lower level

of protection. Note that some materials
in Section IV have established thickness

specifications for providing various lev-

els of protection. Non-rated materials

will have to be tested against the appro-

priate weapons to determine the proper
thickness needed. The ideal test fixture
is an old car door, similar to those on

your vehi cle. These are available at any

junkyard. Mount the armor samples in the

appropriate location and sandbag or mount

the door to a rigid backstop. Most testing
standards require that the material hold

up to multiple hits concentrated into a

fairly small impact area, Be realistic when

testing, you're only cheating yourself!



E - Cost

Except in rare cases where money is no

object,most armoring projects will be lim-

ited primarily by cost. The vehicle

shown in fij. 2 offers complete Level 4^

Protection (resists penetration of multi-

p]e 30.0T"rifle rounds). The price as de-

livered including initial vehicle cost, is

between $65,000 and $75,000. Note that^

factors A-D were given full consideration.

and cost was considered the least import-

ant aspect of the total design package.

Although kind enough to supply the ma-

teriai in figures 1 and 2, VSlXl declined

to provide any further data on their ar-

mor for reasons of client and product pzo

tection , They would say that ArmaCore and

Sierracin/TransTech materials are not of-

fared for sale except as integral compo-

nents in their vehicle conversions

.

f 9 2 discreetly armored vehicle
Thco-oduct of lnou»no5 ot hours d researcK, ena.nset.rwahU davelwimeoi.

VetiiUe Systems Dweiupmeni Corpori.ti.sn
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l-direm armw r«oiK m ttpni ami fttm axle we.ghi loadings conbistent wnh

the vehicle manulaciotet's basic iayou! Tint leaiufe, paiTii.iilariv m a n
^

a^ush smatwns. ptovides for pr«.-,:i:ii. imndl.iMi. and exce.tent acceludUon

andbtakrfig. Armiwed convfcrsicms ol Hm imemanorui Harvwtui bCOUT
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A, Steel rBintorceci ram iniiiipei

fl Ravllatoi prmettion

C ProlKCtiKl Itatierv

O. AimaCcite liiewa'l amior

E 1 irv«l IV hu'lei ie5'5W*“i wind^ield

F A nillat A»<ii.iCi>r« nratuitlujii
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O ArmaCore door pan&U
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT CORPOHATISN RO.BOX 356* UPWND. CALIFORNIA 917B6-U.S.A.



Ill - Traditional Armor Materials C - Transparent Armor

There are three general types of
vehicle armor; rigid (hard), flexible
(soft), and transparent (window) armor.

Prior to the 1970* s, the following were
the most popular materials for use as ar-
mor in light vehicles. Although not as
desirable as the newer products outlined
in section IV, these materials are cer-
tainly better than nothing. They should
be used whenever the current exotic mate-
rials are not available.

A - Rigid Armor

1 . Low Carbon (Mild) Steel Plate-
Cheap,easy to work with but very heavy.

2 • Hig h Carbon Special A1 1 oy Steels-
Heat treatment of the completed part

allows use of thinner material. Lighter
than #1, but also more expensive to pro-
duce.

3. Cerami c Plates (Ceramic Bathroom Tiles)
Gives excellent protection from small

arms fire, but because the plate shatters
upon bullet impact, the area is left unpro-
tected from subsequent attack. Homemade
ceramic armor is inexpensive, with a fair-
ly good weight-to-protection ratio. The
drawback is the need for immediate repair
of the impacted area. This requires that
the armor panels be accessible for rapid
replacement of damaged units. An adequate
supply of spares should be on hand.

B - Flexible Armor

A number of fiber/fabric materials in-
cluding industrial felting, untreated fiber
glass cloth and "ballistic nylon" have
been used in attempts to produce a soft
armor material for interior door panels,
headliners, seatbacks, etc. Even nylon,
the most successful, isn't worth a damn.
Hone of these attempts at "soft armor" can
be expected to stop anything more substan-
tial than slow moving, fairly large pieces
of shrapnel. This was made painfully clear
to the Viet Nam era soldiers who mistaken-
ly assumed that their ballistic nylon flak
jackets were suitable body armor.

1. Bullet Resistant Glass
Commonly referred to as "bullet proof"

these custom made windows are usually made
from specially formulated, break resistant
laminated glass. Although very effective
at stopping low powered projectiles, the
more powerful rounds tend to shatter the
inner layer. Even if the bullet itself is
stopped, a deadly spray of glass slivers
and fragments is often torn from the glass
surface, causing serious dri ver/passenger
i nj ury

.

BR Glass is often several inches thick,
and therefore not only very expensive to
make, but expensive to install because of
the modifications that must be made to the
mounting flange and rubber. Another draw-
back to glass this thick is the incredible
weight. Its weight is listed at 23 lbs.
per sq. foot. A VW sedan windshield, con-
structed from this material, would weigh
over 80 pounds!

2
. ^ Acryl ic Sheet
Acrylic plastic sheet (Plexiglass) , has

been used as an alternative to BR Glass.
Although similar thicknesses are needed
for comparable protection, a great deal of
weight is saved. 1-3/4" BR Acrylic sheet
weighs about 11 lbs. per sq. foot, a re-
duction of over 50%. Unfortunately, the
ballistic performance is similar to BR
glass. Good protection is provided from
lower power rounds, but impact from high
power weapons again results in a hail of
shattered acrylic particles. These pieces
are X-Ray transparent-a surgeon' s nitemare
It's not much compensation ,but Acrylic is

substantially cheaper than BR Glass.

IV - Recently Developed Armor Materials

Recent discoveries in the fields of
plastics and synthetic fiber production
have resulted in materials with excellent
armoring properties. These new products
are being used not only as individual ar-
mor pieces, but also in combination with
other materials. These composite applica-
tions allow the designer to choose the
type of armor most suited to the design
criteria outlined in Section II.



A - Rigid Armor

• A1 uminum A1 1

o

y-

More costly than steel sheet, aluminum

rilloy panels offer comparable protection

with a significant reduction in weight.

j Laminated Ballistic Fiberglass Panels -

This material is available commercially

under the trade name ARMET. Note that in

the ARMET factory info sheet (figure 3)

these panels are intended for home or of-

fice wall installation. ARMET is also

!'eadily installed in vehicles and should

o^fer equal or better protection levels

:nan those listed. The increased protection

is the result of the projectile having to

irst penetrate the vehicle's outer skin.

fig. 3

ARMET
o^aue ARMan

ASiKilT opa<iue armor is a apociaily laftinsted ballistic fiberglass

Ijas numerous security applications and is easily metalled
rnyti Of etcistiiig structures. If visible, APMET panels can be

finished by painting, covering with contact bond wood

r>?reer, vinyl, or oehet availal>le materials, or left natural.

vR.'tET cun be cut on-the-^ob. For best msult#. a band saw ustn-j

,1 i.'i' Remineitoti tungsten carbide blade or a carbide impregnated

•:v.il-saw bUdo nay bo used for r.ipping long panels. armBT can be

iV.ilrtO viUi a standard twist drill.

'•aitalii may b« uttached to each otner or to studs by first drilling

i. toper sired lead hole and attaching with selt-tappmg sheet

tietal screws. Panels may be atcacTied to wood with nails by

drilling the proper sized holes. Ovarlav basts will be provided

vhen necessary to cover butt ioints.

SyKClPICATlCWS

XWEFTf ARMET III

TKlckhCfiS 378"
1 UP

PTTsrpTirr—

1

Hei Oft ^ y}'-

Standard Siso% 3* Ts'
fl < 9'

Tx T*
4‘ X e*

Si.r! ace
faci.og out Wien no change in ballistic
value. (Urtllistic information upon

I'riri! per squart
T-iif.OO 525. fiO

racc.3:-v c-jtl mg *-o d.imensian.s will be comouted to next av«n

squ.M*- fool with a $5.00 cutting charge for each piece.

in.Mvei-', IS made 20-10 aoys after receipt of order. .All

ii'.ii.rs must be accompanied oy a 50% deposit.

.ifther informal Icm ,
please contact:

PROTECTION DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

258'Jl 'hbrero Drive, Ste. 3

Hisaion t’ieio, CA 92691
17141 9S1-3I71

fig. 4

Cable: "PRODEV"

hPMLT tA'STAUA'flos

ARMET panels tested at 20 feet, firing

at a 90'’ angle (straight on, for maximum

penetration) resisted multiple hits from

the following weapons.
ARMET n_ - 3/B" thick :

22 rimfire rifle, 45 ACP rifle, 38 spec,

357 mag revolvers. 9mn auto pistol* 4" bar-

reled 44 magnum and 9mm UZI submachine gun.

ARMET III - 1/2" thick :

Same as ARMET II with the addition of

protection from 44 magnum fired from 6 ^
2

"

barreled S&W revolver. (Apparently,this

barrel length/ammo combo will penetrate

ARMET II).

Figure 4 shows the factory recommended

installation procedure.
For higher levels of protection .various

combinations of ARMET II & III can be com-

bined and tested to determine panel thick-

ness required to resist shotgun slugs and

high powered rifles. See figure 5 for pro-

jected specs on multilayered ARMET

installations.

Figure 5 Thickness/inch Weight-lbs per sq/ft Price-sq/ft

ARMET II 3/8 3.5 $18.00

ni 1/2 4.5 _ - - $25.00

II + II 3/4+ 7+ $36.00

" II + III 7/8+ 8+ $43.00
•• III + III - - 1"+ 9+ $50.00



3. _Op^ue "Lexan" Pol ycarbonate Sheet-
Note: For general info on "Lexan" ^ see
Section IV-C on transparent armor..

Although used primarily as window mate-
rial, the less expensive opaque grades of
Lexan sheet can be used in numerous vehi-
cle body applications. Flat pieces are cut
and mounted following the manufacturer’s
specs outlined in Section IV-C. Sheet
stock can be thermoformed with either a
strip bender or vacuum forming machine,
following standard procedures for forming
plexiglass. Lexan is also available as a
liquid resin for casting three dimensional
pieces. Detailed info on thermo forming
and casting are available from GE.

4. Custom Made Laminated Panels -

Whitewater boat builders have recently
developed a number of cloth and resin com-
binations, termed "impact resistant com-
posites" .

These new composites are stronger than
the old polyester resin/"E" type fiber-
glass cloth laminates.

Two types of cloth are used. The first
is "S" type fiberglass, superior to "E"
type cloth sold to the public. The second
is Kevlar 49, the same aramid fiber fabric
used in Second Chance Flexible Body Armor.
Both types of cloth are treated or scoured
to make the surface compatible with a va-
riety of laminating resins, including
vinylester, polyester and epoxy.

Fig.

6

Kevlar 49 S- Glass
E. I. du Pom

Bag Molding Supplies

"Advanced Fabrication Techniaues

for Whitewater Boats" parts 2 & 3

Free Catalog

A.S.SO(:iATll.SW A CL.VRK
Sugarloaf Star Route, Boulder, Colorado 80302

I
(303)444-1890

|j

These special fabrics plus information

on various laminating and vacuum molding
techniques are available from WA Clark,

the leading supplier to the white water
boat trade. (see figure 6) When contacting
or ordering from Clark, be sure to specify

that the materials are for boat or kayak

building. Clark will not sell these mate-
rials for use in armor production, either
from fear of liability for product failure
or possible restrictions placed on them
by the factory.

A simple molding setup for panel making
is shown in Figure 7. Although the example
Is for flat panels, conventional plaster or
clay molds can be made to custom shape a
panel to fit a particular area. Consult the
WA Clark catalog or how-to sculpture books
for detailed mold making info.

Use the specs given in the ARMET sec-
tion to determine panel thickness,modi ty-
ing these dimensions after testing if
necessary.

The molding frame is made up of two
sheets of h'* plywood,with a framework of
1” wide X V' thick plywood strips attached
to the base. Note the bevel on the strips
to facilitate removal of the finished pan-
el. To use, cover both top and base w/plas-
tic garbage bags or similar sheets of poly-
ethylene plastic. Fill the mold with succes-
sive layers of cloth saturated w/catalyzed
resin. Roll or press each layer to remove
trapped air and excess resin. Fill mold
slightly above the edge and install top
panel. Press, clamp or weight the top in

place until the resin has cured. The more
pressure the better. When cured, the mold
halves are separated and the panel removed.
The plastic will peel right off, leaving
the surface ready for further cloth and
resin or final painting. This eliminates
the traditional sanding of the wax finish
coat usually required in fiberglass work.

In addition to the sources listed above,
bookstores usually have how-to books on

building or repairing "glass" hotrod
bodies. These techniques are easily ap-
plied to armor making.



5- Fiberglass Reinforced Ceramic -

Unlike the simple ceramic tiles out-

lined in Section III-A (i^3),a fiberglass
cloth/cerainic composite will absorb re-

peated hits without breaking up or deteri-
orating. Armor panels can be produced in

both standardized flat rectangular sheets

and as custom contoured pieces for instal-
lation in quarter panels, roof pillars,
curved floors etc.

The basic techniques used to mold,cure
and fire the clay panels are identical to

standard pottery and sculpture procedures.
A great number of how-to books exist that

give detailed instructions for home pot-

tery production, including complete info

on building an inexpensive backyard kiln.

The only unique aspect of this type of
ceramic work is the addition of chopped

strands or small strips of fiberglass

cloth to the wet clay body. This can be

done with a rolling pin for flat or "slab"

C - Transparent Armor

General Electric Co., the manufacturers

of Lexan polycarbonate sheet, have devel-

oped a three point transparent armor sys-

tem around this material. The products are

complimented by a well designed body of in-

formation that will provide the customer
with all needed instructions for cutting,

finishing and installing the various Lexan

and Lexgard products. To obtain this pro-

duct material contact:

Laura Hanks - Publicist
General Electric Co.

100 N. Street, Pittsfield MA 01201

Request all material on Lexan Security
Glazing and Lexgard armor products.

It's only fair to mention that there

are other firms that produce polycarbonate
sheets for security glazing. Unfortunately,

none offer the variety of products or Info

available from G.E. In addition,most are

still hung up on keeping their products

"secret" for security reasons. Besides the

material mentioned above, G.E. was kind

enough to provide the following illustra-

tions, most of which are from their Euro-

pean Installation Guide, for reprinting

here. This material is not usually availa-

ble in the U.S. and I appreciate their

sharing it with PMA readers.

work. Cloth pieces may be dipped into li-

quid or "slurry" clay and laid up in lay-

ers inside slipcast (mold produced)pieces.

Just about any type of low or medium
fire clay body can be used. The critical

element is maintaining the heat of the

firing kiln at or below Cone 6 (about
2174®F). At higher temperatures , the glass
strands will melt and flow out of the clay,

leaving voids and resulting in a very weak
panel

.

Note: This process uses FIBERGLASS

CLOTH ONLY - not the companion plastic
resins or catalysts . Also note that Kevlar
nylon and other similar fabrics cannot be

used because of their low melting points.

B - Flexible (Soft) Armor

Note: See article on Kevlar

soft body and vehicle armor elsewhere

in this issue.

General
• Lf^XAH Sheuf ts exJ.renn'ly Inhl iirni. thnrefcire easy to handle.

• Itnn-dllr.t! durln’i rohnc-i » io'. or i nKi.a.llat Ion are

Fabrication ^
N/techining

• J-EXAh' Slir-vt can be i-ut
.

inod .iiici driilad using ordinary
workshop r-ijiiipoent .mch iis pow^r dill Is, band or ci.r'"'-ilar

saws aiiH hand or pcMc-r Isacksaws as vsll as iiiiliino and po-

lishir.a aiuchines. Bea'' t'esulLs will be obt-fitned using new

tools set for working with plasties.
!t is inrpcTTant with these iciii.n.toini tluit correct techniques
are Used avoid sliarp corners, notches, —r irregular stress

levels wkloh san result in faiiifie of the part.

Full details cm apt.inruni techniques arc given In our public.itSon

“Working with Sheet" avcil.^ljle on roqiicsi .

Forming

• LEXAi: 9034 and .MR 4004 can be installed with a curve in a frame

by cold tending. I'rovicled the minimum radios is at lea.^t 100

tines the sheet thickness toe 9034 and 300 i;ienes the sheet
thickness for HR 4004, then the stress will have no Influence
on the performance of LEXAN sheet with regard to impact resistance.

weatherahiHty or Its optical orooerties.

a ThermofotiBlng of LEXAN 90J4 and MR 4004 enables the stylists
to Follow vehicle lines and retain maximum possible space inside

the vehicle. Stand.ird forming techniques may be used with
LEXAN 9034 Including vacuum forming but MR 4004 demands very

careful drape forming techniques. „
For thecaofsiniiing LEXAN 9034 at temperatures over 160 C
predrylsvg of the material, and clamping to the machine are vital.
Pre-heallHg the clamps is also strongly recommended.
Full details on optimum farming techniques are given in our

publication ".Working with LEXAN Sheet" available on request.

Installation

General
Installation details will vary according to vehicle type,
security required, and styling priorities of the user.
As It is In^ssibln to cover all eventualities wc state below
important general princfple.s relevant to LKXAN Sheet, and
show a variety of possible J nstnl lat lor. concepts and fixtures.
It is vital for the user to test t.hnioiiglily any system under
consideration to ensure it fulfills the requirements.
For further details on recommended Installation techniques
consult our hrachure “LFXAH sheet for Architectural Use"
available on request.
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Transparent Lexan sheets and Lexgard
laminates have three distinct applications
in armored vehicles.

1. Qverglazinq Existing Glass

Lexan sheet is virtually unbreakable.
When mounted on the exterior of windows,
it will protect the glass from impact dam-

age during riots and other disorders.
In most cases, rocks, baseball bats and

even hammers cannot penetrate the sheet.

When mounted inside the vehicle, the sheet
acts as a splinter shield. The sheet will
contain standard safety glass splinters as

well as particles from BR glass and BR
acrylic windows.

Important Note

!

- Single Lexan sheets
have little ballistic resistance and most
types of firearm projectiles will penetrate
them.

• roalstant qiass filus
C.EKAN splirtier shield.

- Wlic-ra rustrlfted space demands
curved qlaiUng thus pi‘ecludln9 the
usrr of LEKGADO, curved bullet re-
sistant. glass can be backed up with
a spliiiter shield protection of
formed LEKAN sheet.

LEXAN splinter shield
behind MR glass

Standard LEXAN sheet is not sold as a bullet resistant material,
and should only be used as a splinter shield. The bullet resistant
protection required must Vjo satisfied solely by the selection of

a proven specification of bullet resistant glass.

Screwing and bolting

• Goltinq l.EXAK Sheet to the >=xL.';ting coachwork or to a bracket
is also (lossibie.

• It Is ImpucL.mt t.o remeniter to drill slightly oversized
holes in the LEXAN Sheet to allow for expansion and contraction,
(for .» A mn bolt, drill '> mm hole!.

• To fu.-l.her spread the lo.id apply silicone sealant to the

hciir. usv neopreTH’ washers .tml do not tighten the nuts too

M rmly.



LEXGAIU) DULUT RESISTANT LAMINATE
2. Lexqard HP (Medium Power)and $P (Super

Power) Laminates.

The MP material will resist penetration

from most handgun rounds. The heavier SP

version will even stop 44 magnum and 12

gauge shotgun slugs. These Lexgard sheets

can withstand repeated hits without disin-

tegration or excessive loss of vision. Al-

though intended to replace the original ve-

hicle glass, MP & SP Laminates are often
installed as hinged, removable units
mounted behind the existing glass mater-
ial. This feature eliminates the need to
remove complex curved windshields and
backglass assemblies. Movable windows are
usually left operational.

• i.BXCftfiP fvyllsL-rcsistant. bsniiiii :jJass

Hinged framing (interior)

LEXGARD bullet resistant lominates

ore o composite of LEXAN®' sheet ond
LEXAN MP-4000 mor-resistont sheer.

These sheers ore lominored together

(see dtogrom), using o patented

Generol Elearic inrerioyer film.

l-CXGARD plus
bMlle!" resistant >il'4S8 B.jlUsliv U'ldls at the Bescliuss-

ara, Ulrr. Iti a<M-mani' tiavc shown that

a ••omt.inuuor. of 13 ram LBXCARO arid

1^ mm l.imi iiai BK glass With i mm

aic apaftr sujppeJ shots from Nato

« '} rifle niml w»tn actfti

sof* ccirc jmmuiut.i.on,

bfhlnrt BR glass

• The fron» concept can be developed
lockable window which Is rermivablc

to produce a hlmjed,
for vehicle overhaul.

• i.BXGABf.' P-Ihcl.- Iiu-.uc.l -nt • d I I :<

..I l<jf Wi'li • 11 Ic.iUi:- sr.lit! --t

v,,ng 'iu53 -ill-w o.isy t-J'.‘iiiiin -uii i.

-

1.5 IMlt-nK-.



3. Lexqard Double Glazing System-

These three new laminates are designed

to be double glazed w/laminated safety

^ glass. The pieces are mounted so that a^"
air space is maintained between the

Lexgard laminate and the safety glass. Dou-

ble Glazing installations involve greater

weight, increased armor thickness and gen-

erally more complex procedures. The origi-

nal glass is usually fixed into a perma-

nently "closed" position or removed entire-

ly. The mechanisms for windows, vents, etc.

are removed. The Lexgard and safety glass

are first mounted on an airtight frame.The

airspace is filled with nitrogen to pre-

vent fogging. The finished armor package

is then installed directly into the vehi-

cle body and is considered to be permanent,

although it can be removed for repair if

needed.

There are currently three grades of pro-

tection offered in the Double Glaze System,

(The three digit number indicates the Lex-

gard panel's thickness.)

A - MPC ( Medium Power Component ) 375

The MPC and V' laminated safety glass
combo will resist all handgun rounds up to
and including the 38 Super Auto. This is

the Lexgard/Glass combo that is used to
protect the teller at the bank's drive up
window. When installed, the MPC 375 pack-
age is about 7/8" thick.

^ ^ ( Rifle Component ) 750

When installed with 3/4" laminated
safety glass, the RC 750 system will stop
multiple hits from the 30.06 rifle, as
well as all rounds of lower power. The fin-
ished RC 750 package is 1-3/4" thick.

^ - GC ( Government Component ) 938

The specialized four-ply Lexgard panel,

when combined with 3/4" laminated safety
glass,will defeat repeated hits from the

.308 NATO round. The completed GC 938 in-

stallation is just under 2" in thickness.

LEXGASD
Lammale AIR
GC 938 SPACE

LAMINATED
SAFETY GLASS

Yb" Ke" K?" %" Ya"
in recommended

_ic-

conliguration

Thinner Profile,

Lighter Weight
The new doxible-giazed system provides In-

creased protection at a lighter weigh! when com-
pcn’ed to competitive products.

Performance vs. weight

FTotection

Level

LEXGARD
Larrunates*

Bullet

Resistant

Acrylic

Bullet

Resistant

Glass

Ntedium Power 6 3 lbs 7 7 lbs 14 9 lbs

Rifle Power 14.6 lbs. — 26 lbs

NATO Power 15.5 lbs. - 39,5 lbs

*New LEXGARD Laminate Component Systems including

cxJiresporKilng 34" or taminaled glass and air space

Safety Glass

The k'’ laminated safety glass used w/
MPC Laminate (item A) is made from two
pieces of 1/8" glass sheet. This material
is standard auto glass and is available
from any glass shop.

The 3/4" laminated safety glass called
for in the RC 750 (item B) and GC 938

(item C)sections must be special ordered.

Your local glass shop can probably get it,

as well as cut and sand it for you. When

ordering, be sure to specify 3/4" Lami-

nated Safety Glass. The three layers

(most glass has two) MUST be in the
1/8"— 1/2"— 1/8" configuration for the

system to function correctly.



ARMBRUST by ClydeBarrow

antitank" weapon

I - INTRODUCTION

The MBS ARMBRUST is truly unique among

current AT (Anti Tank) weapons. The name

ARMBRUST (German for crossbow)al 1 udes to

William Tail's famous weapon. Like its

namesake, the ARMBRUST is a portable armor

piercing weapon, designed to be both quiet

and deadly. Developed in the early seven-

ties by the German arms firm of Messer-

schmitt-Brokow-Blohm,the weapon is cur-

rently produced by the Boeing Company for

U.5. distribution. The US Army was report-

edly considering the ARMBRUST for use in

urban combat, and it now appears that they

will be buying the units produced by

Boeing.
Like many modern AT weapons, the ARM-

BRUST is a singleshot-disposable affair

which can be easily carried and fired by

one man. Firing procedure is similar to us-

2. Virtually all smoke and flash is

retained within the launcherjhe small

amount that does escape through the hole

in the front piston, is diffused by the

flash suppressor. The suppressor also

serves as a protective cover for the nose

of the projectile.
3. Very little IR (Infra Red)radiation

is emitted upon firing. This protects the

firer's position from being discovered at

night by an observer using an IR viewer.

(See "Night Vision Devices"in PMA Vol.2#2,

page 48).
4. The countermass of plastic flakes

readily disperses without ricocheting,

allowing the ARMBRUST to be safely fired

within two feet of solid wall. Most AT

weapons produce a backblast which requires

20-30 feet of safe space at the rear.

5. Lack of recoil allows the use of all

types of rifle sights including the deli-

cate IR or Starlite type scopes. In the PMA

version, the sight is removed from the

ing a rifle, which means, the weapon can

be operated without extensive training.

The ARMBRUST design incorporates a num-

ber of unique features.

1. Firing noise is low, about the same

as a pistol. This is by no means silent,

but it's a great improvement over the

thunderous roar of conventional AT weapons

fired weapon and reused. In the factory
ARMBRUST, the sight is discarded along

with the spent tube.

6,

Finally, the ARMBRUST is considered

to be extremely accurate, due to the solid

two handed hold, the lack of recoil, and a

projectile which has a very flat trajec-

tory out to the optimum range of 300 yards



2. CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND DIMENSIONS

Specific details on materials and di-
mensions for the factory ARMBRUST are not
available. The materials chosen here
seemed the most practical for home build-
ing. Substitute materials can be used to

best suit your needs. The specs given are
estimates only, but should be close to
those of the original design. Again these
can be altered to suit your individual re-
quirements. For the sake of simplicity,
the original piezio electric initiator has

been replaced with the option of using a

simpler percussion or electric initiator
unit. For the same reason, the flip-out
disposable reflex sight has been replaced
with a conventional rifle scope mount. This
allows quick installation and removal of a

variety of conventional scopes.

3. PROPELLANT

EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK by Michael Hoy
NOW AVAILABLE: The ell-new, bigger and better ttipn ever
edition of EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK, the ONLY
book that tells YOU where and how to buy or make all sorts of
exotic weapons. Here are just a FEW of the weapons In this
amazing new book: switchblades. Stun guns, boles, medieval wea-
pons. shockers, blackjacks, boomerangs, whips, tranejuUizer guns,
hand catapults, blitz/ights, tasers, gas masks, primitive weapons,
olfactory weapons, sonic weapons, brass knuckles, sword canes,
slurp guns, oriental weapons, crossbows, gatling guns, night vision
devices, machine guns, body armor, silencers, ana much morel

* More than 90 different weapons described and Illustrated, with
dealer listings for each weaponi

'Sources for not only the actual weapons themselves, but also
for books, periodicals, plans, organizations, and other Informa-
tion on personal weaponry!

* More than 120 photographs and numerous drawingsl
* A section on Improvised and miscellaneous weaponsi
* Complete names and addresses of more than 300 dealersi

EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK Is over 90 large 8)^ x 1

1

ages, crammed with Information on where and how YOU can
uy more than 90 different weaponsi More than 120 photographs*

and names and addresses of over 300 dealan In a well-orgar^Tzed
and easy-to-use format make EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS
BOOK The most complete weapons shopping guide ever wrlttenl
ORDER YOUR COPY TOOAYI
For your copy of EXOTIC WEAPONS: AN ACCESS BOOK, send
$6.9o + $1.00 shipping to: Loompanics Unlimited, Box 264,
Mason. Ml 43864.

tube’s wall thickness and beefing up the
brake rings. This would of course add to
the final weight, and might result in a

weapon too heavy for one to carry and fire

When making up the propellant (launch-
ing) charge, you will have to experiment
to determine the optimum weight of materi-
al for both maximum accuracy and safe op-
erating pressures. The bore sighting bench
shown in figure 2 may also be used as the

test fixture for holding experimentally
loaded tubes.

All testing should be done with inert
practice rounds only . All firing should be

done remotely from a safe distance

.

4.

REUSE OF ONCE-FIRED TUBES

The ARMBRUST is intended to be fired
once and then discarded. Multiple firings
may result in a burst launch tube. A safe
reloadable version of the ARMBRUST could
conceivably be produced by increasing the

5.

PROJECTILE

The factory weapon is supplied with
one of three types of projectiles. The
first, a signal flare, is not covered in

this article. The remaining two, anti-
personnel (fragmenting) and HEAT (High
Explosive Anti Tank) can both be construc-
ted by modifying M-31 Practice Rifle Gre-
nades.

These M-31 inert rounds are readily
converted into live ordnance, but are to-
tally legal to possess in their unarmed
state. M-31 inert grenades are available
from several sources. (See list at end of
article or scan through a current copy of
Shotgun News for suppliers.) Prices range
from $4 to $8 each with lower prices
available on bulk sales.
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A. Launch Tube: 2.745"±.005 ID / 2.87" OD (.060 wall)x 30" long.

B. Outer Tube-Center: 2.875" ID / 2.995" 00 (.060 wall)x 11" long.

C. Outer Tube Ends (2): Same ID/00 as B. Length is 2" each.

D. Brake Rings (2): 2,6875" ID / 2.995" OD x .25" long each.

W Brake Ring Collar-Rear; 3" ID / 3.24 OD (.120 wall) x 1" long.

F. Brake Ring Collar-Front(flashhider): Same ID/OD as E. Length is 3.5". 8 slots,
.375" wide x 1.5" long may be cut (optional). Locate slots at 45® intervals. Hole
centers are .6875" and 1.8125" from front edge of tube.

G. Initiator Housing: Pipe Nipple, 1.2" long x .7" diameter. Trim to .5" long.
Radius cut end to fit 3" OD outer tube.

Ill - CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
alloy tubing may be also used. In fact, the

The ARMBRUST construction info has been original is most likely heat treated alu-
divided into three parts; the launch tube, minum alloy tubing. This would require

the grip assembly, and the last part cov- heliarc welding, roll crimping, press fit-

ering the interior components, the projec- ting etc. To simplify, I chose the cheap-
tile, countermass and propellant. est and easiest to work with of the steels.

Each of these three component sections Assemble all pieces with good silver sol-
may be produced separately to be assembled der or a low temperature brazing rod. This
just prior to firing. will not only prevent warping, but will

allow all pieces to be removed and reused
Section One - Launch Tube Assembly if desired. None of the tube lengths spec-

ified are critical, as each piece in the
Refer to the fJiagram marked Section One design overlaps another. The only critical

dimension is the ID (inside diameter) of
Unless otherwise specified, all of the the 30" launch tube. If the M-31 grenade

^ individual pieces are cut from mild steel body is to be used, the minimum tube ID

seamless tubing. More exotic and costly should be held at 2.745^ .005.



Note: If the tubing obtained for

pieces B,C,D,E and F axe not quite the

right size, cut them lengthwise along one

side. Increase or decrease tubing to the

correct ID and repair split.

Before beginning assembly, deburr and

degrease all pieces. Tight fitting pieces

may be expanded slightly for installation

by heating them with a torch.

1. Slide tube B over tube A and center

it 9.5" from either end of A. Spot braze

in place.

2. Install the two end tubes C flush

with the ends of tube A. Spot braze in

place. Place a mark .5" from the outer

ends of both pieces C.

3. Slide pieces E and F .5" onto the

ends of tubes C, aligning them with the

marks made in step 2. Clamp or tape E and

F firmly in place, DO NOT BRAZE!

4. Insert brake rings D into the ends of

E and F. Tap the rings into position

flush against the ends of tube A-C. Braze

rings D to pieces E and F. When cool, re-

move assemblies D-E and D-F from the ends

of the main tube. These pieces will be re-

installed after the launcher is loaded.

5. Mark completed tube assembly in the

center (15" from either end) and drill a

.5" diameter hole through wall of tube

assembly. Deburr hole and braze housing G

in place over hole.

INDIVIDUAL PARTS SPECS

A - Side Pieces (2): 1/8" masonite, 20'- long x 2.5" high.

B - Spacer Blocks (3): 1" x 1" x 3" pine, fir or similar wood.

C - Front Grip: 1" x 1.5" x 4" wood (same as B). Curved grip panels; optional.

D - Rear Grip Liner: 1" wide x .25" thick x 5" long wood, metal or masonite strip.

E - Shoulder Rest: 1" x 2.5" x 4" wood (same as B).

F - Trigger & Safety: Builder designed.

6 - Sling Swivels (2): Wood screw type rifle swivels.

H - Retainers (3): Flexible steel strap, .5" x 10" each

I - Shoulder Rest Hinge: Optional.

140 PMA



1. Cut out side pieces, using specs given

in Fig. 5. Drill the three .25" diameter
holes where indicated.

2. Cut out the three spacer blocks and

drill the three .25" diameter holes as

indicated in Fig. 5. The center block must

also be drilled with a .75" hole to accom-

odate the initiator housing. Radius the

top sides of the blocks to conform to the

outside curve of the launch tube assembly.

3. Apply epoxy glue to the sides of the
three blocks. Assemble blocks and side

pieces A, securing them with three .25" x

IH" bolts. Bolts and nuts should be waxed
to allow removal after the epoxy has cured

4. Epoxy pieces D and E between side

pieces A. Clamp these pieces in place un-

til the glue has cured. E may be rein-

forced with mounting screws if desired.

5. Because the type of initiator/deton-
ator is left up to the builder,you will

also have to choose the appropriate type

of trigger and safety. Once these are in-

stalled, the front grip may be epoxied or
screwed in place between the side pieces

A. It may be necessary to drill linkage
holes through the grip, so screw placement
should be decided after this has been done

6. Install wood screw type sling swivels

at front and rear of completed grip frame.

7. A trigger guard (optional )may be made

by bending a .5" wide aluminum strip to

shape. Secure it to the bottom of the

front spacer block and front of the grip.

CUTOFF REAR

PMA 141
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B - PROPELLANT PACKAGE

I. - General

The propellant package (explosive cap-

sule) is made up of the following pieces:

a-Outer Casing

b-Front Piston

c-Rear Piston
d- Detonator

e-Detonator Liner
f-Propellant Filler

g-Locater Tube
h-Screw Joint

When assembled, the package should be

3.6" to 3.625" long. To prevent assembly

difficulties and possible piston jamming,

the OD of the finished package must not

exceed 2.74" OD.

The liner is made from a section of
seamless steel tubing. It functions as a

shield for the screw joint and also helps
to direct the force of the detonator
toward the propellant filler.

1 - Propellant Filler :

Specific propellant type and amount
are left up to the builder. Three possi-
bilities are;

1.

Model Rocket Motors
Soak in water and peel off/discard
the nozzle and cardboard body tube.
Cut sticks to shape and glue into the
outer casing.

II.- Individual Parts Specs

a - Outer Casing: 2.74" 00/ 2.62" ID x

1.4" long.

Material may be steel tubing, but

seamless aluminum is preferred.

b - Front Piston; c - Rear Piston ;

2. Black Powder
Try several of the slower burning
(larger grained) grades. Powder may be

sealed into 'Baggies? before loading.

3. Improvised White or Red Powder
Propellant (See PMA Vol .l,pg.l31)

Maximum propellant length is 1.25"

3.- Locater Tube : .5" 0D/.65" wall

Single sets of pistons can be easily

turned on the lathe from a solid piece of
3" OD aluminum round stock. Large batches

are best produced as oversized aluminum

sand castings which require a minimum of

machining for completion. Figure 12

has specs for both cast blanks and the

completed piston.

Detonator : 1.20" 0D/.65" ID x 1.2" long.

Actual material is the builder's

choice. Ideally, a castable explosive will

be molded around the steel liner (e).

e - Detonator Liner: .625" OD x.6" long.

Tube may be cut from either steel or

aluminum commercial tubing,

ll Screw Joint :

The type of material used for the fac-

tory screw is unknown. We've chosen 3/8" x

16 threaded brass rod. Note that the cen-

ter section is prenotched to break under

pressure. The correct diameter of the

notched area will have to be determined by

testing. The screw should hold the pistons
together until the propellant is fully ig-

nited, yet it MUST break before excess
pressure ruptures the casing.



b - Guide
y ur rruytij idra

1. Apply epoxy to the inner faces of both
pistons and to the edges of the outerW casing.

2. Screw the threaded rod into position
in the rear piston.

3. Slide outer casing and detonator as-
semblies over the rod and into position
against the rear piston.

4. Install the front piston over the
threaded rod and position it flush against
the edge of the outer casing. There are no
threads in the front piston, so a tempo-
rary clamp is set up with a 3/8" nut and a
large flat washer.

5. Use a scrap piece of launch tube as an
alignment jig. Insert the propellant pack-
age in the tube and tighten temporary
clamp nut on front piston.

6. When the adhesive has cured, remove the
finished assembly from the jig. Loosen and
remove the clamp nut and washer.

(3)

Three guide strips separate the double
stacks of flakes and help to guide them
over the brake ring. Each strip is 12"

long X 2.0" wide. Material is cardboard or
plastic sheet. Fold each strip down the
center line to form a "W" shape as shown.

c - Mountin* Plate

Cast aluminum, see Fig. 13 for specs.
This piece threads onto the rear of the
screw joint, and rests against the curved
inner wall of the rear piston. An "eye" is
provided for tying the bundles of plastic
flakes into place. Two wrench holes are
drilled for installing the completed coun-
termass assembly into the launch tube.

Note : Because the Mounting Plate re-
mains within the launch tube upon firing,
it should not be included when calculating
the total weight of the countermass assy..

Section Four - Final Assembl

C - COUNTERMASS ASSEMBLY

^

The countermass assembly consists ofW the following pieces:

& - Plastic Flakes

Approximately 5,000 flakes are cut
from .014" thick plastic between .6" and

.65" square. Flakes are bundled and tied
into three double stacks (total of six)
roughly 11.5" long. Each stack contains a-

1. Slide the propellant package into
the center of the launch tube. Align the
.5" diameter hole with the initiator hous-
ing. Lock these two assemblies together by
inserting the locator tube into housing.

2. Slip the front and rear brake ring/
collar assemblies onto the launch tube
ends. Tap into final position with a wood-
en block if necessary. Protect the central
tube area with a damp towel before welding
the front and rear collars into place.

3. Run a bead of silicone adhesive
along the tops of the grip frame's spacer
blocks and side panels. Place the launch
tube onto the grip frame and press toget-
her to spread the adhesive. Install the
three retaining straps and tighten them
into position.

4. Paint the completed tube/frame
assembly with olive drab lacquer.

5. Insert the projectile and counter-
mass assemblies into their respective ends
of the launcher. Carefully feed them over
the brake rings and into the tube until
they rest against the protruding ends of
the screw joint. Thread both projectile
and countermass onto the screw and contin-
ue to tighten until both are a snug fit
against the outer faces of the pistons.
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mYniSi folding stock handguard
MtNM4 IS A REGISTERED TRADE-
MARK OF STURM, RUGER & CO by Clyde Barrow

A - Introduction

Most readers are familiar with Bill

Roger's Mini 14 Carbine, as the rifle has

been featured in every gun magazine in the

country. The rifle's popularity is well

deserved. It's well made, reasonably priced

and fun to shoot. The Mini 14 was initially

marketed as a pol i ce/border patrol carbine.

Popular demand soon resulted in sales to

the general public as a sportster/pl inker.

When modified as outlined here, this is an

excellent light paramilitary weapon.

Contrary to popular opinion, the Mini 14

is not a military battle rifle, nor can it

be readily converted into one. In all fair-

ness to the Ruger firm, the rifle was never

intended or promoted for heavy combat use.

B - Factory Folding Stock - Handguard

The factory recognized the need for an

optional pistol grip/folding stock as well

as a vented handguard for improved barrel

cooling. (see figure 1) The latter is cur-

rently available to civilians as a factory

accessory, but the folding stock assembly

is restricted to police/military sales

only. There are rumors that this unit may

be offered to the public in a year or two,

but don't hold your breath. Although once

available for the original series 180 ri-

fles, these optional stocks are now avail-

able for the current 181 series only. Qual-

ified buyers (tax exempt agencies) may or-

der through their police equipment suppli-

er or directly from the factory. CFig.l)

Cat .223 (5.56mm)

Fig One — Ruger Law-Enforcement Accessories

Catalog No.

*MA-K
*MSK
MFH
MFSS

‘Available lor shipment to excise tax exempt agencies only

Description

Folding Stock for AC-556 (not available for 1 90— series), each

Folding Stock for Mini-1 4 (not available for 1 80— series) .
each

Fiberglass Handguard for Mlni-14. AC-556, AC-556K, each

Flash hider (Fits Mini-14/20GB. AC-556, AC-556K Only), each

Suggested List Price

(Incl. Federal Excise Tax)

99.50

93.50

10-00

8.00

Cal. .223 (5.56mm)



C - Commercial Folding Stocks

There are over half a dozen brands of
Mini 14 folding stocks available on the ci-
vilian market. None of these are Roger pro-
ducts. The three following examples are the
only ones of the lot worthy of your consid-
eration. The remainder run the gamut from
impractical to just plain junk.

1.

The first example is available from
Federal Ordnance. The stock hinge mecha-
nism is copied from the German MP-40 Sub-
machine gun.

The new Mini 14 stock resembles the old
Fed Ord Ml Carbine and Ruger 10-22 stocks
that have been around for years. Those who
have encountered these earlier units will
recall that the buttplate tends to fold up
when firing. This problem has now been
eliminated with the addition of a third
stock "leg" on the lower left side. This
piece holds the butt firmly in position
when open, and folds away with the rest of
the stock when closed. If you own one of
the earlier "2 legged" stocks,you might
consider modifying it as outlined above.

The Fed Ord Mini 14 Stock is supplied
ready to install .although minor inletting
and/or bedding may be required. (See Fig. 2}

2. R & R Enterprises markets a number
of accessories for the Mini 14. Until re-
cently, they were producing and selling a

copy of the Ruger factory stock. Appar-
ently they have discontinued these as they
are currently offering a ready-to-instal

1

folding assembly which closely resembles
the design found on the FN-FAL Assault
Rifle. I haven't had a chance to examine
one of these new stocks, although I've re-
ceived favorable reports about other R & R

products in the past. (See Figure 3 for
further details)

3. Choate Machine and Tool Co. offers
a conversion unit that is attached to the
customer's stock at the Choate facility,
(see figure 4) The same unit can be in-
stalled on both 180 or 181 series Mini 14's.

I've examined and used samples of both
models, and although there are a few
points I'd change (see section on individ-
ual components), the unit as supplied is
functional, cleverly designed and certain-
ly worth the money. Choate also offers a
vented handguard of his won design. He wel-
comes custom work and will modify his stand
ard stock to suit individual requirements.

r
Rg.Two

Federal Ordnance, Inc
1443 Potrero Avenue
South El Monte, CA 91733

Pig. Three R 4 R ENTERPRISES — P.O. BOX 385

JEFFERSON. S.D. 57038 — (605) 966-5382

Our stock body ts made from a fiberglass reinforced structural riyion with a black. r>on-

reflective surface similar in texture lo the H & K The pistol grip is molded as an In-

tegral part of the slock forming a strong, one piece unit Resislance lo impact,
chemicals and temperature extremes surpasses the most demanding military and
civilian standards The steel lotdmg uml iwith nylon bull pad) duplicates the ap-

pearance and strength of the FN-FAL stock.

Fig. Four

+ U.P.S. ft Ins.. lnttaH0d

on your stock, sond stock only.

Choate Machine & Tool Co.

Box 218 - Phone 501-724-3138

Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010
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D - Stock Construction

The following construction info is

based on Choate's design. The material is

broken down into sections covering the
three major components.

GRIP LOCATION PLATE
. __ .

t

1. Housinq - Gri pmount Assemb ly (Figures)

NUTPLATE
This is an exact copy of the original,

which is well designed and works flawless-
ly. All pieces are steel .assembled and
finished with standard cutting,welding and
grinding techniques. The original body is

made from commercial rectangular steel
tubing, but could just as easily be made
up from flat steel sheet.

DRILL«3
NF TAP k4* 28

SCREW k x28k2

SUNG MOUNT HOLE

BEND 120°«12 Hotes
Top Only

1^.7 —H HOUSING BODY ixi-5x2.7

I .065waii Rec. Tubing
ALIGNMENT PLATE 2X1.5

ARCWELD4 'T'C'

GRIND FLUSH T

ArtCWELO
AT 15* ANGIE

CENTER 2.4'

PROM REF.

CUTOFFAT'
15* ANGLE

.375od/.25id
STEEL TUBING 1.0 DEEP REARFRONT

GRIP MOUNT STUD

nmnuh^

I1
ll1
! SCREW ^6^ 24



2. P1 stol Grip (Figure 6)

Three different grip styles fiave been
used on this stock since its introduction.
The current grip is plastic, and may be
purchased separately if desired. (fig. 7)

The dimensions are more suited to a full
size rifle than the more compact Mini 14.
The grip design included here feels more
appropriate, and is closer in size to the
original Ruger factory unit. This grip may
also be installed on Choate conversions.

.375

Fig.Six Section A A

Fig.Seven

Section CC

- Handquard Modi fi cation

A ventilated handguard is necessary to
allow air to circulate and cool the barrel.
If you don't care to purchase one of the
three commercial models mentioned, the
original wooden unit can be modified by
drilling and notching as shown (see fig-
ure 11). Although weakened by this proce-

Fig.Eleveni.Eieven Handguard ^
jj i

. r Tnr. Section AA -

KsiiSlJ-’ .

- --*aa3fcaB®ai b i

dure, the handguard should still hold up
to fairly heavy use. If in doubt, cover the
exterior surface with a couple of layers
of fiberglass cloth/resin before drilling.
Additional strength may be obtained epoxy-
ing a layer of fine mesh metal screen to
the inside of the handguard. This will
also prevent debris from entering the vent
holes and jamming the operating rod.

Handguard
Top View Section AA

Right Side View screen liner-J .25" r
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Mounting

the

Stock

Housing

on

the

Wooden

Stock

(Figure

10)
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PRODUCT REVIEW - PALADIN PRESS

In spite of the current tight money
situation, most weapons builders manage to
slowly increase the supply of tools and raw
materials in their home workshops - yet
they fail to expand their technical/refer-
ence libraries at the same rate. This is
unfortunate because a good library is po-
tentially one of the most useful tools
you can own.

If you’ve decided to expand or update
your weapons library/reference material, the
line of books sold by Paladin Press of
Boulder Colorado is an excellent place to
begin.

Paladin Press is by far the largest
publisher/mailorder dealer of books on
building and using weapons and related sub-
jects. The Paladin catalog contains over
200 titles, most of which are Paladin pub-
lications. The remainder arc the best of
the books available from other sources in
the weapons field.

The titles available from Paladin are
organized into the following categories;

- Survival
-Silencers
•Military Science
-Self Defense
-Locksmithing
• Weapons
-Explosives & Demolition
-Knives and Knife Fighting
-Police Science
-Guerrilla Warfare
-Spies & Clandestine Warfare
- Sniping & Marksmanship
- Terrorism
I strongly advise you Invest $1 in a

catalog. Once you are on the mailing list,
you automatically receive future catalogs
which contain all of the new releases.

Write to:

Paladin Press
P.O.Box 1307
Boulder, CO 80306

In addition to offering the best avail-
able books on weapons, Paladin has several
policies that should interest PMA. readers.
1. - Fast Service

All orders are processed quickly and
most titles are kept in good supply to
eliminate back orders.
2. - Unconditional Guarantee

Even though the catalog gives an honest
description for each title, everyone has
152 PMA

experienced buying a book that later turned
out to be less than expected. No ProblemI
Simply return the book within 10 days for a
full refund. You only keep the books that
you really want.
3. - Dealer Sales

The only requirement to purchase books
at dealer rates (50% off) is to place an
order with a total retail value of $100
or more. Items in catalog marked ND (No
Discount) are from other publishers and
not applicable to the dealer discounts.
There is no need to buy several copies of
the same book, orders can be made up of
mixed titles. This allows you to combine
your order with those of a couple of your
friends, so that everyone involved gets
twice the material for the same price.

You may wish to get into selling books
yourself as a source of additional income.
Contact Paladin and request further info
on dealer orders.
4. - Purchase of Unpublished Work

If you’ve written a weapons oriented
book, but would rather not gamble on going
broke by attempting to publish and distri-
bute it yourself, contact Paladin and see
if they are interested in buying it for
publication.

5. - Military Manuals
Paladin reprints a great number of US

Jttlitary Field and Training Manuals . Some
of these are difficult to obtain for copy-
ing purposes. If you have a rare or hard
to get FM or TM, Paladin may be interested
in buying it.

Recommended Titles

Numerous readers have asked that we
print a list of books that they should
have in their libraries. Tastes and fields
of interest vary greatly, but the follow-
ing are titles available from Paladin that
I have found useful and would recommend to

PMA readers. Listed title/author.
-Silencers, Snipers and Assassins/Truby
-How To Kill, Vols . 1-5/Minnery
-The Survivor, Vols. 1-4/Saxon
-The Quiet Ellllers/Truby
- Survival Guns/Tappan
-Personal Defense/McLoughlin & Collins
-Principles of Personal Defense/Cooper
-Home Workshop Guns, I & Il/Holmes
-Exotic Weapons/Hoy
- OSS Sabotage & Demo Manual
-How Terrorists Kill/Truby
-The Poor Man's James Bond /Saxon



PRODUCT REVIEW RFP Manufacturing
CUSTOM SUPRESSOR PARTS & KITS

RFP is a relative newcomer to the field
of silencer parts production. There are
several other firms which make and sell
similar products. It may appear that we*ve
chosen to spotlight RFP simply because
they bought an ad. (see below) Actually,
we accepted the ad and wrote this review
for two good reasons. First, we know and
like the people involved. Secondly, and
more important to PMA readers, RFP products
are well made and nicely finished, yet they
are priced much lower than the competi-
tion.

Two of their more interesting items are
the Endcap Assemblies and the Blank
Spirals. The Endcaps have a quality black
anodized finish and feature a unique snap
ring retainer for easy removal and replace-
ment of worn out endwipes. These are far
superior to the old MAC type units which
require machining to remove the staked-in
retaining washer. The Blank Spirals are

exactly that. RFP has developed an ingen-
ious machine for producing left or right
twist spiral sections several feet long.
These can be cut to any length desired and
are available at only $10 per inch. If
you’ve ever tried to make your own spirals
from scratch, you can appreciate what a
bargin these are. All you need to do is
drill out the center to the desired ID and
install. RFP is currently the only source
I know of for obtaining spirals without
having to purchase an entire suppressor
parts kit.

Also worth noting, is the suppressor
kit for the M-11/.380. The finished unit
is larger than the factory M-II suppressor
and is said to reduce firing noise to a
much lower level than the original.

CLASSIFIEDS

1/4" FUZE - MILITARY HEAVY CORE
Send Large SASE to; Tony DeVona
FOB 242, Cedar Lake, IN 46303.

SIONICS INTERNAL PARTS KITS
MAC kies are supplied with a black anodized finish on all exposed pares.
The endcap has a snap rin? retainer to simplify endwipe replacement.
Grommets and endwipes are not supplied with kits, order separate!-

- MAC KITS $100
M-10/9nim or 45 (specify)
M-11/,380 (same size as 9mm kit)

- UZI KIT ISO
Fits over short barrel (replaces barrel nut)

- RUCER PISTOL KITS — lOO
Slip over type (RST-4 and 6 only)

RUGER 10-M KIT lOO

- AR-7 EXPLORER KIT -- lOO
M-IO STOCK ADAPTER - 0*0
Allows use of AR-15 buttstock on M-10

All kits (except UZI) are S75. each in
quantities of ten or more. Mixed orders OK

MISC. SIONICS PARTS
~ End Cap Assembly - §19.95
-Grommets for MAC kits/ 500 - §5.95
-End V7ipe.s for MAC kits/Set of 2/$4.00
-Blank Spirals (left or righc)§10 per inch

-Catalog - $1.00 / Free with order

(No receiver modification needed.)

PARTS KITS am sold lot DISPLAY or REftUR PARTS only IW DONOT am TUBES! (PImm donl ask tor th«n)

OKI>«tNC INFORMATION:

C*ctM«4 tlMck or monoy or^r givoi

24 kovr ihfppfng. C.O.D. it OK.

POSITlVEiy no portonol chocki.

RFP Mfg.
BOX 971
Milpitas CA 9S035
or call - - - (408) 946-0677
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the blowqun
BY BONNIE & CLYDE

I INTRODUCTION

The blowgun and dart specs shown 1n

Fig. One are based on the "Aeromag Blowgun'.'

The gun complete with six darts is availa-

ble for about $15. Additional darts are

available for around $3. 75/per set of 6.

If you wish to buy a readymade blowgun,!

recommend the Aeromag over other products

available. For more info contact:

Aerospace Cone Company
P.O.Box 142, Decatur, GA 30031

Blowgun length: 48.75" T Fiq. One
Tube length: 48" * ^ *

Tube Specs: seamless aluminum tubing,

.5"0D/ .39"ID/ .055" wall thickness.

Mouthpiece specs: aluminum round stock,

1"0D X 1.5" long.

Dart Length: 5.1875"

Shaft specs: straightened music wire,
.062" dia. X Sinches long.

Cone specs: machined from aluminum bar

stock/finished size: .375"0D X.375"long.

The gun presented here is based on a

bore of .375" or about .38 caliber. It Is

generally accepted that anything smaller

will not be effective except at short

ranges. Some examples of blowguns have

bores in excess of .5", but unless you
have exceptional lungs, you will find this
size too hard to use.

Blowgun lengths also vary, from about _
18" as used by some assassins,to over 17ft
These monsters are used by the Jivaro In-

dians of Ecuador. They can easily hit a

hummingbird at 50 yards.
For general use, the 48" model outlined

here will be sufficient, although you may
wish to try the 18" extension shown in

Section III for a total length of 6 ft.

II BASIC BLOWGUN CONSTRUCTION

Refer to Fig. 2 for the following.

1* Tube : .5"0D aluminum tubing is avail-

able at most builder's and hardware stores.

It is usually sold in six foot lengths,

a. Cut the tubing to 48" long,

b- Deburr all inside/outside surfaces

on both ends.

2. Mouthpiece :

a. Cut the 1"0D aluminum round stock

to 1.5" long.

b. Drill a .375"ID hole through the

entire piece.
c. Counterbore the front end of the

rtwuthpiece to .5" dia X .75" deep.

d. Machine or hand shape the mouthpiece w
to the shape shown.

e. Apply epoxy to the outside of the

tube and tap the mouthpiece into place.

Use a piece of wood for a harmier to

avoid marring the soft aluminum. Wipe

off any excess epoxy.



3.
Front Sight : (Optional)
Drill and tap the muzzle end of the tube

and install a standard shotgun bead sight.

Deburr the hole inside the barrel.

D^rts : Straightened music wire is
found in most hardward stores and is also
available from:

Small Parts Inc.. 6901 N.E. Third Ave.
Miami, FL 33138. Catalog $1
.062 dia wire is sold in two lengths:

5 pcs. @ 18"ea for 55 cents or
10 pcs. @ 36"ea for $2.20.

a. Cut the wire into 5" sections by
notching with a file and then breaking
with a pair of pliers. Take care not to
bend the wire.
b. Deburr both ends of the wire.

c. The cones are best made on a Uni mat
or similar type small metal lathe.

Several cones can be turned at once and
then cut into separate pieces. (Fig. 3)
d. Place finished cones in a drilling
jig on a drill press, (Fig. 3) Drill
through cone with a .0625" dia drill.
e. Clamp wire into a vise and drive the
finished cones into place with a wooden
hammer. If the cones are a loose fit,
epoxy may be used.

f. Sharpen the completed dart on a grin-
der. Use water to cool the point, pre-
venting loss of temper. Darts can be

left dull for practice or may be ground
to a needle sharp point for hunting.

III Takedown Blowgun

The Aeromag design can be modified to
allow for takedown as follows.
1. Cut the tubing into three 18" pieces,

(four if a 6 ft gun is desired)
2. Deburr all inside/outside surfaces.
3. Install the mouthpiece on one of the
sections.
4. Construct two couplers (3 for 6 ft
version) as shown in Fig. 4.

5. Drive or epoxy one coupler into each
remaining piece of tubing. The completed
piece should be 18.75" long.
6. To assemble the blowgun, slide pieces
together and tape in place. Tape may not
be necessary, but it‘s the best way to
gaurantee that the gun will not fall apart-

t^.75"-« Fig.

4

IV Additional Dart Info

Several alternative dart materials and
designs are shown in Fig. 5. The blowgun
has been used by people all over the world
for both hunting and fighting. Darts have
been known to range from 1.5" to 22" in
length. You may wish to experiment with
various sizes until you find one you pre-
fer. For additional info on blowgun darts
and a good description of hunting with
poison read A Sporting Chance by Daniel
P. Mannix, E.P.Dutlon & Co. Publ. 1967.
This book may be out of print and hard to
find, but it's worth the effort to locate
a copy. The book contains info on building
and using a number of handmade weapons.

A small collapsible
from hobby store brass
Tubes of 10,11,512/32“
Cut tubes to a conceala
Use masking tape to bui
on the rear tube and a
ward end of each extent
tubes from telescoping

A blowgun this size

blowgun can be made
or aluminum tubing,
diameters are best,
ble length, say 6“.

Id up a mouthpiece
shoulder on the for-

ion. This keeps
in on themselves,
can be hidden in a

pocket eyeglass case. It can be extended
and used while still in the case.

For darts try a variety of needles :tap-
estry, crewel, net repairing. All have eyes
to thread stopper through. Use a portion of
a cotton ball and fuzz end to secure, or use
thick yarn and tie knot. Bamboo skewers work
well. Split end and fuzz cotton in split, se-
cure with drop of glue. All will fly well 3
to 8 feet, penetrate from i to in wood or
clothing.

7“cto&En



60miii Mortar
parts byClyde Barrow
I_ Introduction

This final segment of the 60mm Mortar
series will cover the following areas:

Section I_I Completion of the bipod and

collar assemblies.
Section III M-4 Mortar sight.

If you intend to build a 60mm Mortar

you should obtain a copy of the Army man-

ual which contains complete info on setup,

aiming, firing and maintenance.

Figure Two

US Army FM 23-85, 60mm Mortar. $5ppd.

Available from: Arm & Merchant Books,

1210 J Street, Modesto, CA 95354.
This firm also carries firing tables,

plotting charts and similar data related
to the 60mm Mortar. Contact them for

more info and prices.

Please note the two corrections marked

in Figure One. The area shown is from the

right side of the section on building the

yoke/ PMA Vol.2 page 117. Ed.

II Completion of Bipod and
Collar Assemblies.

U-Saddle Collar Latch (See Fig. 2)
a. After hinging the two collar

halves as outlined in Issue 3, weld one
.75"xl.O" slotted tab to each half of
the collar.

b. Weld two hinge tubes to the bottom
edge of the lower tab.

c. Weld a third hinge tube to the

bottom of the clamp bolt.

d. Assemble hinged bolt to the lower

collar assembly.

e. Construct and install the "tall" nut

as shown in Fig. 2.

2,.-Elevation Mechanism (Cont. from PMA Vol.

2/ page 118)
-Individual Parts Specs (See Fig. 3)

a. Elevation Tube: 1.0'*0D - .065 wall

X 12“ long (see Vol.2 pg.118).
b. Guide Tube: 1.25"0D - .065 wall X

11.5” long (see Vol.2 pg.lTS).
c. Elevation Screw: 5/8” threaded rod

(5/8 NC X 11 TPI) X 12” long.

Weld a 5/8" nut in place on the

screw with 2" of thread exposed beyond the ^
nut.

d. Thrust Washers (2): .65”ID/1.0”0D.

Washers may be fiber or nylon, ap-

proximately .1" thick.

e. Elevation Crank: 5/8 NC threads.

You may modify an existing crank or

build one from scratch as shown in Fig. 3.

Crank can be secured with a set screw, pin

or jam nut.

-Final Assembly (Fig. 4)
a. Turn elevation screw into the lower

end of the elevation tube.

b. Drop thrust washer into the guide

tube. It should come to rest on the top of

shoulder welded into the tube's bottom.

c. Align guide strip on elevation tube

w/guide slot in the top bushing of the

guide tube. Slide elevation tube down into

the guide tube until it rests on the

thrust washer.

d. Install a second thrust washer and

the elevation crank on the screw protrud-

ing from the bottom of the guide tube,

e. Elevation tube should move up and

down freely when crank is turned. Be sure ^
to apply grease to all surfaces before

assembly.
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_3. -Transverse Mechanism (See Fig. 5)
-Individual Parts Specs
a. Transverse Screw: 5/8" threaded rod

(5/8 NC X 11 TPI) X 12" long.
Weld a 5/8" NC nut in place on the

screw with 8.6" of thread exposed. File a

groove for shaft collar installation. Groove
location is determined after test fitting
the screw in the yoke assembly.

b. Handwheel; 5/8"NC threads.
Modify an existing handwheel or build

one from scratch as shown in Fig. 5. (Folding
handle is optional )

.

c. Sleeve: 5/8"ID metal tube.
Cut to length to fit over screw be-

tween the yoke and handwheel assemblies.
(Non-functional /serves as a thread cover
only.)

d. Transverse Screw Retainer:
Use a commercial 5/8"ID shaft collar.

Collar is secured in place w/set screw that
fits into a groove cut in the transverse
screw.

e. Thrust Washer (2); Same as used in

Elevation Screw Assembly. (!I2d)

-Final Assembly (See Fig. 6)
a. Slip one thrust washer over the end

of the transverse screw.

b. Insert screw through the bushing In

the right leg of the yoke assembly.
c. Slip on a second thrust washer

followed by the shaft collar.
d. Turn the screw Into the nut on the

elevation tube. Continue to turn until the
tube is about centered on the screw.

e. Feed the screw into the bushing on
the left leg of the yoke assembly. Continue

until the outer thrust washer is flush
against the outside of the yoke assembly.

f. Slide the collar into position and
mark the screw for cutting the groove. When
groove is cut. secure the collar in place.

Additional washers may be used to take
up any side play in the finished assembly,

g. Install sleeve and handwheel on out-
side of screw assembly.

h. Transverse nut should move freely on
screw when wheel is turned.

-Coarse/ Fine Leveling Adjustments Fig.

7

a. Leg Clamp (Coarse Adjustment).
Construct clamp from a block of alu-

minum as outlined in Fig. 7. Finished clamp
should hold firmly when tightened and
should slide freely when loosened. Secure
clamp to bipod leg w/same screw and "tall"
nut shown in Fig. 2.

b. Turnbuckle (Fine Adjustment) Fig.

8

Use any coiniiercial turnbuckle that
measures about 3.5" closed and 5" when ex-
tended. Secure one end to the leg clamp
and the other to the tabs on the elevation
tube.

c. Turnbuckle Mount Tabs Fig.

9

Cut two .75" square tabs from 12

gage steel sheet. Drill one mount hole
through the center of each tab. The outer
edges of the tabs can be ground to a .375"

radius if desired. Weld the tabs to the
elevation tube with the mount holes about
1.5" from the tube bottom. The space be-

tween the tabs should be sufficient to
allow insertion of the turnbuckle eye plus
two washers.

FIG 8 - TURNBUCKLE



Ill The M-4 Mortar Sight Figure 10

The aiming/firing system for the 60mm
Mortar is based on the mil. This system,
described in detail in the field manual, is

too lengthy to cover here except in the
most general terms.

Deflection
Mlcrometer(mi 1 s)

Deflect i on
Knob

Col ! imator

Open Sight

Cross Level

Latch

Elevat ion

Scale
(Degrees)

Mlcrofneter

Bracket
Elevat i on

Knob

Horizontal sight movement is based on
the circle (360°) which is divided into
6400 mils. One degree = approx 17.78 mils.
The M-4 sight moves 150 mils (approx 8.4°)
both right and left of center. The total
horizontal movement or deflection is 300
mils (approx 16.8°). The adjustment dial
has click stops at 5 mil intervals. Each
click moves the sight approximately. 28°

.

Vertical movement of the M-4 sight is

measured in degrees of elevation. The ele-
vation dial moves the sight .25° per click,
4 clicks = 1°. Elevation adjustment ranges
from 40° to 90°.

Two levels are mounted at right angles
on the sight base. These aid in leveling
the mortar/sight assembly when aiming.

The M-4 sight fits into a dovetail
mount on the left leg of the yoke assembly.

The viewer on top of the sight may be
moved up and down by hand to bring it in
line with target.

You may be able to find a usable M-4
sight at a gunshow or surplus store for
about $15. Several mailorder science sup-
ply houses used to carry the M-4 sight in

the early 1970' s, but they are apparently
no longer available.

Vehicle Armor (Cont.from pp.l32) 3. Removable Pads

IV - Recently Developed Armor Materials

B - Flexible ( Soft ) Armor

DuPont Kevlar yardage can be used in
a variety of vehicle armor applications.

1. Stationary Pads

These are used under door panels, seat
backs, headliners and carpeting. The pads
are considered permanent and are removed
only for maintenance.

Construction of armor pads is fully
outlined in section on Body Armor.

2. Body Cavi ty Filler

Kevlar remanents can be stuffed into
odd shaped body recesses such as window/
windshield pillars, front/rear quarter
panels and under the dashboard. These
pieces should be packed into the space as
tightly as possible and held securely in

place. Care should be taken to insure that
the armor filler doesn't interfere with
any mechanical functions of the vehicle.

If the vehicle needs to be armored
only at certain times, or if additional
protection is needed for a vehicle that
is lightly armored, removable armor pads
can be used. These allow for quick instal-
lation and removal , as well as eliminating
the need to remove the upholstery and
carpet for installation.

Armor pads can be designed to hang
over the inside of car doors, drape over-

seat backs or even hang from the tops of
door frames to serve as removable window
curtains. Pads should be enclosed in can-
vas or cotton duck covers to add stabil-
ity and prevent dirt and abrasion damage.

To simplify armor placement, grommets
or quarter-turn fasteners (female half)
may be installed around the perimeter of
the cover.

A large blanket type armor pad can be
folded and kept in the vehicle. This may
be wrapped around the target’s body when
protection is needed, both in the vehicle
and when moving from the car to a building.
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flexible Kevlar® Csoft)

body armor
by Bonnie & Clyde

I - Introduction
The body armor described here is con-

structed of DuPont Kevlar Fabric. This

cloth is woven from strands of Kevlar

Aramid Fiber, a material developed by

DuPont as a replacement for steel wire in

belted radial tires. This material is

lighter than ballistic nylon and pound

for pound it's several times as strong as

steel. When Kevlar is used in multiple
layers, it can effectively stop bullet
penetration and greatly reduce internal

injuries from blunt trauma. Finished ar-

mor pads are light, flexible and easily

concealed.
The most widely used style of Kevlar

Body Armor is the concealable police

vest. This type of armor may be either a

single front pad or both front and rear

panels. Other styles commercially avail-

able include a T-Shirt with integral pad

(see Part II), quilted ski-type jackets,

military flak jackets and even Kevlar

lined suits and raincoats for politicians

and executives.

Fig. 1 - Pol ice Vest

All Kevlar based armor designs have

the same three basic components;
1. A multi-layered armor pad of folded

Kevlar fabric. Some designs use 2 or more

pads for extra protection.
2. Protective cover of cotton or nylon.

3. A Carrier to hold the pad in place

on the wearer's body.

II - T-Shirt Armor
The following armor design is based on

the T-Shirt Armor sold by Danegeld INC.

(See section III for complete info on the

Danegeld line of body armor kits.)

1. Armor Pad
A. General Info: The flexible armor pad

insert is made from 8 layers of DuPont

Kevlar Aramid Fabric, Two types of Kevlar

cloth are appropriate for use in soft

body armor.
Kevlar 29, which is used in most com-

mercial vests, is preferred. Thi s material

is produced, tested and sold primarily as

a ballistic component, al though it has

other applications. Kevlar 29 is diffi-

cult to obtain as yardage because DuPont

apparently restricts sales to conmercial

armorers only.
The second choice, Kevlar 49, is simi-

lar to Kevlar 29. This material is less

expensive and more readily available,

(see ordering info on pp 131.) Kevlar 49

is intended for use as an industrial res-

in laminating component.lt has lower

weight to strength characteristics than

Kevlar 29. Kevlar 49 is a+^-o less rigid

than 29, allowing a greater possibility

of blunt trauma injury from an 8 layer

pad. For these two reasons, an 8 layer

pad of Kevlar 49 should be supplemented

with the additional 2 layers as shown in

Step #6.
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Except for the pale yellow color,
Kevlar fabric looks, feels, and behaves
like conventional white fiberglass cloth.

Like fiberglass, Kevlar stretches , snags

,

and deforms easily. Care should be taken

to keep the grain straight when cutting,

folding and sewing this material.
The Kevlar is carefully folded at each

step. Use clothespins or masking tape to

hold in place until it can be sewn toget-

her. Sewing helps the fabric retain its

shape and keep it from unraveling. Too

much sewing breaks the fibers though, so

use a ball pointed hand or machine nee-

dle to minimize this problem. Use tissue
paper on either side of material to pre-

vent snags when sewing by machine (Kevlar

only), it can be torn away after stitch-
ing with no ill effects.

Armor Pad
Folding
Sequence

Step 2

Figure 3 (2 layers)

B. Construction:
To make a 10'‘ wide x 12" high x 8 lay-

er pad, begin with a single piece of
Kevlar fabric. Take care to choose a

piece without tears, snags, splices or
other flaws which will weaken the fab-
ric’s strength. Armor pads made from one
folded piece are both easier to make and
stronger than pads composed of eight
stacked single layer pieces.

Step 1 - Cut material to 24" x 40". (one
layer)

Step 2 - Fold edge of each side to
vertical center 1 ine. (24" x 20" x

2

layers)
Step 3 - Fold in half along vertical

center line. (24"xl0"x4 layers)
Step 4 - Fold in half along horizontal

center line. (12"xl0"x8 layers) This
fold becomes the top of the pad. Place
pad unit under heavy books and flatten as
much as possible.

Step 5 - Sew a short seam through all

8 layers at sides and top to keep layers
from shifting. (See Fig. 3 for placement of
tacking seams. )Make seams about 1" long.

Step 6 - If Kevlar 49 is used, cut out
an additional piece of Kevlar 10" x 24"

and fold it in half over the top of the
finished 8 layer pad. Sew through all 10
layers. Make these tacking stitches along
sides, about 1" above the ones in the
inner pad. Do not overlap these stitches.

Step 7 - Smooth out and flatten com-
pleted pad under heavy books again. It is
now ready for insertion in a protective
cover.

Step 6

Step 4

(8 layers)

. I

— lo‘^—

^

P‘0 1 d

A *f\-

Cl

<f\

Step 5

10"xl2"
8 layer
pad

10"xl2"
10 layer
pad

side
view

front
view
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2. Protective Cover
A. General Info: The Kevlar pad is

sewn into a cover which keeps it clean,
prevents the cut edges from unraveling,
and minimizes cloth distortion from
handling. The cover is considered semi-
permanent, removed only for replacement
and laundering. Color should be close to

color of carrier. NOTE: Both cover and
carrier fabrics should be laundered so

they are pre-shrunk before cutting. Do

not launder the Kevlar

i

B. Material: The cover can be made from
any fine weave cotton/polyester, or the
new breathable fabric called Gortex®,
which allows water vapor, "perspiration",
to pass through the material fibers with-

out retaining moisture itself .Dimensions
of the cover are greater than the pad to

allow for flex and expansion. The finished
pad/cover unit should be about H"xl3",or
1/2" wider on each side of pad. The seams
can be made by machine or hand. The final

seam may be done as a chain stitch to al-

low for easier removal of pad when clean-
ing cover.

C. Construction: Material size-12"x26"

Step 1 - Fold to size 12‘‘xl3". Sew side

seams 1/2" from fold to end. Fold becomes

bottom of cover. Carefully insert pad in-

to cover, folded end of pad goes in last.

Step 2 - Sew open end of 1/2" from edge,

with chain stitch or long basting stitch.

Pad should be loose in cover so it will

flex when on. DO NOT SEW THROUGH KEVLAR!

Step 3 - Trim the three sewn edges to

within 1/4" of the stitching line.

FOU>

Fig.

4

Protective Cover

Sew side seams.
Insert pad.

Sew end seam.

3. T-Shirt Carrier
A. General Info: This is the simplest of
all carriers to make. The entire assembly
consists of a heavy duty cotton T-Shirt
modified to hold ballistic pads, by sewing
one (front) or two (both front and rear)
pockets on the inside surface. The pad(s)
are slipped into the pockets through an
opening left in the pocket bottom. Several
carriers should be made so they can be
cleaned frequently.

R. Materials : 2-Heavy Cotton T-Shirts
Use new T-Shirts, same color. Buy for a

loose fit, not your regular size. One of
the t-shirts is used for cutting out in-

side pocket liner, the other shirt is the

carrier proper. Sew with strong thread
like Dual Duty PI us, found in fabric shops.

Fig. 5 Carrier

Step 2

Pin pad in
pi ace. Trace.

Draw outer

chalkline for
liner pattern.

Remove

Front
(inside out)

Step 3

Trace outer chalkline.
Make pattern, cut liner
from 2nd shirt.

Step 4

Pin liner to
carrier over
chalkline.
Sew h" from
edge as shown

.

C. Construction : Final construction of
carrier will proceed faster if you can
enlist the help of a buddy at this point.

However, a full length mirror will do if

no one is available to help with the fit-
ting. Pocket liner is cut after fitting

is completed.

^|i_l - Put on T-Shirt inside out, do not

tuck in pants yet. Pad with cover is po-

sitioned over chest area you wish to pro-

tect. Folded edge of pad is down.

Step 2 - Mold pad to body shape(pad takes

a curve) and pin to shirt around edges of

cover. Bottom of pad should just touch

the top of your belt when seated. When you

have location correct, trace position of

pad directly onto the t-shirt with chalk

or soft pencil. Marks are removable and



will wash off later. While still on,mark
a 2nd line 1" all around panel. This will
become the positioning line for your in-
ner pocket. The T'width allows 1/2" of
room around panel at stitching line. To
check for correct positioning, unpin pad
and slip under shirt to position marked.
Pin corners, sides and recheck for sitting
comfort. Make any pocket liner corrections
now with chalk.
Step 3 - Unpin pad and remove shirt care-
fully. Lay flat, shirt will relax and re-
turn to normal size. Make a tracing of the
outer line without stretching fabric. Use
this shape as pocket liner pattern. Pin in
place on other shirt and cut out one. Pin
or tape pocket liner to shirt matching
chal k line.

Step 4 - Sewing 1/2" from edge of pocket,
sew liner and pocket together along top
and sides. At bottom, sew 3" from edges
to center only. The center of the bottom
edge is left open permanently, so pad
unit can be easily inserted and removed
from the carrier. When stitching the cor-
ners, you can reinforce seam by sewing
over seam tape if you wish.
Step 5 - Use a stitch with "give"or
stretch in it such as the chain stitch,
so thread will expand with the fabric
and not break.

-Ste p 6 - Try on shirt, check for fit.
then insert armor pad unit with the fold-
ed edge down. Smooth out pad into the
pocket, flatten any wrinkles. Make sure
bottom corners of the liner catch the pad.

Tuck shirt into pants. Excess pocket
seam allowance can be trimmed after gar-
ment is completed from 1/2" to 1/4" to
reduce bulk.
Step 7 - Make back pocket (if needed)by
repeating steps 1-6.

Step 8 - For maximum concealment,wear
T-Shirt armor under loose fitting shirt
or jacket.
Step 9 - For added protection, 2 or more
pads may be inserted in the pocket.

Note: Carriers should be washed fre-
quently. Protective covers should be
sponged off and only removed to wash if
cover is heavily soiled .The Kevlar armor
pad should NEVER BE LAUNDERED as the pro-
cess will damage the pad. Since pads will
get wet from sweat or rain (damp really)
air dry thoroughly before returning to
use. Water reduces Kevlar's strength!

Ill - Armor Kits and Info

A. Kits: One source for armor kits is
Danegeld Inc. Box 54673, Atlanta GA
30308. Send them $1 for complete info.
Danegeld sells Kevlar yardage, kits with
patterns and instructions for several
styles of armor, and ready made T-Shirt
armor similar to the design shown in sec-
tion II. They also sell the armor steel
inserts mentioned in section V.

B. Technical Info: An excellent source
of Kevlar technical information is a 1976
Government sponsored report on Light-
weight Body Armor. The 113 page report
contains many charts and illustrations.
It should answer any questions you have
on Kevlar armor. Request:

Body Armor for Law Enforcement Officers
Stock ^ 027-000-00409-1. May 1976. Price
$1.95. Order from; The Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. - 20402.

IV - Protection Levels of Kevlar Armor
The following is presented as a rough

comparison only. Never trust any armor
pad until you have personally fired at a
test panel. Panels should be comprised of
the same type and number of layers of
material as the finished armor pad.

A single 8 to 10 layer Kevlar pad
should stop the following rounds when
fired from standard handguns.

22LRHV, 25 auto, 32 auto, 38 spec
and 45 AGP.

Two (2) 8 to 10 layer Kevlar pads
should stop the following rounds when
fired from standard handguns.

9mmPara, 22 mag, 357 mag and 44 mag.



Note: A1 1 ammos listed are standard
production lead core bullets. Protection
from AP (armor piercingjrounds require
the metal inserts used in section V.

V - Special Purpose Armor
10"xl2” metal inserts of hardened

steel plate can be inserted in front of
the standard armor pad to give protection
from shotgun slugs, AP pistol ammo, stan-
dard pistol ammo fired from SMG‘s and
some lead core rifle bullets. The front
surface of the plate is covered with
Kevlar and bonding resin. This treat-
ment helps to minimize bullet fragment
"splash" and ricochet.

Flexible Kevlar body armor, even with
dual pads and metal inserts, will not
stop some high power rifle bullets. The
three most difficult rounds to stop are
tungsten cored 308 NATO and 223 NATO AP
and the 7.62 Soviet AP Incendiary.

These three rounds can be stopped
only by Second Chance Hard Corps or com-
parable special purpose combat armor, and

even then there is a chance of penetra-
tion.

Remember: All armor is bullet resis-
tant, but there is no such thing as a

bullet proof vest.

HARDCORPS
SECOND CHANCE BODY ARMOR

It is interesting to note that body
armor design has come full circle. Com-
pare current Kevlar/metal plate armor
with its 19th Century felt and metal
counterpart. (See "The Same Thing Over
Again" - 1894 reprinted in PMA Vol.l
page 13.)

Bonnie Sez

:

Our arcicles on building weapons occa-
sionally call for surplus military parts
to be used. We use them to save you time &

money , keeping project costs low. Some
parts are a major component , as in the
60mm Practice Mortar Round (pp22)or the

M-31 Practice Rifle Grenades used in the
Arrabrust article (ppl42).If you plan to

build any of these projects in the future
you should buy the parts now because they

may disappear from the surplus market-
place at any time, never to be seen again.

Even if you don’t build a project , these
parts are good investments and can always
be used as trading stock in the future.

When ordering items mentioned or ad-
vertised in PMA, please write for current
prices/info before sending money . Compan-
ies come and go rapidly these days as in
the case of Special Parts Limited of At-
lanta, (a PMA advertiser) .Check the Shot-
gun News for new sources of companies to
fill your needs, or MX Military Exchange
P.O.Box 3,Torrington,CT 06790/$7 . 50-yr

.

- - - - CORRECTIONS ------
Page 21, VOID ad/P.O.Box 656 (new#).

Page 131 line 28/Kevlar ^ not 49.
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This is your last issue of The Poor Man*s Armorer Vol.2
Voltime Two Issue 4 completes this volume year, and contains an
index for the entire Volume Two PMA. Volume Three may be subscribed
to now. We will allow past readers to re- subscribe at the reduced
rate below. To re-subscribe, please attach the mailing label from
this last issue to the space provided below. Voltime Three will be
about 100 pages in length, roughly 25 pages per issue; this will
enable us to write and print each issue faster so we can mail
them out to readers in less time. The information will be on the
same interesting subjects we have been covering and the advertising
will be kept to next to nothing as before. We take longer than
other magazines, as you know, so please don*t be alarmed if we
are late. We guarantee you will receive all the issues promised.
A re- subscription to a complete Volume Three/4 issues subscription
will entitle you to all 4 issues mailed as they are completed.

We want to thank you for supporting PMA in the past and
hope to be able to bring our unique information to you in the
future. PMA is not available on newsstands, your only source is
through direct ordering from PMA. Single issues will continue to
cost more than if purchased as a complete subscription, and re-
newals will benefit by the special Vol.3 reduction offered with
this letter. So if you want to resubscribe to The Poor Man*s
Armorer, please send in your mailing label from this last issue
along with your payment today. Many thanks for reading PMA.

Bonnie & Clyde
Vol.3 to begin late 1982

Volume Three PMA/4 issues

Attach
label
here

$18.00 renew my subscription please/USA
$17.00 PMA BOUND VOLUME ONE^PPD

*$10.00 MlO/Mll Frame Plans by The Void.
PMA Special Sale/Reg. $20

Paid/ Check/ Money Order/ CashTotal


